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A corona-like, intermetallic precipitation in the periphery of a zircaloy rod remnant after degradation
of a fuel rod bundle in the PHEBUS FPT1 experiment at CEA Cadarache (F).
Examination by electron probe microanaiysis in the Hot Lab at PSI (nickel X-ray image).
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THE FRAMEWORK FOR NUCLEAR ENERGY RESEARCH AT PSI

In accordance with the Institute's mission, nuclear
energy research in Switzerland is concentrated in the
Nuclear Energy and Safety Research Department
(NES) at PSI. Focus is placed on nuclear safety and
waste management.

The total effort invested in nuclear energy research in
1999 amounted to about 185 py/a, and 4.7 MCHF of
investment and maintenance costs. Approximately half
the salaries, and half the investment and maintenance
costs are not from PSI's budget, but are externally
funded, this amount covering about 33% of the real
total costs.

The external funding is provided primarily by the Swiss
Utilities (UAK and individual NPP operators), Nagra,
the Federal Office of Energy (BFE, and administered
through the Swiss regulatory body, HSK), and the
Federal Office for Science and Education (BBW) in
connection with the EC Framework Programmes. An
increasing part of external funding comes from do-
mestic and foreign industry (nuclear component and
fuel suppliers). In parallel, new forms of financing exist
in the framework of international co-operations. For
example, negotiations are underway to recognise and
maintain PANDA as a large-scale facility for code vali-
dation, confirmatory tests and specific research pro-
grammes, and funded 50% by the OECD/NEA mem-
bers who benefit from it.

Most of the aforementioned external funding is real-
ised within the framework of mid- to long-term re-
search contracts. However, 1.5 MCHF are provided by
the Swiss Utilities to foster further education in attrac-
tive research projects, and another 1.7 MCHF is pro-
vided by the utilities for regulatory research in agree-
ment with the priorities defined by HSK. Both contracts
result in a considerable easing of PSI's financial bur-
den. Particular attention is paid to the support of young
scientists, resulting in the 12 doctoral theses presently
underway in NES, and two rotating post-doctoral posi-
tions.

The nuclear research activities within NES concen-
trate on three principal activities: safety, and safety-
related problems directly connected with the safe and
economic operation of the Swiss NPPs (38% of total
resources, including facility operation and infrastruc-
ture); safety features of future reactors and advanced
fuel cycles, in the sense of pre-competitive research
contributing to keeping open the nuclear option (27%);
and waste management (15%). Another 5% is in-
vested in assessing energy systems in a global and
consistent manner, the rest being devoted to adminis-
trative tasks and overheads.

Research within NES deals with the time-dependent
behaviour of materials, fuels and components, the
investigation of severe-accident phenomena and of
plant behaviour under transient conditions, and the
safe disposal of radioactive waste. Furthermore, NES

actively follows new requirements for future nuclear
installations, fuel configurations and cycles, and as-
sesses corresponding technical solutions with regard
to an increased compatibility with sustainability criteria.
In doing so, competence is maintained at the forefront
of state-of-the-art technology, and the education of
young specialists (in co-operation with the universities)
is also fostered. In this framework, scientific issues, to
high levels of expertise, are addressed, and scientific
services provided, including the safe operation of the
necessary facilities. Finally, a stronger embedding of
NES's research within PSI is achieved by means of
contributions to PSI's large facilities: e.g., in the devel-
opment of a liquid-metal target for SINQ, within the
framework of the MEGAPIE project. Furthermore,
NES is prepared to build up and operate an XAFS
beamline in SLS.

Among the most important research highlights in 1999
were the fabrication of high-quality, inert matrix fuels
(IMFs) in pellet form, to be irradiated for comparison
purposes along with industrial standard MOX in the
Halden test reactor, and the development of a new,
non-destructive monitoring technique for the detection
of crack initiation, based on microstructural changes in
the materials. Furthermore, several proposals for re-
search projects with NES participation, and partly
leading function, within the 5th EC Framework Pro-
gramme were prepared and submitted with a success
ratio well above average (21 approved out of 36 sub-
mitted, with an expected annual BBW contribution of
about 2.2 MCHF).

In the domain of public information, NES launched in
1999, together with ENE, the "Energie-Spiegel": a
periodic publication providing facts on energy policy
issues in a balanced manner, and in a language un-
derstood by the masses. Further, the "Energy Show",
a second multi-media show for the PSI Forum on en-
ergy issues and energy research, was designed, and
its realisation initiated; it will be available from mid
2000.

Besides current activities, nuclear energy research at
PSI, and its evolution in the mid-term, were looked at
in the light of on-going, dramatic changes in the elec-
tricity market (deregulation), and in the lower priorities
set for publicly-funded research.

In order to assure the mid-term financial support of the
Swiss Utilities for nuclear energy research, and at the
same time provide a larger flexibility in the timely ad-
dressing of relevant issues, a framework contract ex-
tending to the year 2005 was negotiated with UAK, the
financial volume of which (slightly reducing with time)
corresponded to the sum of all projects currently un-
derway which receive financial support from UAK,
together with the aforementioned "education-fostering"
contract. A similar, mid-term framework contract, fo-
cusing on the materials research of interest to HSK,



was also prepared, which will encompass current,
individual contracts on water chemistry, stress corro-
sion cracking and diagnostics.

In 1999, the Swiss Federal Commission for Energy
Research (CORE) formulated its recommendations to
the Energy Minister for the period 2000-2003. It pos-
tulated the maintaining of the current fields of research
in the nuclear domain, though with a dramatic shifting
of financing to the private sector in order to enable the
Government to reduce its involvement in nuclear en-
ergy research by 30% by the year 2003. Together with
the declared intention of the utilities not to further in-
crease their financial support to PSI/NES, this created
an obvious dead-end in the mid-term planning of NES.
Consequently, it was recognised that, under these
circumstances, it would not be possible to maintain all
relevant competences in the nuclear field at the de-
sired level of scientific quality. Several planning op-
tions were prepared during 1999 and submitted to the
PSI Director. A final decision on those NES projects

which will have to be phased-out by 2003 is expected
in the first quarter of 2000.

Within this perspective, and in order to improve effi-
ciency in NES by maximally exploiting synergies, a
new structure for the Department was prepared during
1999, and became effective on January 1, 2000. The
former Laboratory for Safety and Accidents Research
was dissolved, and its two sections were integrated
into the Laboratory for Thermal-Hydraulics (Severe
Accidents Analyses) and the Laboratory for Materials
Behaviour (Components Safety). The new organisa-
tion chart of NES is given below.

W Kroger, Head of Department
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MAIN ACTIVITIES

Highlights of the main activities during the year covered by this report are given below under appropriate
sub-headings. These include tasks which were completed during the year, as well as certain projects still in
their early stages. While NES is encouraging a networking of its activities, both within the department and
throughout PSI, most of the projects are the primary responsibilities of distinct organisational units
(Laboratories) within NES, the distinction arising due to the well-defined scientific focus of the projects, and
the particular expertise, specialised equipment or facilities required. Exceptions are the projects GaBE
(Comprehensive Assessment of Energy Systems), which is conducted in collaboration with PSI's General
Energy Research Department (ENE), and AFC (Advanced Fuel Cycles), which is shared between the
Laboratory for Reactor Physics and Systems Engineering (LRS) and the Laboratory for Materials Behav-
iour (LWV). The STARS project is associated principally with LRS, but also receives important contribu-
tions from the Laboratory for Thermal-Hydraulics (LTH) and from LWV; the Laboratory for Waste Man-
agement (LES) makes extensive use of LWV's Hot Lab.

Human Reliability Analysis (HRA)

Five recently proposed methods for the treatment of
Errors of Commission (EOCs) were examined in col-
laboration with GRS (D). The comparison of the meth-
ods is based, in part, on their application to the analy-
sis of the Davis-Besse (1985) event. One difference in
the methodology relates to the approaches for identi-
fying potential EOCs, although the concept of "error-
forcing contexts" is common to several of them. The
insights gained from this examination are now being
used to synthesise the most promising elements of
each method in view of a pilot application to a Swiss
plant. In related work, the CODA method for retro-
spective analysis of human errors is being further de-
veloped as a predictive HRA methodology.

In the area of dynamic operator/plant simulation, the
work has concentrated on outlining a dynamic safety
assessment framework, focusing, in this context, on
the role of simulation tools, and the required adapta-
tions to existing methodology and software elements.
The next goal of the project is the implementation of
the components, and a comprehensive application of
the dynamic safety assessment, to be realised with
European partners from research and industry.

Comprehensive Assessment of Energy Systems
(GaBE)

The analysis of the Swiss energy supply scenarios to
2030, carried out within the "Dezentral" project, was
extended by consideration of additional options, with
strong promotion of renewable sources and conserva-
tion measures. As previously, prospective technologi-
cal advancements were fully credited for systems such
as gas-fired, combined-cycle plants, decentralised co-
generation, and for heat pumps. The evaluation con-
cerns the overall ecological and economic perform-
ance of the alternatives. In particular, the Kyoto com-
mitment to reduce the greenhouse-gas emissions by
8% (below the 1990 level) by the year 2010 was used
as reference. Keeping the current hydro- and nuclear-
based configuration of electricity supply, or replacing
the nuclear power plants with fossil plants, and, si-
multaneously, strongly promoting conservation, heat

pumps, and new renewable systems (biomass, solar,
wind, geothermal), would allow stabilisation of the
greenhouse-gas emissions from the electricity and
heating sectors at the 1990 level. The second alterna-
tive is, however, much more expensive. On the other
hand, significant emission reductions, much below the
Kyoto level, would be feasible by combining nuclear
electricity with strong promotion of conservation
measures, heat pumps and new renewables. The
associated yearly costs would, in this case, be much
higher than those of today; i.e., of the same order as
for the corresponding fossil-based option.

To improve the access of the public to the GaBE re-
sults, a new publication, "Energie-Spiegel", has been
launched. Its goal is to present, in a balanced manner,
facts relating to present and future energy policies,
and to serve as decision support for politicians, indus-
try, professionals, and those generally interested in
energy-related matters. The "Energie-Spiegel" will be
published three times per year, the first issue ad-
dressing the potential of "new" renewables, and con-
servation in electricity and heating sectors.

Advanced Fuel Cycles

The work during 1999 was dominated by the assess-
ment of improved concepts for plutonium utilisation.
The anticipated reduction of waste volumes may be
viewed as one contribution of nuclear energy to a
sustainable development.

In the scope of the KAERI-PSI collaboration, pellet fuel
of industrial quality has been fabricated at PSI for the
first time. With the addition of a "pore former", a target
density of 95% of the theoretical density for the MOX
pellets was achieved, with very low deviation. This
material, with homogeneous distribution of plutonium,
will be irradiated in the Halden material test reactor,
along with MOX of industrial origin (BNFL) and Inert
Matrix Fuel (IMF) from PSI, in a fully instrumented test
rig. The successful fabrication of high quality IMF, on
the basis of stabilised zirconia oxide with erbium as
burnable poison, was the first step in demonstrating
the feasibility of such a material for Pu utilisation. Fol-
lowing two fabrication schemes, material with a Pu



density of 0.9 g/cm3, different structures (large and
small grains), and with relative densities of 95% and
88% of the theoretical material density, respectively,
have been prepared. As a spin-off, material was re-
ceived for a reactor physics experiment for code vali-
dation and nuclear data checking. Fabrication effort
was also devoted to the "Cercer" concept (ceramic
fuel particles in a ceramic matrix); compatibility tests
of spinel with IMF microspheres containing Pu were
carried out, and IMF microspheres were delivered to
NRG (NL) for the OTTO project. The fabrication was
accompanied by intensive characterisation work.
Along with standard techniques (ceramography, den-
sity, geometrical dimension of pellets), the EXAFS
beam line for non-active samples at the Stanford Syn-
chrotron Radiation Laboratory, and X-ray diffraction
techniques for plutonium containing IMF at PSI, were
used to investigate crystal structures.

In regard to reactor physics issues, the evolution of the
Pu and higher actinide vectors in an IMF fuel element,
surrounded by standard UO2 fuel assemblies, were
calculated and compared with results of the partners
of the initiative for IMF. The comparison revealed, in
some cases, significant discrepancies; a detailed
analysis of the results is currently underway.

LWR PROTEUS

The current phase of experiments in LWR-PROTEUS
concerns the detailed investigation of the reactor
physics behaviour of modern, commercial Boiling
Water Reactor (BWR) fuel elements, which will later
be used in a Swiss Nuclear Power Plant (NPP).

The results obtained have attracted considerable na-
tional and international interest. Following the first
criticality, at the end of 1998, there was a period of
commissioning tests for the experimental equipment in
early 1999. This resulted in the optimisation of meas-
urement equipment techniques and procedures, and
allowed the investigation and quantification of system-
atic uncertainties, and the confirmation of the targeted
accuracies. Six test-zone configurations were studied
during the current year, all at full water density, which
is the reference case. This represents nearly half of
the thirteen configurations foreseen for Phase I of
LWR-PROTEUS. These investigations are represen-
tative of two different enrichment and burnable-poison
distributions in the assembly, considered over axially
homogeneous regions, as well as across the interface.
Both uncontrolled assembly conditions, and the effects
of an absorber cross, were studied.

The target accuracies (1a) attained in the measure-
ments correspond to statistical errors of less than
0.5% for relative pin powers (y-scanning), and about
1% for individual reaction rates. Relative reactivity
effects, i.e. pin-removal worth, were also measured to
about 1% accuracy. Comparison of pre- and post-
calculational results with experiments was made, in
close collaboration with PSI's principal partners for the
Phase I programme: EGL and ABB. The assembly
codes employed in the comparisons include HELIOS,
CASMO, BOXER and PHOENIX.

The Figure shows an example of the calculated and
measured (y-scanning) results for the axial power
distribution across the enrichment interface (height
= 0) of the test assembly in the core 1C of LWR-
PROTEUS.
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Fig. 1: Comparison of Calculated and Measured Axial
Power Profiles in Pin D7 (Enrichment Bound-
ary at 0 cm).

STARS

Following the approval of reactor power increase for
the Leibstadt Nuclear Power Plant (KKL) to 115%,
several tests were performed in September 1999 at
109%, at the beginning of the current reactor cycle.
These included a turbine trip and limited loss of feed-
water, and were aimed at examining the margin to
reactor scram for these and other plant transients.
HSK requested, in the context of the STARS project,
pre-test calculations for two possible test options. One
of the goals of this work was to confirm the choice of
the turbine trip over the load rejection as the most
restrictive test, and to qualify the STARS calculation
methodology for this type of transient.

KKL has a 100% turbine steam by-pass capacity, and
is thus able to dump the normal-operation steam flow
by rapid opening of the by-pass valves. With this ac-
tion, together with a reduction in the core power by a
combination of selected control rod insertion and core
flow run back, the reactor is able to "ride-out" a loss-
of-load or turbine-trip event without the necessity of a
reactor scram, which would be triggered by the reactor
protection system. The monitored set-points are high
neutron flux, steam flow, reactor pressure, etc.

The most sensitive scram set-points for the two types
of event investigated are reactor pressure and high
steam-line flow. The closing of the turbine control
valves produces a reactor pressure increase. This is
counterbalanced by the opening of the by-pass valves,
which causes a rapid increase in the steam flowrate.
The valve control logic is designed to produce an initial
rapid opening of the by-pass valves and, at the same
time, to limit their opening, this to avoid a steam "over-
shoot" in the condenser. The STARS team used the
computer code RETRAN-3D, with a detailed model of



the plant control and protection systems, to simulate
these transients. The code and the model were as-
sessed by analysing a previously performed turbine
trip test at 65% reactor power. Based upon the confi-
dence gained from this assessment, calculations were
performed for load-rejection and turbine-trip transients
at 109% power; these confirmed that the turbine trip
would be the more severe of the two transients.

ALPHA

The ALPHA project is focused on the experimental
and analytical investigation of the long-term decay
heat removal from the containment of Advanced Light
Water Reactors (ALWRs) by means of passive sys-
tems. During 1999, the IPSS and TEPSS projects
within the 4 EL) Framework Programme were suc-
cessfully completed. Other main activities were related
to the International Standard Problem exercise
(PANDA ISP-42), conducted by PSI under the super-
vision of the OECD/NEA-CSNI and with financial sup-
port of PSEL, and in-kind contributions sponsored by
UAK for the ESBWR project. Following the experi-
mental investigations in the large-scale PANDA facil-
ity, the work in 1999 concentrated on various analytical
investigations, especially with regard to 3D effects of
gas mixing and stratification phenomena in large vol-
umes using system, 3D-containment and CFD codes.
One of these analyses is described below.

In some PANDA tests simulating long-term passive
containment cooling, under certain conditions an
asymmetric behaviour of the three Passive Contain-
ment Coolers (PCCs) was observed. To explain this, a
number of 3D CFD calculations using the CFX-4 code
were performed to examine the flow patterns gener-
ated in the double-tank PANDA Drywell (DW) configu-
ration, consisting of two large tanks connected by a
large-diameter pipe. The three PCCs are placed
asymmetrically, with one connected to the top of DW1,
and two to DW2. As the large DW volumes offer es-
sentially no resistance to flow, there should be identi-
cal flow to each PCC when steam is injected symmet-
rically into the two DWs during a test. This expectation
was confirmed by steady-state computations per-
formed at two different steam flowrates, typical for
PANDA transients. Further computations demon-
strated that there was very little sensitivity to uncer-
tainties in the PCC feed-line pressures, a 14% change
in pressure to one PCC unit inducing only a 3%
change in mass flowrate. Neither the asymmetric flow
topology, nor uncertainties in exit pressure, could,
therefore, explain the observed rundown of the PCC2
performance which was observed in some tests.

The asymmetric PCC behaviour could, on the other
hand, be related to trace amounts of air which enter
the DW symmetrically, but then accumulate asymmet-
rically in the PCC units and disturb the balance of the
condensation lengths in the condenser tubes. Ac-
cordingly, a transient calculation was performed to
follow air accumulations in the PCCs, assuming that
trace amounts of air came out of solution in the Re-
actor Pressure Vessel (RPV) during the PANDA tests.
The computations are extremely long (continuous

running on a fast Work Station for more than one
year), and are, to date, only 50% complete. Results
obtained so far, however, do indicate that more air
would have accumulated in the PCC2 unit, which
could then account for its observed anomalous be-
haviour.

LWR Water Chemistry

The PSI methods for the investigation of corrosion and
contamination processes in LWRs have been ex-
panded by the purchase of a new instrument for pho-
toelectrochemical analysis. This enables the semi-
conductive properties of oxide films to be determined,
and to relate them to the corrosion and contamination
processes of steels. The autoclaves with the electro-
chemical equipment for high temperature measure-
ments were modified and improved with respect to
their long-term availability and decontamination proce-
dures. Additionally, the ceramic interface of the high
temperature reference electrode was substantially
improved.

In collaboration with ENE, BWR oxides were exam-
ined using X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
measurements to analyse quantitatively the composi-
tion of the oxides, and to detect the state of oxidation
of the elements in them.

The results of electrochemical potential (ECP) meas-
urements within a Couette-autodave under hot-water
and well-defined hydrodynamic conditions were con-
firmed through calculations based on Mixed Potential
Theory. This work builds the theoretical framework for
the investigations concerning hydrogen water chemis-
try and the technology for Noble Metal Chemical Addi-
tion (NMCA).

The modelling of activity build-up under BWR condi-
tions has been completed. This year, several models,
based on migration and diffusion processes, were
analysed. Data from KKL is in good agreement with
data from the diffusion model. Preliminary experi-
ments on Co diffusion in BWR oxides performed
within NES has revealed the concentration profile pre-
dicted by the diffusion models.

EDEN

The efforts in the EDEN project (development, appli-
cation and evaluation of post-irradiation examination)
focused on the investigation of the corrosion of Zir-
caloy fuel-rod cladding at high burn-up and long in-
reactor exposure. The research was conducted in the
framework of a number of projects, and was partly
supported by the Swiss utilities and fuel-supply indus-
try.

Secondary-phase particles (SPPs) play an important
role in the corrosion resistance of the alloys. Since
they are affected by neutron irradiation, it is important
to know their evolution as a function of the fluence in
the reactor. SPPs in different alloys, up to high burn-
up, were analysed by transmission electron micros-
copy. The investigation revealed that very fine parti-
cles, although beneficial with respect to nodular corro-
sion, were rapidly dissolved by neutron irradiation, and



triggered uniform corrosion enhancement. The appli-
cation of an EDX mapping technique enabled different
particle types to be discriminated and their individual
dissolution kinetics to be evaluated.

Hydrogen is generated by the corrosion process and is
partially taken up by the metal, leading to embrittle-
ment. The H2 distribution between the Zirconium alloy
metal and its corrosion layer was investigated using a
newly developed method of fractionated hydrogen
analysis. The hydrogen in the oxide scale amounted to
about 10-25% of the total hydrogen, depending on the
alloy composition. The H2 concentration in the oxide
was nearly independent of the oxide thickness. While
the above method provides information on a bulk
sample, a method was also developed to determine
local hydride contents from the area fraction in clad-
ding cross-sections using electron back-scattered
scanning electron microscopy.

The number of defective fuel rods has been greatly
reduced in the past, and most of the primary defects
can now be attributed to fretting damage. Progress
was made to further assess the nature and cause of
the incipient crack in a BWR rod. The primary defect,
termed "X-mark" after its appearance, was located
and identified by visual inspection and eddy-current
methods. Neutron radiography at the NEURAP facility
in SINQ, however, yielded no peculiarity compared
with a sound rod. Metallographic preparation of the rod
cross-section by stepwise grinding gave evidence that
the crack originated from the inside of the cladding,
and without much branching. The pellet at the crack
origin showed a missing surface, which had caused
bending stresses during a power transition and pellet-
clad interaction (PCI).

The PhD work to investigate the microstructure and
deformation characteristics of neutron and proton
irradiated stainless steels has been completed. The
study yielded a good correlation between stress-
corrosion-cracking (SCC) susceptibility of irradiated
steels and their deformation mechanisms. Whereas
the higher susceptible alloy 304 deformed by disloca-
tion channeling, type 316 exhibited twinning at the
same fluence level.

Waste Management

The waste management activities aim at developing
and testing models, and acquiring appropriate data,
with a view to making performance assessments of
waste repositories. The work is undertaken on behalf
of the Federal Government and in close co-operation
with, and financial support by, Nagra. The fields of
competence at PSI are repository system chemistry
and geosphere transport of radionuclides, including
retardation.

In 1999, emphasis was placed on the planned feasibil-
ity demonstration for the disposal of high-level waste
and/or spent fuel in Opalinus clay, with transport proc-
esses and sorption mechanisms in dense mudrocks
as central issues. The first detailed planning steps
were undertaken to investigate diffusion of trace ele-
ments, the work being carried out both at PSI and the

Mont Terri rock laboratory. Over the past years, a
mechanistic sorption model has been developed,
which now, in the framework of model validation, was
applied to sorption of Cs on Opalinus clay, marl, Ox-
ford clay and Boom clay. The agreement with experi-
mental data is excellent. Additionally, X-ray absorption
fine-structure (XAFS) surface analysis contributes to
an understanding of sorption mechanisms. Ultimately,
such results have formed a scientific basis for the
sorption database produced in preparation for the
performance assessment.

Model validation is also a general theme of the work
on mass transport in fractured porous media. Model-
ling of field experiments at the Aspo Hard Rock Labo-
ratory in Sweden has continued successfully. This
work will be finalised in the coming year.

A second focus is the investigation into interactions of
radionuclides with cement. Of particular significance
are the experiments on sorption of Se, Sn, Eu and Th
on cement and individual cement phases. Here again,
XAFS measurements contributed to the elucidation of
the sorption mechanisms. Diffusion through cement
disks was carried out previously for Cl, J, Cs and Ni,
and the corresponding modelling was finalised. As a
consistent picture did not emerge, new experiments
seem to be indicated.

Finally, in the framework of thermodynamics of safety-
relevant elements, which forms the basis for specia-
tion and solubility of radionuclides in the near and far
fields of a repository, data for carbonates and sul-
phides were re-evaluated. Renewal of the 1992 Na-
gra/PSI database is foreseen.

Severe Accident Research

The CONGA project within the 4th EU framework pro-
gramme investigated the effect of aerosol particles on
the containment passive decay-heat removal system
designed for the Siemens SWR1000 (BWR) and, pos-
sibly, for backfitting current PWRs. The separate-
effects tests, which investigated the heat removal
characteristics of these two different heat exchanger
designs during a postulated severe accident, showed
that, in the PWR case, the aerosol deposited on the
heat exchanger units caused negligible lowering of the
heat transfer rates. In contrast, in the case of the BWR
unit, a degradation of up to 37% was observed. This
difference stems from the higher condensation rate
specified for the BWR (enhanced diffusiophoretic ef-
fects), and from geometrical differences.

In the framework of the international project PHEBUS-
FP, core degradation is deliberately induced in order
to study release of fission products and their transport
in the primary system piping, interaction of fission
products with control rod materials, and aerosol and
iodine chemistry behaviour in the containment. PSI
continued to contribute to PHEBUS-FP with experi-
ments investigating the radiolytic stability of Agl sus-
pensions under p-irradiation, and with code calcula-
tions to predict the Test FPT1. The experiments dem-
onstrated that Agl will decompose, the extent of iodine
release from the aqueous Agl suspension being fur-



ther dependent on the prevailing radiation and thermal
iodine chemistry.

In the framework of risk assessment of PWRs, core-
melt accidents, with simultaneous independent, or
causal failure of steam generator tubes, play an im-
portant role. The frequency of such accidents is cer-
tainly extremely low, but the release of fission and
activation products to the vicinity of the NPP could be
large because both the RPV, which contains the de-
graded core, and the primary circuit, are directly con-
nected to the secondary-side safety relief valve
through the broken heater tubes. The safety relief
valve responds immediately to the steam pressure
increase in the secondary circuit, induced by the tube
failure. Noble fission gases, gaseous iodine and aero-
sol particles, some of which could be radioactive,
could, therefore, be carried by the steam to the envi-
ronment without being retained in the containment, a
phenomena often reterred to as containment by-pass.

There is strong international interest to understand
and model iodine and aerosol retention in a steam
generator for differently postulated core-melt accidents
with steam generator tube rupture. For the Nor-
dostschweizerische Kraftwerke (NOK), it was essential
that related experiments be carried out on a steam
generator simulator corresponding to those installed in
the Beznau NPPs (KKB). The geometric dimensions
and flow conditions are modelled on a 1:1 scale. This
means that it is possible to transfer quantitative results
to the retention behaviour of the KKB steam genera-
tors without additional calculations. An experimental
programme, ARTIST, has been initiated, in close co-
operation with the operators of the Beznau NPPs, to
generate a corresponding database. Additionally, a
programme of four experiments was integrated in the
5th EU FWP project SGTR, due to start in 2000.

Components Safety and Damage Analyses

The development of advanced, diagnostic systems,
able to identify, locate and monitor material degrada-
tion in the microstructures of steels, is a new chal-
lenge for non-destructive examination (NDE) tech-
niques. In NPPs, early detection of material degrada-
tion can contribute to improved safety and reliability of
the primary circuit boundary, and can influence plant
life-time management for certain components.

The project FEVER (BFE, PSI) deals with the charac-
terisation of microstructural changes in the pre-crack
stage of low-cycle fatigue (LCF) damage in austenitic
piping steels, and with the monitoring of LCF degrada-
tion. Thermomechanical loading, typical for thermal
stratification in piping under start-up, shut-down and
transient load conditions, was simulated. The LCF
damage evolution in the meta-stable piping steel
causes a deformation-induced phase transformation
from austenite to martensite. Different LCF damage
levels (usage factors) have been generated in hour-
glass specimens (ASTM E606) in (total) strain-
controlled testing. Neutron diffraction measurements
at different axial positions, with a beam height of 2-6
mm, and using the new power diffractometer DMC at
SINQ, has enabled the correlation between the local

martensite content and the appropriate load amplitude
to be determined. For the first time, it was possible to
quantify the content of the martensitic structures in the
LCF damage zone by means of a non-destructive
method, and to identify the influencing parameters.
Furthermore, it was demonstrated that thresholds do
exist for martensite formation as a function of both the
load amplitude and the number of LCF cycles. Once
the thresholds are reached, the content of martensite
increases monotonically with increasing load ampli-
tude and number of cycles.

Magnetic stray-field and eddy-current measurements
were chosen to transfer the results of the material
characterisation to an on-line monitoring NDE method.
Martensite density and distribution, obtained from
metallographic and neutron diffraction methods, were
necessary for the calibration of the magnetic methods.
The ferromagnetic martensite in the austenitic matrix
was firstly identified by means of magnetic stray-field
measurements parallel and orthogonal to the speci-
mens' surface, which was magnetised to saturation
before measuring. An alternative method is the appli-
cation of eddy-current techniques. The principle is
based on the measurement of the magnetic perme-
ability, which is influenced by the local formation of the
martensite. The use of very small sensors and differ-
ent frequencies gives the possibility to optimise the
imaging of the martensite distribution. Both measure-
ment techniques were able to detect the very low
amount of martensite in the differently aged speci-
mens (0.3 - 3.1 wt% martensite, at usage factors from
0to1).

Large Facilities in NES

The Hot Lab, one of PSI's large research facilities, is
operated by the Laboratory for Materials Behaviour
(LWV) and is used to experimentally characterise
properties of highly active components of reactor
cores and accelerator targets. Specifically, the goals
of this research activity are to identify corrosion and
damage processes of fuel cladding and metallic
structural components, and to prepare ceramic mate-
rials for actinide transmutation. In addition, the Hot
Lab provides the necessary facilities for the experi-
mental investigations conducted in the framework of
the Waste Management Programme, and to study
"first-wall" fusion reactor materials.

During 1999, after an intense preparation phase, LWV
was audited by the TuV for its quality assurance sys-
tem according to ISO 9001. In parallel, a new comput-
erised system was introduced for fissile material ac-
counting, and for sample identification and tracking,
and a new water purification unit was installed to han-
dle low-level radioactive effluents. Finally, a compre-
hensive planning scheme was prepared for the antici-
pated large-scale Hot Lab refurbishment project,
which will be implemented during the year 2000 and is
budgeted to 8.8 MCHF. Along with the planning of the
technical activities, personnel have been trained ap-
propriately to assist with the work, in order to ensure
an efficient and incident-free upgrade of the facility.
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Use of other Large PSI Facilities

NES has continued work related to the design of an
XAFS spectroscopy facility, to be implemented as a 5*
beamline in SLS. This should be a state-of-the-art,
hard X-ray XAFS beamline for investigating dilute and
heterogeneous materials. A proposal has been for-
mulated, and is supported by 22 research groups from
Swiss Universities and National Research Laborato-
ries. The facility is expected to attract researchers at
an international level due to its unique combination of
high flux and microfocusing capabilities, which will
allow novel XAFS applications at the micro-scale (~2 x
5 (xm2) to be conducted. The estimated costs for this
beamline are about 5 MCHF. After approval by the PSI
management, expected in the Spring of 2000, it is
expected to have the beamline available for users in
the Summer of 2002.

With regard to SINQ, NES staff is increasingly in-
volved in the MEGAPIE project, aiming at the design
and implementation of a liquid-metal target as spalla-
tion source. NES's contributions focus on thermal-
hydraulics of liquid metals, materials behaviour, and
monitoring and post-irradiation examination of irradi-
ated structural materials. Further, the idea of a

broader project, including a reactor physics mock-up
experiment for the Accelerator-Driven System (ADS)
has been investigated in detail. However, some major
difficulties have been identified, which will require fur-
ther investigation.

National and International Collaborations

All NES activities are fully embedded in national and
international collaborations. At least one of the two
Swiss Federal Institutes of Technology (ETHZ, EPFL)
is always a partner, often contractually, and four NES
projects are associated with one or several EU proj-
ects. All important European research centres (CEA,
FZJ, FZK, FZR, NRG, SCK, VTT, and the JRCs), as
well as the most important ones in the USA and Asia
(EPRI, JAERI, KAERI), are close partners in several
projects. NES is also a highly regarded and substantial
partner in international activities organised under the
auspecies of the IAEA and OECD/NEA. On the indus-
trial side, and alongside the domestic utilities (UAK),
all important reactor and fuel manufacturers (GE, Si-
emens/KWU, ABB-Atom, Cogema, BN, JNC) are
paying partners in NES activities.
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ESTABLISHING GUIDANCE FOR THE REVIEW OF
HUMAN RELIABILITY ANALYSIS IN PSA

B. Reer, V.N. Dang, S. Hirschberg, P. Meyer

PSI was commissioned to develop Guidelines for the Regulatory Review of the Human Reliability Analysis
(HRA) within Probabilistic Safety Assessments (PSAs) for nuclear power plants. In the Guidelines, HRA
quality is addressed in terms of 97 indicators. Each indicator is formulated as a question, described as a
specific feature of the analysis, and then explained in detail. Two analysis stages are distinguished: the
selection of the human errors to be modelled, and their quantification to determine their impact on the core
damage frequency. Review findings are grouped under two headings: transparency and adequacy. An
analysis is "transparent" if an externally qualified person is able to reproduce the analysis results, and
"adequate" if such results reflect the plant-specific conditions related to safety. To allocate resources effi-
ciently, the review is structured in two phases: (1) The Quick Review, which clarifies whether the HRA has
a fundamental deficiency and, furthermore, if it points to information needs and areas of emphasis for the
detailed review, and (2) The Detailed Review, which results in well-grounded findings, based on extended
examinations and close-plant contacts.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Importance of HRA Reviews

Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) is now part of
the process of safety regulation for Nuclear Power
Plants (NPPs). PSA identifies potential accident se-
quences, and assesses their frequencies. The safety
insights resulting from PSA help both to ensure an
adequate safety level, and to identify preventive
measures reduce risk.

Since 1987, the Swiss Federal Nuclear Inspectorate
(HSK) requires nuclear utilities to develop and main-
tain a plant-specific PSA for accidents initiated in the
full-power mode of operation. Since 1990, a PSA is
also required for accidents initiated from low-power
and shutdown modes of operation. An updated PSA
has to be submitted for review every five years.

Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) is an integral part of
PSA. HRA identifies and quantifies human errors
which contribute to latent system unavailabilities
(Category A), to accident sequence initiation (Category
B), and to accident sequence progression (Category
C). Typical examples are presented in Table 1. The
HRA review is intended to pin-point any outstanding
issues, such as non-consideration of important human
errors, or underestimation of Human Error Probabili-
ties (HEPs).

1.2 Need for HRA Review Guidelines

For the purpose of quality assurance, a PSA submit-
ted by the licensee is examined by a regulatory review
board. In this context, HSK has been looking for
means of improving the review process, and thereby
the quality of the HRA. Formally, only a limited, quali-
tative review of HRA was performed, in contrast to the
detailed, quantitative review performed for the
"hardware" PSA, and the existing review guidance for
PSA [4] contained little specific information on HRA
requirements. At the same time, large differences
were found in the extent to which licensee HRAs re-
flected the state-of-the-art and plant-specific condi-
tions.

Table 1: Examples of human errors affecting nuclear
safety.

Cat.

A

B

C

Situation

Performance of sched-
uled tests of the reactor
protection system dur-
ing plant shutdown

During cooldown of the
reactor, the first primary
isolation valve (PIV)
was stuck in the open
position; proper posi-
tion (closed) of the
second (redundant) PIV

Leak of electro-
hydraulic control fluid;
manual reactor scram;
manual trip of feedwa-
ter (to prevent overfill)

Error

The maintenance per-
sonnel disabled the
automatic actuation of
all emergency diesel
generators [1]
Loss-of-coolant initi-
ated: with the intention
to re-close the first PIV
via re-flux, the control
room operators opened
a test pipe valve; how-
ever, the PIV did not re-
close [2]
The control room op-
erators subsequently
failed to re-start feed-
water [3]

In view of these needs for the implementation of safety
regulation, HSK commissioned PSI to develop HRA
Review Guidelines. A draft version of the Guidelines
was first reviewed by a panel of international experts,
and the final Guidelines [5] were then submitted to
HSK in December 1999. The document has benefitted
from both the feedback received from the panel
meeting and the first experiences in actually applying
the Guidelines. A summary of the document is pre-
sented below.

A survey of regulatory-related documents (e.g., [4],
[6-11]) confirmed the lack of existing HRA review
guidance. Indeed, guidance for performing HRA is
itself rather limited, and few documents even discuss
the review of HRAs. Frameworks of HRA require-
ments are also rather limited, and many are not de-
tailed enough regarding the implementation of the
analysis or its review. For the latter, no practice-
oriented structure of the review steps could be found,
and no specific guidance has been presented on how
to prioritise and implement the review activities.
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1.3 Objective and Scope of the HRA Review
Guidelines

The HRA Review Guidelines were developed with two
distinct goals, namely to (1) support a more detailed
regulatory review of HRA, and (2) better communicate
HSK's requirements for a plant-specific HRA to the
licensees. The HRA Review Guidelines should:

• be able to identify the strengths and weaknesses of
the licensee HRA;

• be consistent with the state-of-the-art and good
practices in HRA;

• be based on clearly defined criteria, verifiable by a
set of objective indicators;

• be independent of any specific HRA method;

• be illustrated by examples of good practice; and

• be capable of being implemented by HSK staff,
supported by one HRA expert.

In agreement with the current state-of-the-art and
practice in HRA, the Guidelines focus on operator
interactions relevant to event sequences initiated in
full-power operation by internal events, up to the onset
of core damage (Level-1 PSA). However, with some
adaptations, many of the criteria outlined below can be
effectively applied to human interactions in other parts
of the PSA, such as external events, low-power and
shutdown modes of operation, or Level-2 events. The
Guidelines explicitly cover the three types of human
interactions modelled in contemporary PSAs, namely
pre-initiator human interactions (Cat. A), initiating
events caused by human interactions (Cat. B), and
corrective actions occurring after the initiating event
(Cat. C). No guidance is given at this time for the re-
view of non-required actions which aggravate post-
initiator scenarios (commonly referred to as errors of
commission). The analysis of these types of errors
remains an open issue for the HRA/PSA methodology.

2 HRA REVIEW IMPLEMENTATION

2.1 Review stages

Consistent with the overall procedure for the PSA
review described in [4], the HRA review is divided into
two stages in order to allocate resources efficiently
(Fig. 1). The Quick Review was devised to assess the
completeness of the submitted HRA documentation,
and to determine whether the study had major short-
comings. The Quick Review prepares for the Detailed
Review by identifying issues of concern which may
result in requests for further documentation or, if nec-
essary, further analysis from the licensee. The findings
of the Quick Review are documented in an interim
report.

The Detailed Review of the HRA derives from the
resulting revised (comprehensive) information data-
base. This review stage includes a review walk-down,
addressing selected issues, and an interactive ex-
change of information (e.g., asking how specific sce-
narios are covered by simulator training). However,
the development of guiding principles for the walk-
down remains outstanding, but the walk-down guid-

ance which exists for (the performance of) HRA (e.g.,
[12]) provides a basis for this task. The final review
report documents the entire review process, and in-
cludes statements on the overall adequacy of the
HRA.

START
•a

Request for HRA/PSA
documents

Quick Re-
view

£

Issues for clarifica-
tion/ re-

documentation/ re-
analysis

t?

Review walk-
down

INTERIM REPORT

Meeting with the licensee

Detailed
Review

Exchange of
information
with the li-

censee

Issues for clarifica-
tion/ re-

documentation/ re-
analysis

-0- t?
FINAL REPORT

Fig. 1 : Overall HRA Review flow chart.

2.2 HRA quality criteria as an overall framework

A set of criteria has been defined to assess the overall
quality of the HRA. For the specification of the criteria,
the HRA is subdivided as follows.

• Selection of human errors is the HRA part which
results in the set of human errors to be included in
the PSA model. Under this heading, the distinction
between process and results is made.

• Quantification of human errors is the HRA part
which assesses the numerical safety impact (i.e.
the HEP and the contribution to the overall plant
risk) of each human error included in the PSA
model. Under this heading, distinctions between
methodology, implementation and results are
made.

As shown in Table 2, separate groups of criteria were
developed to determine the transparency and ade-
quacy for the selection of human errors and the quan-
tification of human errors, respectively.

• An HRA is transparent if an external person is able
to follow the analysis and to reproduce the results.

• An HRA is adequate if it reflects the conditions
under which the plant personnel contribute to acci-
dent prevention in routine and non-routine situa-
tions.
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Table 2: Framework of HRA quality criteria.

Selection of
human errors

Quantification

Process

Results

Methodology

Implementation

Results

transparent
adequate
reproducible
adequate/ reasonable
transparent
adequate
reproducible
adequate
transparent
adequate/ reasonable

Table 3: Overview of HRA quality indicators for the
Quick Review.

2.3 Indicators as a support for criterion evalua-
tion

Each criterion is specified by two or more indicators.
Indicators operationalise the criteria in terms of verifi-
able analysis features, and have been defined such
that they can be assessed objectively, based on the
PSA/HRA documentation.

In total, 97 indicators were selected. Table 3 summa-
rises the indicators to be used for the Quick Review.

Indicators are defined on the level of detail needed for
the implementation of the review. When evaluating an
indicator, the reviewer is referred to the information-
gathering steps most likely to provide the matching
information. Definitions are provided, and references
to acceptable practices are made. Examples of poten-
tial HRA deficiencies are presented.

Tables 4 to 6 exemplify the guidance principle for the
evaluation of one particular indicator, namely Indicator
22, one of the indicators used to evaluate the ade-
quacy of the quantification methodology. Coverage of
plant/task-specific inputs is specifically addressed.
The actual gathering of the information (Info 7) re-
ferred to in Table 4 is covered by the guidance meth-
odology outlined in Table 5, together with the support-
ing list in Table 6, which serves to characterise the
quantification method. Plant/task-specific inputs are
covered by Table 6 items 6 (Performance Shaping
Factors) and 7 (information resources).

2.4 Summary of evaluations and prioritisation of
issues

In order to communicate effectively with the licensee,
the reviewer summarises the indicator evaluations and
prioritises the identified issues which may warrent a
response from the licensee, or a Detailed Review.

Identified issues are grouped under two headings:

• Transparency, i.e. findings from Indicators 1 to 5
and 14 to 21 (Table 3). These issues typically re-
sult in requests for re-documentation.

• Adequacy, i.e. findings from Indicators 6 to 13 and
22 to 29. These issues can result in requests for
additional analysis. However, some inadequacies
(e.g., missing references to indications of plant
conditions) may also be resolvable by simple re-
documentation.

Criterion | Indicator

Transparent
error selection
process

Reproducible
error selection
results

Adequate error
selection proc-
ess

Reasonable
error selection
results

Transparent
quantification
methodology

Reproducible
methodology
implementation

Transparent
quantification
results

Adequate
quantification
methodology

Adequate
methodology
implementation

Reasonable
quantification
results

1. Process of searching for critical
errors identifiable?

2. Error selection criteria/rules pre-
sented?

3. Reproducible or conservative selec-
tion criteria/rules?

4. Inclusions (of errors) clearly docu-
mented?

5. Obvious exclusions (of errors) clearly
documented?

6. Comprehensive process of search-
ing for critical errors?

7. Category A (pre-initiator) errors
addressed?

8. Category B (initiator) errors ad-
dressed?

9. Category C (pre-initiator) safety
actions addressed?

10. References to performances, prac-
tices and intervention constraints
presented?

11. Reasonable selection criteria/rules?
12. Reasonable number of Cat. A errors

selected for quantification?
13. Reasonable number of Cat. C safety

actions selected for quantification?
14. Methodology information (published

reference or description in PSA re-
port) presented?

15. Is it basically clear how each method
generates HEPs?

16. Identifiable quantification method for
each included error?

17. PSA integration details are clear
from the error descriptions provided?

18. Implementation of quantification
methodology documented?

19. Formal, and traceable, HEP as-
sessment documentation exists?

20. HEPs are clearly identifiable for the
errors quantified?

21. Important measures are clearly
identifiable for a significant subset of
the errors?

22. Methodology addresses plant/task-
specific inputs?

23. Methodology is applied within its
scope of application?

24. Methodology implementation refers
to plant/task-specific inputs?

25. Global dependencies (between er-
rors) addressed?

26. HEP uncertainties quantified ade-
quately?

27. Important errors are quantified by
'realistic' HEPs?

28. Credible HEP results compared with
other PSA studies?

29. Are the quantification results used to
improve safety insights?
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Table 4: Indicator evaluation guidance (Quick Re-
view, adequacy of quantification metho-
dology).

Table 6: Items for characterising an HRA quantifica-
tion method.

Assessment

Indicator 22.
Does the
quantification
methodology
address
plant/task-
specific in-
puts?

Implication

If not, check
whether such
inputs are
addressed in
the methodol-
ogy imple-
mentation
(Indicator 24).
If neither, write
a re-
documentation
request and
consider a re-
analysis re-
quest.
If yes, summa-
rise the
plant/task-
specific inputs
addressed.

Guidance

Refer to Info 7 (Table 5).
At least, the method
should address the fol-
lowing plant-specific
inputs: execution re-
quirements; training &
experience; availability
of procedures;
and, if relevant, espe-
cially for Cat. C tasks:
diagnosis requirements;
indications; time con-
straints; performance
location.
Examples of question-
able method features
are:
- The method does not

use indications of
plant conditions
(which point to the
need for Cat. C ac-
tion) as an input to
HEP assessment.

- The method does not
use procedures
(which support the
operator's decision to
take a required Cat.
C action) as an input
to HEP assessment.

Table 5: Information gathering guidance.

Step

Info 7. Summa-
rise the char-
acteristics of
each method
used for quan-
tification

Guidance

Use Table 6 to structure this informa-
tion. Emphasise global features such as
the distinction between empirical (item
4.1, in which the HEP is based on sta-
tistics) and analytical (item 4.2, in which
the HEP is based on a model) ap-
proaches to HEP assessment.
Prepare a copy of Table 6. The following
text will often refer to this table.

The issues are submitted to the licensee in a priori-
tised order. Issues of fundamental nature are high-
lighted first, because of their implications for the over-
all review. One example is if there have been indica-
tions that the human error selection process was sys-
tematically optimistic, and that potential errors were
neglected.

In addition, the issues are ranked according to the
following rules.

Rule 1. Issues which imply an underestimation of the
plant risk should be selected first.

1 Method description
1.1 Brief outline (sufficient for the Quick Review)
1.2 Detailed outline (required for the Detailed Re-

view)
2 Limitations regarding types of assessable tasks
3 Analysis effort

3.1 Low (screening method)
3.2 High (detailed method)

4 Basic approach in HEP assessment
4.1 Direct empirical estimation (on the basis er-

ror/opportunity frequency statistics)
4.2 Analytical ('indirect') estimation, e.g., by decom-

position
5 Level of decomposition or error identification:

5.1 No decomposition
5.2 Low level of decomposition, e.g., differentiating

between diagnosis and execution
5.3 Moderate level of decomposition, e.g., differenti-

ating between diagnosis and several execution
steps

5.4 High level of decomposition, e.g., differentiating
between diagnosis and several error modes per
critical execution step

6 Scope of Performance Shaping Factors (PSFs)
6.1 Training & experience
6.2 Workload and task requirements
6.3 Time required
6.4 Time available
6.5 Procedural guidance
6.6 Indications of system states
6.7 Interfaces and environment
6.8 Staffing and response organisation
6.9 Error correction potential

7 Information resources proposed/required/used for
PSF implementation/rating
7.1 Systems or accident sequence analysis
7.2 Evaluation of written procedures
7.3 Evaluation of written material on physical plant

behaviour (e.g., transient calculations)
7.4 Plant contacts (e.g., walk/talk-through)
7.5 Simulator experience (monitoring simulator exer-

cises; interviewing simulator trainers) or operating
experience (evaluation of incident reports)

8 HEP uncertainties
8.1 Not quantified
8.2 Quantified, global assignment to the final HEP

point estimate
8.3 Quantified, based on input uncertainties

Rule 2. The higher the safety impact of the human
error(s) affected by the issue, the higher the
priority.

Rule 3. The higher the number of human errors af-
fected by the issue, the higher the priority.

For instance, the review (Indicator 22) identifies that
the HRA does not address the availability of proce-
dures for either pre-initiator tasks (Cat. A) or post-
initiator tasks (Cat. C). At the same time, the review
identifies that the safety impact of Cat. C tasks is sig-
nificantly higher than that of Cat. A (Rule 2). Thus, the
Cat. C deficiency may be formulated as a high priority
issue as follows.
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Finding: For the credited post-initiator actions (e.g.,
manual start of safety injection), concrete references
to plant procedures are missing.

Request: For each credited post-initiator action,
please describe:

• how the association between plant indications and
action is supported by procedural rules; and

• how the execution of the action is supported by
procedures.

2.5 Verification procedures in support of the De-
tailed Review

For selected issues, the Detailed Review extends the
evaluations made in the Quick Review. As illustrated
in Fig. 1, this requires close plant contact (review walk-
down, exchange of information). For the preparation of
such contact, the Guidelines provide the following
verification procedures:

1. Verification procedure of Cat. A error exclusions;

2. Guidance for the verification of specific Cat. A error
exclusion criteria;

3. Guidance for the verification of reasons for credit-
ing non-procedural Cat. C safety actions;

4. Review steps when dealing with specific reasons
for crediting non-procedural Cat. C safety actions;

5. Reproducibility verification for a specific HEP re-
sult;

6. Verification of the HEP assessment implementa-
tion;

7. Verification guidance for critical-method steps in
ASEP [13] Cat. A HEP assessment;

8. Guidance for the verification of fundamental condi-
tions required for Cat. C action success;

9. Guidance for the verification of critical-method
steps in SLIM/PLG [14] Cat. C HEP assessment;

10.Guidance for the verification of critical method
steps in THERP [12] Cat. C HEP assessment;

11. Guidance for verification of critical method steps in
empirical HEP assessment from error/success fre-
quency statistics;

12.Verification of conditional HEP assessment re-
garding the adequacy of global dependency treat-
ment;

13.Guidance for dependency-relevant factors con-
cerning a system of redundant components af-
fected by Cat. A tasks;

14.Guidance for addressing the adequacy of the rea-
soning provided for the quantification of global de-
pendency for a combination of two Cat. C action
failures.

Table 7: Guidance for the verification of fundamen-
tal conditions required for Cat. C action
success (Detailed Review).

Condition

Personnel
available:
action can be
performed with
the available
staff

Technical
feasibility:
action can
physically be
implemented
in the scenario

Feasibility in
time: action
can be per-
formed within
the given time
window

Information
available:
need for action
is identifiable
in the scenario

Administrative
compliance:
action is con-
forming to
basic safety
rules

Verification guidance

This condition is of special concern for so-called
recovery actions. Examples of essential barriers
due to personnel limitations or deficiencies are:
- The scenario implies that all qualified person-

nel are involved in Control Room (CR) activi-
ties, but the action needs to be performed out-
side the CR.

- At least two qualified persons are required to
perform a local action, but the scenario implies
that only one person is available.

- The repair of a failed diesel generator (i.e. the
action of concern) requires qualified mainte-
nance personnel not available during the night
shift, when the incident could equally occur.

This condition is closely related to the implications
from the process-related behaviour of the techni-
cal system, and from the location access. Exam-
ples of essential barriers due to technical limita-
tions are:
- The reactor protection system prevents the

action;
- The action needs to be performed in a highly

contaminated area;
- Inaccessibility due to high temperature, hu-

midity, blockage or other ambient conditions;
or

- The scenario implies that the equipment
needed for the action is already degraded.

Example of barriers due to time limitation are
listed below.
In relation to the available time window:
- The number of required execution steps is

high;
- Many information items need to be evaluated

for correct decision-making;
- The personnel required to implement the

action far from the location; or
- A high level of effort (e.g., providing the right

tools) is required in response to the incident.
This condition refers to barriers due to lack of
indicators or knowledge deficiencies with respect
to the action. Examples of such barriers are:
- Lacking indications: the scenario implies that

the leading indicator required for diagnosis is
not available (e.g., due to a common-cause
failure of the reactor vessel meter), and that
alternative indicators are not available, or are
not in use.

- Knowledge deficiencies: the action is neither
known from training, nor stated in the operat-
ing procedures.

This condition refers to administrative barriers
imposed as a consequence of well-known safety
standards, e.g.:
- The action requires violation of the post-TMl

rule that safety injection must be maintained
for at least one hour.

An example of such a procedure is presented in Table
7. This procedure serves the verification of funda-
mental conditions required for Cat. C action success.
For instance, if a local repair action requires the avail-
ability of qualified equipment specialists, it needs to be
ascertained whether such specialists are always avail-
able, since the incident may occur at night as well.
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3 OUTLOOK

The main benefit which derives from the formation of
the Guidelines is the reduction of subjectivity within the
HRA review process. Explicit quality criteria are de-
fined, together with concrete indicators for their
evaluation. Furthermore, the Guidelines may also give
direction in reducing the subjectivity in performing
HRA, and contribute to ensuring and maintaining the
consistency of HRA reviews.
In the future, the Guidelines will be extended to sup-
port the review walk-down task, which aims to inde-
pendently verify the most important assumptions un-
derlying the HRA.
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ASSESSMENT OF VOID FRACTION PREDICTION USING THE RETRAN-3D AND
CORETRAN-01/VIPRE-02 CODES

Y. Aounallah, P. Coddington

A review of wide-range void fraction correlations against an extensive database has been undertaken to
identify the correlations best suited for nuclear safety applications. Only those based on the drift-flux model
have been considered. The survey confirmed the application range of the Chexal-Lellouche correlation,
and the database was also used to obtain new parameters for the Inoue drift-flux correlation, which was
also found suitable. A void fraction validation study has also been undertaken for the codes RETRAN-3D
and CORETRAN-01 A/I PRE-02 at the assembly and sub-assembly levels. The study showed the impact of
the RETRAN-03 user options on the predicted void fraction, and the RETRAN-3D limitation at very low
fluid velocity. At the sub-assembly level, CORETRAN-01 NIPRE-02 substantially underestimates the void
in regions with low power-to-flow ratios. Otherwise, a generally good predictive performance was obtained
with both RETRAN-3D and CORETRAN-01A/IPRE-02.

1 BACKGROUND

In two-phase flows, the liquid/vapour interface can
exhibit a wide variety of topological configurations, or
flow patterns. These are a consequence of complex
interphase exchange mechanisms, which are difficult
to capture to a satisfactory level from conservation
equations alone. Consequently, much effort has been
devoted during these past few decades to develop
constitutive equations which can capture some of the
complexities of two-phase flows and, consequently,
allow the development of tools with good predictive
capabilities. Of particular importance in the safety of
Light Water Reactors (LWRs) is the void fraction in
the reactor core, due to its major impact on neutron
moderation, and therefore on power generation and
feedback effects. It is also important to determine, for
example, the swell level during core uncovery, and the
behaviour of other components such as the steam
generators in Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)
plants. Moreover, the trend towards best-estimate
methodology requires that the models and correlations
be assessed more accurately. This article gives a
global account of the studies performed, within the
framework of the "Simulation Models for the Transient
Analysis of Reactors in Switzerland" (STARS) project,
to assess the predictive capability of the system code
RETRAN-3D [1], and the core and subchannel code
CORETRAN-01/VIPRE-02 [2,3].

2 REVIEW OF VOID FRACTION CORRELATIONS1

The purpose of this review was to identify the void
fraction correlations best suited for nuclear safety
analyses - a basic requirement being a broad range of
applicability, and the correct asymptotic trends. All
correlations surveyed are based on the drift-flux void
model, originally developed by Zuber and Findlay [4]
and Wallis [5], and formulated as follows:

a=- (1)

where a is the void fraction, CQ and vgj are parameters
(experimentally determined) which represent a radial
void distribution function and a phase velocity differ-
ence, respectively. The variables j and jg are, respec-
tively, the total and steam superficial velocities.

The evaluation of the drift-flux correlations was based
on an experimental database, built to cover a broad
range of flow conditions ranging from BWR nominal
conditions to a coolant swell-level experiment (PERIC-
LES), a high-conversion-ratio assembly (NEPTUN),
and boil-off tests. The database amounted to about
500 data points, obtained from rod bundles, and con-
ducted in nine different test facilities [7-15]. Table 1
gives some basic parameters for these facilities, and
complementary information on the range of pressures
and mass fluxes covered in these experiments is
given in Fig. 1.

Among the 25 drift-flux correlations investigated, those
yielding a mean error ? , and a standard deviation S
larger than 0.10 and 0.15, respectively, were not
viewed as suitable for broad-range applications, and
were therefore not considered further.
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Fig. 1: Range of pressures and mass fluxes covered
in the database.

1 From reference [6]
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Table 1: Overview of the experimental facilities and significant parameters (sorted by pressure).

Reference
[7-15]

Type

L[m]

Rods
(heated)

dr [mm]

dh [mm]

Axial power
distribution

ATsub [K]

p [MPa]

G [kg/m2s]

q [kW/m2]

ACHILLES

Pearson
etal,
1989

PWR

3.7

69 (69)

9.5

13

chopped
cosine

18/24

0.1/0.2

0.08

11

THETIS

Jowitt
etal.,
1984

BWR

3.6

49 (49)

12.2

13

chopped
cosine

25-157

0.2-4.0

2.5-3.1

11/12

PERICLES

Deruaz
etal.,
1985

PWR

3.7

357 (357)

9.5

11

chopped
cosine

20/60

0.3/0.6

21-48*

11-40

NEPTUN

Dreier
etal.,
1988

LWHCR1

1.7

37 (37)

10.7

4

chopped
cosine

0.5-3

0.4

42/91

5/10

BWR4x4

Mitsutake
etal.,
1990

BWR

3.7

16(16)

12.3

12

uniform

0*

0.5/1.0

833/1390

350-743*

BWR8x8

Morooka
etal.,
1991

BWR

3.7

64 (62)

12.3

13

uniform /
chopped
cosine

9-12

1.0-8.6

284-1988

225-3377*

LSTF

Anoda
etal.,
1990

PWR

3.7

1104
(1008)

9.5

13

chopped
cosine

0*

1.0/7.3/1
5.0

2.2-84*

5-45

TPTF

Kumamaru
etal.,
1994

PWR

3.7

32 (24)

9.5

10

uniform

5-35

3.0/6.9/11.8

11-189

9-170

THTF

Anklam
etal,
1982

PWR

3.7

64 (60)

9.5

11

uniform

46-118

3.9-8.1

3.1-29

11-74

Light Water High Conversion Reactor
* Estimated values

The remaining correlations are listed in Table 2.

in Table 2, the Zuber-Findlay correlation is treated
separately, since it formed the foundation for most of
the correlations, while the other twelve correlations
were divided into three groups. The first group con-
sisted of correlations derived from tube data [16-19].

Table 2: Wide-range void fraction correlations.

Correlation

Zuber-Findlay

Ishii

Gardner

Liao, Parlos
and Griffith

Takeuchi

Sun

Jowitt

Sonnenburg

Morooka

Dix

Bestion

Chexal-Lellouche

Inoue

New Correlation

Year

1965

1977

1980

1985

1992

1980

1981

1989

1989

1971

1985

1992

1993

1996

Data Source

Tube

Tube

Tube

Tube

Tube

RB*+ Tube

RB

RB + Tube

RB

RB

RB + Tube

RB + Tube

RB

RB

s

-0.025

0 048

0.056

0.028

0.040

-0.041

0.057

0.049

0.019

-0.010

0.018

-0.017

-0.003

-0.002

s

0.114

0.126

0.111

0.094

0.083

0.114

0.116

0.097

0.103

0.092

0.088

0.078

0.083

0.071

The correlations in the second group [20-22] have a
large value for the parameter Co in Eq. 1, causing the

void to have a maximum ccmax < 1, as does the Zuber-
Findlay correlation. The third group [23-26] contains
the correlations which gave good predictions over the
whole range of void fractions. In this group, the corre-
lations yielded a mean deviation from the experimental
data ranging from -0.003 to +0.018, with a maximum
standard deviation of 0.092.

The conclusion of this assessment is that, among the
many drift-flux correlations available in the literature,
the Chexal-Lellouche correlation [25], which has been
implemented in RETRAN-3D, is among the most reli-
able. The study has confirmed the validity of this cor-
relation for a range of operating conditions pertaining
to safety analysis. It has also shown that simpler for-
mulations give as good, if not better, results in certain
cases.

Furthermore, the database used to assess the drift-
flux void correlations was also used to develop a new
correlation [6], based on the Inoue drift-flux formula-
tion [26]. (The Inoue formulation itself is based origi-
nally on the Dix drift-flux correlation, but with the addi-
tion of a pressure dependency in the distribution pa-
rameter CQ). The parameters Co. and vffl- in Eq. 1 are
expressed as follows:

: RB stands for rod bundles
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in which the new coefficients Cj and Vj, obtained by a
least-square fit from the selected database, are given
by:

c1

v2
Vr,

= 2.57x10-3

= 6.73x10"7

= -8.81x10'5

= 1.05x10-3

C2
V4
V5
Vc

1.0062
= 5.63x10-3

= -1.23x10"1

= 8.00x10"1

With these adaptations, the standard deviation was
reduced from 0.083 to 0.071, with a mean deviation of
0.002 instead of 0.003 compared with Inoue's correla-
tion. Figures 2 and 3 show the system pressure de-
pendency.

4 6 8
pressure [MPa]

10

Fig. 2: Effect of system pressure on CQ with vgj as
parameter.

-0.5, 5 10
pressure [MPa]

15

Fig. 3: Effect of system pressure on vgj with Co as
parameter.

3 THERMAL-HYDRAULIC CODES ASSESSED

In calculating the void fraction, and other flow quanti-
ties, thermal-hydraulic codes often provide several
user options which, besides the nodalization and time
step selection, can impact substantially on the results.
This multiplicity of options stems primarily from the
choice of constitutive equations needed to solve the
system of (mass, momentum, and energy) conserva-
tion equations. Also, depending on the level of com-
plexity and refinements in modelling the two-phase
flow, the number of conservation equations can vary
from three, for the so-called homogeneous model, to
nine in the case of a two-fluid, three-field model - al-
though for practical purposes this number has been
limited to seven (e.g. in MONA). Also, while increasing
complexity does offer the capability of capturing phe-
nomena which would otherwise not be modelled, it
does require an increasing number of closure rela-
tions, which then have to be validated for the applica-
tion at hand. The modelling options are outlined here
for the system code RETRAN-3D, and for the core
and subchannel code CORETRAN-01/VIPRE-02.

3.1 RETRAN-3D

RETRAN-3D [1], among the family of system codes,
has a large number of models. This is partly because,
as the code evolved, the models from previous code
versions were kept for maintaining the (USNRC) li-
censed-code capability for a particular version of the
code (currently RETRAN-02 MOD005.2), while new
models are added in the framework of improving and
extending the range of applicability of the code.

Hence, in calculating the void fraction, several options
are available to the user, as, for example, for deter-
mining the liquid/vapour slip velocity. In the 3-equation
option, the code solves the three conservation equa-
tions (mass, momentum and energy), and uses a drift-
flux correlation to determine the "slip velocity" (i.e., the
difference between the steam and liquid velocities), as
opposed to the more commonly used "slip ratio". Two
drift-flux correlations are available, namely Chexal-
Lellouche and Lellouche-Zollotar, while the 4-equation
model includes options for the interphase friction fac-
tor (e.g. based on a flow-regime map).

In the 4-equation model, the code solves an additional
momentum equation to determine the slip velocity.
However, both the 3- and 4-equation models are
based on thermal equilibrium, and so cannot model
subcooled boiling without a special provision to ad-
dress this limitation. The 5-equation model alleviates
the difficulty by adding another conservation equation
for the vapour mass, thus allowing the two phases to
be in thermal non-equilibrium (the steam still being
assumed to remain at saturation temperature), and
therefore void formation in conditions of bulk subcool-
ing is then possible.
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3.2 CORETRAN-01A/IPRE-02

The VlPRE-02 [3] code has two areas of application:
firstly, it can be used as a stand-alone code for sub-
channel analyses and, secondly, it can be used, cou-
pled to the neutronic module ARROTTA, within the
code package CORETRAN-01 [2], which has been
developed for detailed, three-dimensional, steady-
state and transient core analyses of LWRs.

VIPRE-02 is a two-fluid code, developed to address
modelling limitations such as thermal non-equilibrium,
inherent to simpler models on which the original ver-
sion of the code VIPRE-01 [27] was based. VIPRE-02
has two options for the prediction of void fraction, in
addition to the so-called homogeneous equilibrium
model option. One is based on a flow-regime map
(FMAP), while the other is based on the so-called
dynamic flow regime model (DFRM). The latter, a 14-
parameter model, is one of the most mechanistic
models implemented in a thermal-hydraulics code.

While VIPRE-01 has been extensively validated,
VIPRE-02 has prompted few validation studies. An
assessment of VIPRE-02 has thus been undertaken,
due to the importance of the void feedback and
therefore power generation, if the code is used within
CORETRAN, and also for detailed void distributions
which can be significant for accurate steady-state pin
power calculations.

4 EVALUATION OF RETRAN-3D SLIP OPTIONS2

4.1 Experimental database and code model

The database used for the evaluation of the drift-flux
correlations [6] was also used to assess the RETRAN-
3D slip options [28, 29]. The test sections in the ex-
periments were simulated in the code using a single
channel, comprising typically 25 axial nodes, a fill
junction at the bottom to impose the flowrate and sub-
cooling, and a time-dependent volume for the top
node to impose the system pressure, as shown in Fig.
4. Core conductors were used to simulate the heater
rods and power input. The code was run in steady-
state mode for most simulations, but also in the tran-
sient mode for the boil-off experiments, for example.

4.2 Comparisons between predicted and experi-
mental results

4.2.1 BWR operating pressure

All the slip options available in RETRAN-3D could
accurately predict the void fraction for those experi-
ments which remained close to the normal operating
conditions in a BWR core. With decreasing mass
fluxes, the measured data was increasingly overpre-
dicted by the Lellouche-Zollotar [30] options, and by
the flow-regime-dependent dynamic slip option (Fig.
5).

Time Dependent
Volume Fixed Pressure

• # •

o

H

8
1
o

Constant Power

Constant Inlet Mass Flow
and Subcooling

Fig. 4: RETRAN nodalization diagram.

The Chexal-Lellouche option, used in either the three-
or four-equation model, can adequately predict the
void at low mass flows. At very low flow (less than 50
kg/m2s), and low pressure (less than 20 bar), Chexal-
Lellouche drift-flux options significantly overpredict the
void. This trend was corroborated by comparisons
against experimental data obtained from different test
facilities.

TPTF - B4 (6.91 MPa / 75.3 kg/m2s)
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Fig. 5: Prediction of a TPTF experiment using the
4-equation model option.

! From references [28, 29]
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4.2.2 Very low pressures and flows conditions

The low-pressure/low-flow experiments, such as
THETIS, PERICLES and ACHILLES, were difficult to
simulate due to code initialisation failure. This was
circumvented, in several cases, by initialising the
model at a higher flowrate, and then performing a
"ramping" from the initial flow conditions to the desired
experimental values. However, at pressures below 3
bar, and flows less than 10 kg/m2s, even this method
failed, and the code could not be brought to a con-
verged state.

Figure 6 shows the transient results for the collapsed
water level in a THETIS experiment performed at 20
bar.

THETIS - 2.0 MPa - 5 kg/nTs

experimental data
3-equation model calculation
4-equation model calculation

300 400
time [s]

Fig. 6: Prediction of a THETIS transient experiment
using the Chexal-Lellouche models.

4.2.3 Very high pressure conditions

Based on the limited amount of data available for very
high pressures (greater than 150 bar), with low mass
flows, it appears that the Chexal-Lellouche and the
flow-regime-dependent slip options significantly un-
derpredict the experimental data (Fig. 7). For these
conditions, the Lellouche-Zollotar correlation produces
the most accurate results

LSTF - ST-VF-01g (15 MPa / 36 kg/mzs)

# • experimental data
• — — • Chexal-Lellouche model calculation
- - - Zolotar-Lellouche model calculalion

flow regime dependent dynamic slip

1.5 2 2.5
elevation [m]

Fig. 7: Prediction of an LSTF experiment using the 4-
eq. model option.

4.2.4 Overall results

A comparison of the RETRAN-3D data predictions
against the measured void fraction is given in Fig. 8.
The calculated void fraction was obtained using the
RETRAN-3D 4-equation (dynamic slip) model with the
Chexal-Lellouche void correlation, since this provides
the most accurate prediction over the widest possible
range of parameters. The Figure excludes compari-
sons against the very low pressure (lower than 3 bar)
and low-flow (lower than 10 kg/m2s) experiments,
which could not be properly simulated. The database
was then reduced to 413 points, with a mean error of
-0.008, and a standard deviation of 0.071. In addition,
the data at very high pressures, identified with a hollow
symbol, show some underprediction. For the interme-
diate-to-low pressure range, with low flows (e.g.,
LSTF, NEPTUN and THETIS), there is a consistent
overprediction.

0.5
predicted uoid faction

Fig. 8: Overall comparison of predicted and experi-
mental data.

To summarise, several observations can be made
with a high level of confidence. For conditions which
remain close to BWR operating conditions, all the slip
options available in RETRAN-3D give good results.
With decreasing flowrates, the void is increasingly
overpredicted. At very low pressure and low flows
(less than 3 bar and 10 kg/m2s), RETRAN-3D either
fails to converge or exhibits artificial oscillations. At
very high pressures and low flows, the flow-regime-
dependent slip options significantly underpredict the
experimental data. For these conditions, the Chexal-
Zollotar option gives the best results.

5 ASSESSMENT OF THE SUBCOOLED VOID
PREDICTION3

5.1 NUPEC experiments and code modelling

Because the early void fraction data were not directly
measured, but inferred from pressure drop measure-
ments, the need for more accurate data has spurred
new efforts. Unfortunately, such data are usually not
publicly available. However, NUPEC (Nuclear Power
Corporation - Japan) has published void fraction data

' From reference [31]
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obtained by applying X-ray and CT-scan techniques.
This smaller, but more reliable, database [32-34] has
been used to assess the subcooled boiling models in
RETRAN-3D and VIPRE-02, as well as the subchan-
nel saturated void model in VIPRE-02 (see Section 6).

For the subcooled boiling experiments, the NUPEC
test section consisted of a 5x5 array of full-length rods
(effective heated length 3.66 m), simulating a section
of a Japanese 17x17 PWR fuel assembly. The fuel
rods were simulated by electrically-heated lnconel-600
tubes; the rod diameter was 9.5 mm and the rod pitch
12.6 mm. Tests were performed with both uniform
(Bundle A) and chopped-cosine (Bundles B and C)
axial profiles. Bundle C, not shown here, included one
unheated rod. The void fraction was measured at fixed
locations along the heated length, using X- or gamma-
ray attenuation techniques, and with a CT scan at the
channel exit. The void was given as a function of the
(cross-section-averaged) thermodynamic quality. The
(PWR) subcooled void data were given in the form of
bundle-averaged void versus thermodynamic quality.

5.2 Comparisons between experimental and code
results: rod bundle tests

The comparison in this section also includes results
from the TRAC-BF1 code.

5.2.1 Pressure 74 bar

Figure 9 shows the results for the lowest pressure of
74 bar, typical of BWR normal operation. With the
exception of the RETRAN-3D 5-equation model, the
calculated and experimental data all show a similar
point of net vapour generation (the slight discontinuity
in the slope is caused by the axial nodalization). The
calculated results can be divided into three groups,
with the calculations from the two profile-fit (or pf)
models, i.e. TRAC-BF1 and RETRAN-3D (pf), pro-
ducing very similar results. The RETRAN-3D (5-eq.)
model produces the largest void fraction (in the sub-
cooled region), while VIPRE-02 produces the smallest.
We also see that TRAC-BF1 and RETRAN-3D (pf)
give the closest agreement with experimental data.
The largest difference is that between RETRAN-3D (5-
eq.) and VIPRE-02, even though both codes are
based on the same underlying model [34].

5.2.2 Pressure 123 bar

The experimental data shown in Fig 10 were obtained
from Bundle A, which has a uniform axial power pro-
file. It should be noted that, in contrast to the results in
Fig. 9, the lowest quality data came from the meas-
urement station located just above the test section
mid-plane and, under these conditions, the heat flux in
Bundle B is higher than that in Bundle A.
The most noticeable difference between the calculated
results is the point of net vapour generation. For the
TRAC-BF1 calculation, which is based on the Saha-
Zuber correlation, the higher heat flux at the point of
net vapour generation in Bundle B (Fig. 9) explains
why this point occurs at a lower quality. In general, in
the subcooled region, for which there is a higher heat
flux, i.e. Bundle B, the experimental and calculated
results show a higher void fraction for a given quality.

BUNDLE VOID FRACTION COMPARISON : Void Fraction veraus Thermodynamic Quality

EXPERIMENTAL DATA
RETRAN-3D (5-eqn) : 3.5 MW & 170 °C
RETRAN-3D (pt) :3.5MW&170°C
TRAC-BF1 :3.5 MW & 17O°C
VIPRE-02 :3.5MW&170°C

Fig. 9: Rod Bundle B comparison, pressure 7.4Mpa.

This is because, the higher the heat flux, the greater
the proportion which goes into vapour production. In
the subcooled region, there is a tendency to over-
predict the experimental data. For qualities higher than
0.05, both phases are in thermal equilibrium, and all
codes show an underprediction of the data.

BUNDLE VOID FRACTION COMPARISON : Void Fraction versus Thermodynamic Quality

EXPERIMENTAL DATA
RETRAN-3D (5-eqri) : 3.0 MW & 240 °C
RETRAN-3D (pf) : 3.0 MW & 240 °C
TRAO-BF1 :3.0MW&240GC
VIPRE - 02 : 3.0 MW & 240 °C

0 0.05
ThBrmodynamic Qualrty

Fig. 10:Rod Bundle A comparison, pressure 12.3
Mpa.

5.2.3 Pressure 147 and 166 bar

The data at 147 and 166 bar were obtained from Bun-
dles A and B, respectively. Figure 11 shows the im-
pact of combinations of heat flux and inlet tempera-
tures on the results. As expected, the void fraction
increases with heat flux, for a given quality, while
variations in the inlet temperature produce almost no
observable difference, because of the high inlet sub-
cooling.

At these high pressures, all codes predict that (i) the
point of net vapour generation is at too low a value of
the equilibrium quality, and (ii) the rate of increase in
void versus quality is severely underpredicted. Conse-
quently, although the point of net vapour generation is
predicted too "soon", the void is still underpredicted in
the saturated region.
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BUNDLE VOID FRACTION COMPARISON : Void Fraction versus Tlmrrnodynamic Quality SUBCHANNEL VOID FRACTION COMPARISON : Void Fraction versus Thermodynamlc Quality

EXPERIMENTAL DATA
RETRAN-3D (5-eqn): 3.5 MW & 280 °C
RETRAN-3D(pO :3.5MW&280°C
TRAC-BF1 :3.5MW&280°C
VIPRE-02 :3.5MW8c280°C

Thermodynamic Quality

Fig. 11: Rod Bundle B comparison, pressure 166 bar.

5.3 Comparisons between experimental and code
results: single subchannel tests

A series of single subchannel experiments, covering
pressures ranging from 49 to 166 bar, were also con-
ducted by NUPEC. Here, the void fraction was meas-
ured only near the top of the test section, but using
two different techniques: a CT-scan and a gamma-ray
attenuation technique (chordal data). In these tests,
the point of net vapour generation could not be identi-
fied. However, the ranges of pressure, heat and mass
flux were slightly wider than those for the rod bundle
experiments.

For the pressure range between 49 and 74 bar, cov-
ering different combinations of heat and mass flux, the
agreement between the calculated and measured data
is generally very good. This is to be expected, since
the majority of the previously available data used to
develop these models were from pressures between
50 and 70 bar. However, as for the rod bundle data,
the RETRAN-3D (5-eq.) model consistently produces
higher voids in the subcooled region.

At 98 bar, the agreement is similar to that at lower
pressures, also for a combination of heat and mass
fluxes (123 bar to 166 bar), with good agreement for
positive qualities.

There is a consistent overprediction of void by the
RETRAN-3D 5-equation option at low and negative
qualities. All code calculations tended to underesti-
mate the void at high qualities.

In the high pressure range, i.e. from 123 to 166 bar, all
the codes show trends similar to those obtained for
the rod bundle data: i.e., all tended to underestimate
the void at high qualities, and in particular the calcu-
lated void fraction increase as a function of quality was
smaller than that from the experimental data. Figure
12 gives an example of the results at 123 bar.

All the tests show that the rod bundle and the sub-
channel results are consistent. The subcooled void
tends to be overpredicted, while the saturated void
tends to be underpredicted.

O CT data
Chordal data

RETRAN-3D (5-eqn)
RETRAN-3D (5-eqn)
RETRAN-3D (5-eqn)
RETRAN-3D (pf)
RETRAN-3D (pt)
RETRAN-3D(pf)
TRAC-BF1
TRAC-BF1
TRAC-BF1
VIPRE-02

:295°C
:31O°C
:320°C
:295°C
:310°C
:320°C
:295°C
:310°C
:32O°C
:32O°C

-0.05 0 0.05
Thermodynamic Quality

Fig. 12: Subchannel comparison, pressure 123 bar.

6 ASSESSMENT OF SUBCHANNEL SATU-
RATED VOID PREDICTION4

6.1 The NUPEC experiments and code modelling

A literature survey has revealed that subchannel void
fraction measurements which are non-proprietary, and
which lend themselves to code validation, are scarce.
Among the experimental results published to date by
NUPEC, void fraction data are available for full-scale
BWR assemblies, mostly under normal operating con-
ditions. Results for three types of assemblies have
been reported: the standard BWR 8x8, the so-called
"high burn-up" assembly (comparable to a GE-9 and
GE-10), and a BWR 8x8 with part-length rods. The
rods were electrically heated with local peaking factors
typical of BWR configurations. Prototypic spacers
were used in all test sections.

The void fraction was measured at fixed locations
along the heated length, using X-ray or gamma-ray
attenuation techniques, together with a CT-scan at the
channel exit. The bundle-averaged and sub-assembly
(or regional) void distributions are given, but not the
actual subchannel data. These regions represents five
concentric rings: a central region (CENTR), a periph-
eral region (PERIF), and three intermediate regions
(INER1, INER2 and INER3), as shown in Fig. 13. In
the experiments, the pressure ranged from 39 to 86
bar, and the flowrate from 284 to 1988 kg/m2s.
VIPRE-02, being a versatile subchannel code, was
able to simulate all features of the experiments.

6.2 Comparisons between NUPEC and code re-
sults

In a first stage, the code default options were used for
the base cases and then sensitivity tests were per-
formed. As with the published NUPEC studies, the
results are shown here using two types of plots: (a)
bundle-averaged versus equilibrium quality, and (b)
subchannel, or regional, void distribution at a given
equilibrium quality. The qualities correspond to flow
regimes ranging from bubbly to early-annular flow (i.e.
from x=0.05 to 0.2 approximately).

From references [35, 36]
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(a) Standard 8x8 assembly.
VIPRE

subchannel

Q .

o
0.0Peaking factors: 1.30 1.15 0.90 0.45

Fig. 13:Subchannel configuration.

6.2.1 BWR nominal conditions

For BWR nominal conditions, both region-averaged
and bundle-averaged data are available for compari-
son. VIPRE-02 systematically overpredits the bundle-
averaged void fraction by about 0.04 (Fig. 14).

For the "high burn-up" assemblies, the discrepancy
increases somewhat due to the presence of the large
central water rod, causing a void depression over a
relatively large flow area. The unpowered rod impact
can be seen from the sub-assembly, or regional, re-
sults shown in Fig. 15.

The subassembly plots indicate an underprediction in
the vicinity of the water rods, as shown in Fig. 15. This
is attributed to the lack of a lateral void migration
model. This void drift phenomenon is described in
Lahey and Moody [42] as a "strong tendency of the
two-phase system to approach an equilibrium phase
distribution", and is implemented therein on the basis
of an equal-volume exchange between adjacent
channels, as opposed to an equal-mass exchange, as
implemented in VIPRE-02.

Another feature not modelled in VIPRE is the droplet
field in the annular flow regime.

This third field is important when modelling the impact
of the spacers on the void fraction and dryout condi-
tions. For the work reported here, this code limitation
does not undermine the validation, since only a small
fraction of the data available would correspond to the
annular flow regime. Apart from nominal conditions,
the influence of several parameter variations has been
considered, as reported below.
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Fig. 15: Region-averaged void for the standard
8x8 assembly: BWR nominal conditions.

6.2.2 Mass flux

Bundle-averaged void data obtained for mass fluxes
ranging from 284 to 1988 kg/m2s are reported
(representing variations from 20 to 130% of nominal
conditions). The experimentally observed effect of
reducing the flowrate is to reduce the void fraction for
a given quality. The code reproduces this effect, which
can be explained by recognising that a decrease in the
flowrate increases the slip ratio. Moreover, the mag-
nitude of the effect is also flow-regime dependent, with
maximum impact occurring at a quality of about 0.05.

Towards the low-quality region, bubbles tend to be
smaller, and to be entrained at a velocity close to the
bulk velocity, thus reducing the slip, and therefore the
flowrate effect. At high quality, the annular flow regime
develops, and the trend is reversed. The flowrate ef-
fect decreases again as the slip is primarily controlled
by the vapour velocity, while the liquid is now concen-
trated in the slow-moving film at the wall (there is only
a little liquid entrainment at this stage).
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0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25

Bundle-averaged quality

Fig. 16: Bundle-averaged void versus quality: mass
flux parameter.

6.2.3 System pressure

Experimental void-fraction data were obtained at sys-
tem pressures of 39, 72, and 86 bar, as shown in Fig.
17. The increase in system pressure decreases the
void fraction, primarily as a consequence of the de-
crease in density ratio. Here again, VIPRE-02 system-
atically overpredicts the void, except for the case of
lowest pressure and highest quality, where the void
profile seems to have reached a plateau. This plateau
occurs at a void fraction of about 0.8, which is the
value usually accepted for the development of the
annular flow regime.

Hence, the code underprediction is consistent with the
lack of a droplet field in the annular flow regime in
which the droplets travel at a higher velocity than the
liquid film at the wall. The mean liquid velocity would
then be increased, thus reducing the slip and increas-
ing the void fraction.

6.2.4 Part-length rods

The effect of part-length rods on the void distribution
has also been investigated by NUPEC for two modi-
fied 8x8 assemblies. In these assemblies, the water
rods were truncated to an elevation 50 mm below the
CT scan measurement level for Assembly No. 5, and
600 mm for Assembly No. 6. The experimental re-
gional results, with and without part-length rods, could
not be compared because the published data were
given at different equilibrium qualities.

However, the effect was reported to be small, and the
code gave the correct trend: i.e. an increase of 0.05 in
the void fraction for the central region, and practically
no impact on the surrounding regions, as shown in
Fig. 18 for Assembly No. 5. The results for Assembly
No. 6, not shown here, are similar. In addition to the
lack of a void drift model in VIPRE-02, as in most sub-
channel codes, the cross-flow loses its directional
identity once it crosses the subchannel lateral gaps,
and therefore does not directly affect the cross-flow in
the neighbouring subchannels.
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Consequently, the net cross-flow downstream of the
truncated rods may not be adequately accounted for
by the code. As these flows originate from regions with
relatively high void content, they would contribute sub-
stantially to the increase of the void in this region.
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6.2.5 Sensitivity calculations to code options

These calculations were aimed at identifying which
code-user options could influence substantially the
void fraction results. The calculations performed in-
clude sensitivity to:

• boundary conditions (i.e. an inlet flowrate versus a
total-pressure-drop boundary condition);

• empirical parameters in the enthalpy mixing mod-
els;

• nodal pressure, as opposed to the system pres-
sure, for evaluating the fluid thermodynamic prop-
erties; and
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• void model option, i.e. using the Dynamic Flow
Regime Model (DFRM), as opposed to the more
standard flow-regime-based (FMAP) void model.

The outcome of these calculations was that only the
void model option yielded significant differences. The
DFRM option uses one of the most mechanistic two-
fluid models available to date. However, scoping tests
have shown that predictions were not as good as
those obtained using the standard option, and that
further effort would be required to adequately assess
the full potential of this 14-parameter model.

In conclusion, the main discrepancy between the
measured and calculated void fractions is for assem-
blies exhibiting large variations in power-to-flow ratios,
or those containing water rods. This is attributed to the
lack of a lateral-void drift model in VIPRE-02. While
this effect is negligible for the standard 8x8 assembly,
when considering the bundle-average void, it can be-
come appreciable for newer assembly designs with
large central water rods.

Also, the lack of models for estimating the effect of the
spacer grids on the (i) local mixing, (ii) acceleration
pressure drop, and (iii) entrainment in the annular flow
regime, should also to be mentioned.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Several conclusions can be drawn from the studies.
Among the several drift-flux void correlations reviewed
and assessed against a wide range of experimental
data, the correlation used in RETRAN-3D, the Chexal-
Lellouche correlation, was among the (four) best cor-
relations, and yielded a standard deviation S=0.078,
with a mean m=-0.017. These values are larger than
those obtained using Chexal-Lellouche, i.e. S=0.049
and m=-0.004, in the study with their own database. A
new set of parameters for the Inoue formulation was
developed using the current database, and a standard
deviation of S=0.07 was obtained, with a mean of
m=-0.02.

A systematic evaluation of the slip options available in
RETRAN-3D has shown that all the options provide
good prediction of the experimental data for pressures
and mass fluxes typical of normal BWR operating
conditions. However, there is a progressive worsening
of the predictive quality of all options (except for that of
Chexal-Lellouche) as the flowrate and pressure are
reduced. Below a mass flux of 10 kg/m2s, and a pres-
sure of 20 bar, even the best option (i.e. that of
Chexal-Lellouche) started to exhibit a systematic over-
prediction of the void. At flowrates lower that 20
kg/m2s, and a pressure below 3 bar, RETRAN-3D
failed to reach a converged solution. This suggests
that the Chexal-Lellouche model is the optimum void
model available in RETRAN-3D.

The code-to-code comparisons between RETRAN-3D,
CORETRAN-01/VIPRE-02 and TRAC-BF1, and their
assessment against NUPEC experimental subcooled
and saturated void data, showed that, generally, there
is acceptable agreement between the codes, except
for a substantial discrepancy between the RETRAN-

3D 5-equation model and VIPRE-02 for the subcooled
void. All codes tend to over-predict the subcooled void,
and to under-predict the saturated void. The RETRAN
homogeneous flow option suggests that the slip ratio
is smaller than 1.0 under these conditions, which is
consistent with the experimental observations that the
void concentrates at the wall. At intermediate pres-
sures (between 50 and 100 bar), the saturated voids
were well predicted, while acceptable agreements
were obtained for the subcooled conditions; the 5-
equation option in RETRAN-3D consistently over-
predicted the void.

At the subchannel level, VIPRE-02 results showed
that, in the presence of strong power-to-flow variations
across an assembly, the code under-predicted the
void fraction substantially, as for example in the vicin-
ity of water rods and part-length rods. This limitation
was attributed to the absence of a lateral void drift
model in the code. Also, as mentioned earlier, the lack
of models for the effect of the spacer grids on (i) local
mixing, and (ii) entrainment in the annular flow regime,
also needs to be noted. The overall conclusion is that
the system code RETRAN-3D, as well as the core and
subchannel code CORETRAN-01/VIPRE-02, give a
generally good prediction of the void fraction.
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VALIDATION OF THE CASMO-4 CODE AGAINST SIMS-MEASURED SPATIAL
GADOLINIUM DISTRIBUTIONS INSIDE A BWR PIN

F. Holzgrewe, D. Gavillet, R. Restani, M.A. Zimmermann

The purpose of the present study was to establish a database, useful for the assessment of the predictive
capabilities of assembly burnup codes with respect to the depletion of the burnable absorber gadolinium
(Gd). An SVEA-96 fuel assembly containing one unique Gd rod, with an initial Gd2O3-content of 9 wt%,
was irradiated for one cycle in a Swiss Boiling Water Reactor (BWR), and then transported to the PSI hot-
cells for post-irradiation examination. Relative radial and azimuthal Gd distributions were obtained from
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) at three axial positions. Two perpendicular linescans were
performed at each position in order to capture the expected asymmetry in the Gd depletion. Since such
high-spatial-resolution experimental data for individual fuel pins are quite rare, they form a valuable basis
for the further validation of the calculational methods in reactor physics codes. The goal of this study was
to contribute to the validation of the micro-region depletion model of CASMO-4 with respect to its standard
application of generating two-group cross sections for the 3-D core simulator SIMULATE-3. The only nota-
ble difference to the standard application is a more detailed noding scheme for the Gd pin, required to
obtain an improved resolution of the calculated distributions. The comparison of measurements with cal-
culational results was found to be quite insensitive to the axial position, and the agreement was found to be
very good for all isotopes investigated. The two important neutron-absorbing isotopes 155Gd and 157Gd, in
particular, show excellent agreement. In conclusion, the CASMO-4 micro-region depletion model has been
demonstrated to accurately predict the evolution of the radial distribution of the burnable absorber gadolin-
ium.

1 INTRODUCTION

During the last few years, modern BWR fuel assem-
blies have been designed more and more heteroge-
neously in order to improve fuel utilisation. The ABB
fuel type SVEA-96, with its characteristic central wa-
ter cross, a high number of different fuel enrichment
zones, and a varying number of fuel pins containing
burnable absorbers, is an example of such an ad-
vanced design.

In the framework of the Gd rod project, which is a co-
operation between Asea Brown Boveri (ABB) and
PSI, such an advanced fuel assembly was irradiated
for one cycle in a Swiss BWR. The assembly con-
tained a Gd rod, with an initial Gd2O3 content of 9
wt%, which was specially fabricated for this investiga-
tion. The high Gd concentration level was chosen in
order to assure measurable quantities of Gd isotopes
at the end of the irradiation.

The Gd rod was thereafter transported to the PSI hot-
cells for post-irradiation examination. Secondary ion
mass spectroscopy (SIMS) was used to measure
relative nuclide distributions across the pin. These
measurements were carried out at three axial posi-
tions along the pin, thus representing different deple-
tion conditions with respect to power, burnup, fuel
temperature and void.

The main goal of this investigation was to establish a
database of detailed, high-spatial-resolution experi-
mental data at the individual fuel pin level. Since such
data are quite rare, they form a valuable basis for the
further validation of the reactor physics codes used
by the different participants in the project. However,
the only calculations performed to date are those
carried out at PSI using the Studsvik fuel-assembly
burnup code CASMO-4.

A large number of nuclides, including gadolinium,
uranium and plutonium isotopes, as well as some
fission products, were included in the analysis. How-
ever, the present report will be focused on the valida-
tion of the CASMO-4 micro-region depletion model
for gadolinium, which is of special interest because of
the high absorption cross-sections of its isotopes
155Gd and 1S7Gd, for which only limited data [1,2] are
available. The main goal is to contribute to the valida-
tion of the CASMO-4 model with respect to its stan-
dard application of generating the two-group cross-
sections for the 3-D core simulator SIMULATE-3.

This report describes the SIMS measurements and
the CASMO-4 calculations performed for the Gd
analysis. A comparison between measurements and
calculations is presented and discussed, and finally
some conclusions are drawn.

2 THE ROLE OF GADOLINIUM IN REACTOR
CONTROL

The excess reactivity of a nuclear reactor must be
compensated at any given time during reactor opera-
tion. This is difficult to achieve because the excess
reactivity decreases with depletion due to fission-
product poisoning. Thus, the compensational effect
must also decrease with depletion. Different strate-
gies have been developed for different reactors. Bo-
ron (dissolved in the water), for example, is the
mechanism used in Pressurised Water Reactors
PWRs, this having the additional advantage that the
boron concentration can be easily controlled. This
method cannot be used in BWRs, which operate in a
two-phase mode, and burnable poisons, placed in the
fuel pins themselves, are used instead. Typically, they
are strong neutron-absorbing materials such that their
concentration, and hence the neutron absorption,
decreases with core depletion, as required. Gadolin-
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ium is the burnable absorber most widely used for
this purpose. Gadolinium, in its natural composition,
is placed into some (typically 2 to 14) fuel pins of a
BWR assembly.

In order to briefly describe the effect of gadolinium in
a thermal reactor, such as a BWR, it is useful to
sketch the basic functioning of the reactor itself. A
thermal (low energy) neutron causes a fission in 2 3 5U.
This fission releases energy, together with 2 to 3 new
(fast) neutrons. Due to the relatively low fuel enrich-
ment, the chain reaction in the reactor cannot be
maintained with such fast neutrons, and it is neces-
sary to slow them down (moderation). An effective
neutron moderation can only be achieved through
collisions with light atoms such as hydrogen, as pres-
ent in water. Thus, the neutrons, which are generated
as fast neutrons in the fuel, leave the pin, are moder-
ated in the surrounding water, and are then used
again for thermal fissions in the fuel. Two facts are
important.

• The neutrons are moderated in the water such
that they re-enter the fuel from the outer pin pe-
riphery.

• To maintain the steady-state nuclear chain reac-
tion, it is necessary to conserve one fission neu-
tron, which then causes a new fission, while the
other one or two fission neutrons must either be
lost by leakage or absorbed by other materials.
This absorption (particularly when the fuel is fresh)
can partially be ensured by the use of burnable
poisons such as gadolinium.

Table 1 : Thermal Cross-Sections for different Gd
Isotopes and 23SU [3].

Nuclide

Gd
155Gd
156Gd
157Gd
158Gd
160Gd
235U

Composition
[at %]

2.18
14.80
20.47
15.65
24.84
21.86

—

a
[barns3]

6.00 101

6.10 104

2.00 10°
2.54 105

2.3010°
1.50 10°

6.81 102

a 1 bam = 10"2 4cm2

The thermal absorption cross-sections1 a of the dif-
ferent Gd isotopes are summarized in Table 1. For
comparison purposes, that of 235U is also given. The
most important Gd isotopes are 155Gd and 157Gd,
both having very high thermal cross-sections (>
60000 barns). As can be seen, these cross-sections
are more than 100 times greater than that of 2 3 5U,
and is the reason why a fresh Gd pin produces nearly
no power. Most thermal neutrons are absorbed in

155Gd and 157Gd, thus generating 156Gd and 158Gd
which, due to their low cross-sections (Table 1), are
neutronically unimportant. The total 155Gd and 157Gd
content decreases, and the power increases, with
depletion until the two isotopes are completely burnt,
which is approximately the case after one cycle of
irradiation. In this way, the increasing power in the Gd
rods compensates for the increasing fission product
poisoning in the other fuel rods.

Due to their high cross-sections, it is very important to
simulate the 5Gd and 157Gd concentrations accu-
rately during a reactor calculation. It is a challenging
task to determine the precise Gd density within a fuel
pin, since the Gd isotopes at the outer pin periphery
shield those at the fuel centre against thermal neu-
trons (self-shielding). This phenomena requires spe-
cial treatment in the codes, e.g. by dividing the pin
into annular regions.

Gd Rod, 9 wt% initial Gd content
\ .

©#111111

1 Cross-sections are a measure for the probability that a certain
reaction, e.g. fission, absorption, scattering, will occur during a
collision with a neutron.

Axis of Symmetry/^

Fig. 1: Sketch of the Gd fuel rod position in the
SVEA-96 bundle

The Gd rod was positioned on the assembly symme-
try axis close to the central water cross (Fig. 1). Here,
the rod was irradiated with neutron spectra varying
significantly across the pin cell (better moderation and
thus higher thermal neutron flux at the side of the pin
facing the central water cross), resulting in a notable
shift towards the water cross of both the depletion of
the burnable absorbers 155Gd and 157Gd, and the
build-up of 156Gd and 158Gd.

3 CODES AND MODELS

The main code used for this analysis was the
Studsvik code CASMO-4 [1,4], a multi-group, two-
dimensional transport theory code for burnup calcula-
tions of single Light Water Reactor (LWR) fuel as-
semblies. CASMO-4 uses a characteristics method
[5,6] to solve the two-dimensional transport equation,
and allows for detailed representation of single fuel
pins within an assembly. The library E4LIB [4], update
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L (40 groups), was employed as the basic neutron
cross-section library. In addition, the Studsvik code
SIMULATE-3 was needed to provide the assembly
depletion conditions for the CASMO-4 inputs. SIMU-
LATE-3 is an advanced, nodal, three-dimensional,
two-group, steady-state reactor analysis code for
LWRs, which uses the QPANDA model [7] to solve
the three-dimensional diffusion equation. The actual
versions used were:

. CASMO-4, Version 1.10.02
• SIMULATE-3, Version 5.01

3.1 The CASMO-4 model

The CASMO-4 inputs for the fuel assembly contain-
ing the 9 wt% Gd rod (Fig. 1) had to be generated for
the three investigated cutting positions. The nodaliza-
tion was kept as close as possible to that used for
production runs, the only notable difference being a
more refined noding of the Gd pin, in order to obtain
improved resolution of the nuclide distributions. The
pin was radially divided into 16 zones of equal volume
(default: 10) and azimuthally into 8 zones (default: 1),
as illustrated in Fig. 2.

CASMO-4 models one fuel assembly only, and so is
not able to reconstruct the assembly conditions dur-
ing cycle depletion. Additional data are required to
represent the assembly conditions at each specified
axial cutting position.

Measurement
direction 2

(asymmetric)

W

Measurement
direction 1

(symmetric)

\

\ CENTRAL WATER
CANAL

\

\

WATER CROSS
AXIS OF SYMMETRY

\

Fig. 2: Sketch of the calculational geometry
(S = azimuthal sector)

The following parameters, henceforth termed
"characteristic cutting conditions", were used:

• Burnup
• Fuel Temperature
• Void Fraction
• Moderator Temperature
• Power Density

These parameters were not measured during cycle
operation, but were derived from a 3-dimensional
SIMULATE-3 core calculation. The most important
data, the assembly burnup and void, as obtained
from a linear interpolation of the respective nodal
values, are summarized in Table 2 for the three axial
positions investigated.

Table 2: Burnup and void data used for the
CASMO-4 simulations.

SIMS
specimen

name

S1

S2

S4

Distance
from fuel
bottom
[mm]

2543

3452

832

SIMULATE
calculated

burnup
[GWd/t]

11.50

7.45

14.26

SIMULATE
calculated

void
[%]

78.40

82.42

33.44

The 9 wt% Gd rod was located in the assembly cen-
tre, close to the SVEA water cross (Fig. 1). The
CASMO-4 calculations were performed applying
standard reflective boundary conditions, thereby ne-
glecting the effect of the surrounding fuel elements. A
maximum difference of 3.2% between the SIMU-
LATE-3 and the CASMO-4 predictions for the pin
burnup confirmed the applicability of this assumption.

The model was used to determine the densities of the
four isotopes 155Gd, 156Gd, 157Gd and 158Gd. All PSI
calculations were performed as blind pre-calculations,
i.e. before the actual SIMS measurements were
taken. Thus, the reported calculational results do not
incorporate any adjustment to the experimental data.

4 SIMS MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS

SIMS is a powerful method for the determination of
spatial distributions of isotopes in materials, and has
been used at PSI for more than 15 years on various
radioactive materials, including fuel pellets [8,9]. A
study of the spatial distribution of burnable poisons
has already been published [10].

4.1 Procedure

The Gd isotope distributions in the pellet have been
measured with SIMS along two perpendicular di-
ameters, as sketched in Fig. 3. The measurements
were carried out on three specimens cut from the pin
at three axial locations (Table 2). Each specimen, a
3-mm thick slice of the fuel rod, was then embedded
in epoxy resin, and ground down and polished in or-
der to obtain a flat and scratch-free surface.

The SIMS analysis was performed using an AT-
OM IKA-4000 system. An oxygen primary ion beam
was used for the analysis, with an incident angle of
60°. An electromagnetic optical system collected the
ionised isotopes or molecules sputtered out of the
surface, and fed them into the quadrupole mass
spectrometer where their mass/charge ratio was
measured.
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Direction 2
Cladding Fuel

Pellet

Direction 1 | l

Measurement X+l
Measurement X
Data averaging

Fig. 3: Sketch of the SIMS measurement procedure
(X : measurement, X+1 : next measurement)

The primary ion beam had a diameter of about 30um,
and was scanned over a surface of 100um x 100um.
The count rates for 20 mass/charge ratios were
measured sequentially. When data for all masses
had been acquired, the specimen was then displaced
100urm along the diameter of the fuel pellet (Fig. 3). In
order to increase the statistics, and to average out
local variations in fuel composition, five parallel lines
were sampled, one after the other, along one diame-
ter, and the mean value of the measurement obtained
at the same X position (Fig. 3) was calculated.

The Gd distributions were determined by measuring
the distribution of the oxidised ions, e.g. (155Gd16O)+,
(156Gd1sO)+, etc., because they provide two to three
times higher count rates, and the interference with
fission-product ions is also reduced.

The full measurement procedure along one diameter
of the pellet takes about 30 hours. Complete stability
of the SIMS operational characteristics cannot be
expected for such a long period, and a correction
procedure has been developed in order to eliminate
system instabilities (primary beam intensity variation,
small variations in the specimen height, small varia-
tions of the ion collection electrical field of the secon-
dary optics, ...). The procedure is based on the as-
sumption that the sum of all Gd isotopes is constant
across the specimen, and removes most of the count
rate variations due to system instabilities. The distri-
bution of the corrected count rate can then be con-
sidered as being proportional to the isotope density in
the pellet.

It should be mentioned that the last measurement
point, at the periphery of the pellet, was always ne-
glected since potential contamination with count rates
from the gap, or from the cladding, cannot be ex-
cluded. This procedure influences the relative distri-
bution after normalisation, and creates a maximum
uncertainty of 0.1 mm (distance between two meas-
urements) in "locating" the centre of the pellet.

4.2 Error estimation

The SIMS count rate obtained for an isotope is not
only related to its absolute density but also to the
extraction rate from the pellet surface caused by the
primary ion beam. This parameter can vary by up to
six orders of magnitude between the measured iso-
topes. This means that no direct comparison of the
density can be deduced from the count rates ob-
tained, and only relative distributions can be derived
from the corrected SIMS data. Quantitative distribu-
tions require absolute densities; these will be ob-
tained from chemical analysis of the specimen in the
near future.

The variation of the extraction rate for different ele-
ments makes the assessment of uncertainties very
difficult. The uncertainty is composed of three major
terms:
• the statistical uncertainty;
• the uncertainty due to system variations not elimi-

nated by the correction procedure; and
• variations in the material structure and conductiv-

ity.

The statistical uncertainty is a direct function of the
count rate. In addition, the correction procedure used
increases the individual statistical uncertainties. How-
ever, the acquisition time was set high enough so that
the statistical uncertainty for all isotopes was lower
than 2% after correction.

The two other sources of uncertainty are more diffi-
cult to estimate quantitatively, but the experience
acquired over recent years on fuel indicates that the
total error is less than + 3% for Gd isotopes, due to
their relatively high absolute concentrations and ex-
traction yields.

5 RESULTS

The measured directions across the fuel pin are
shown in Fig. 2. The shadowed sections mark the
ranges of the two directions in which SIMS measure-
ments were taken at the different axial cutting posi-
tions (the actual measured direction at each axial
position varied within these sections). Direction 1 is
more or less perpendicular to the assembly symmetry
axis and, consequently, the nuclide distributions in
this direction are expected to be symmetric. Direction
2 is perpendicular to this, and the nuclide distribution
is expected to be asymmetric since the neutron mod-
eration is much more effective at the side of the cen-
tral water canal (sectors S4/S5) than on the opposite
side (sectors S1/S8); see Fig. 1.
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5.1 Data Extraction

The CASMO-4 results were obtained for the 8 azi-
muthal sectors specified in Fig. 2, and for 16 radial
zones. The calculated nuclide densities are volume-
averaged values which were assigned to the centre of
each azimuthal sector. Since the measured directions
were not identical with a centreline of any CASMO-4
sector, the calculated densities were evaluated by
linear interpolation between the two radial zones of
the sectors adjacent to the measured direction, i.e.
sectors S6/S7 and S2/S3 for Direction 1, and sectors
S4/S5 and S1/S8 for Direction 2.

SIMS analyses have been performed on three speci-
men cuts, at three axial positions, each representing
different burnups (Table 2). The measurement and
correction procedures described in Section 4 were
applied to all specimens.

5.2 Calculation/experiment comparisons

The distributions of the four Gd isotopes, measured
and calculated, at three axial positions are presented
here. Figure 4 gives the results for the 'symmetric'
direction, and Fig. 5, those for the 'asymmetric' direc-
tion. The plots show the relative distributions of the
specified Gd isotopes as functions of the fuel pellet
radius r; the vertical line at 0 mm marks the pin cen-
tre. Measured data points are marked by solid sym-
bols, and calculated values by open symbols linked
by lines. The distributions for both the measurements
and the calculations are normalised to unity according
to:

(1)

in which D, is the nuclide density at position /, S is the
area of the pellet, S, the pin circular ring at position /'
and j the number of calculated/measured data
points.

Both the calculated and SIMS distributions of the
gadolinium isotopes for sample S1 show the ex-
pected symmetry along Direction 1, and the asym-
metry along Direction 2 (Figs. 4 and 5).

The initial analysis of the experimental data for Sam-
ples S2 (3452 mm) and S4 (832 mm) showed unex-
pected behaviour. Symmetric depletion was found for
Direction 2, and asymmetric depletion for Direction 1,
in contradiction to both expectation and the calculated
distributions. This behaviour could only be explained
by assuming that a rotation of the fuel pellets inside
the fuel rod had occurred (the original orientation
within the SVEA-96 assembly was marked at the rod
outer surface, for obvious reasons). Further inves-
tigations, based on previously performed gamma
scans, confirmed this assumption. Such rotations can
occur during transport, or during the measurement
process, especially since the gap between the fuel
pellets and the rod was not closed after one cycle of
irradiation. Based on comparisons with calculational

results, the rotation was found to be approximately
90° for both samples. Thus, the two measured direc-
tions given in Fig. 2 were simply exchanged for the
final comparison between measurements and calcu-
lational results. For the specimens S2 and S4, the
calculated Direction 1 is compared with the measured
Direction 2, and calculated Direction 2 to measured
Direction 1.

5.3 Discussion

From an examination of Figs. 4 and 5, it can be seen
that all measured and calculated distributions show
the expected trend. The isotopes 155Gd and 157Gd are
fully burnt at the fuel pellet periphery (see Section 2),
while some residual amounts are left at the pellet
centre. This effect is more pronounced the higher the
burnup. At each given axial position (same burnup),
more 157Gd is burnt than 155Gd due to its higher ther-
mal absorption cross-section (Table 1). However,
156Gd and Gd show the opposite trend: higher con-
centration at the periphery. This is understandable,
since they both build up where the other two isotopes
are fully burnt. Also, the distribution of these isotopes
is much flatter since considerable amounts are al-
ready present at the beginning of irradiation, being
part of the natural Gd composition (Table 1).

The calculation/experiment agreement for all Gd iso-
topes is excellent. The calculated distributions for the
important Gd isotopes, 155Gd and 157Gd, match the
measurements over a wide range of y values. The
differences can mostly be explained from the statisti-
cal uncertainties (position and count rate) of the
measurements. The relatively high discrepancy which
appears in some plots at the pin centre, e.g. for 157Gd
in Fig. 4, is an artefact: there is no calculational point
at position '0', and the interpolation between all points
is linear.

The relative distributions for the two other Gd iso-
topes, 156Gd and 158Gd, are very flat. The agreement
is very good, but of course these nuclides are neu-
tronically not very important.

The calculated and measured isotopic distributions
along Direction 1 (Fig. 4) are clearly symmetric. In
contrast, the distributions along Direction 2 are
asymmetric, as expected. The asymmetry is clearly
shown for the burnable gadolinium isotopes 155Gd
and 157Gd, but is less evident for the 156Gd and 158Gd
distributions presented in Fig. 5 due to the shape of
the distribution.
The general trends of the relative nuclide distributions
for all Gd isotopes predicted by CASMO-4 agrees
very well with the measured ones, and no obvious
discrepancies can be observed at any of the three
axial positions. Thus, it can be concluded that the
results are rather insensitive to the actual axial posi-
tion, and to the characteristic cutting conditions ap-
plied.
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a) Specimen S1 -symmetric direction (burnup: 11.50 GWd/t)
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Fig. 4 : Relative spatial distributions of 155Gd, 156Gd, 157Gd and 158Gd along the symmetric direction of specimens
S1, S2 and S4 (open symbols : calculation, closed symbols : SIMS)
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a) Specimen S1 - asymmetric direction (burnup: 11.50 GWd/t)
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Fig. 5 : Relative spatial distributions of 155Gd, 156Gd, 157Gd and 158Gd along the asymmetric direction of specimens
S1, S2 and S4 (open symbols : calculation, closed symbols : SIMS)
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6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

SIMS measurements have been performed at three
axial cutting positions for a SVEA-96 fuel pin with an
initial Gd content of 9 wt%, and irradiated for one
cycle in a Swiss BWR. The measured relative Gd
distributions form a valuable basis for the validation of
the micro-region depletion model in CASMO-4 since:

• the choice of two measurement directions at each
axial position enables symmetric and asymmetric
nuclide distributions within the fuel pellet to be
identified;

• more than 80 measured points across the fuel
pellet diameter provide an unusually high spatial
resolution of the measurements; and

• published CASMO-4 results on advanced fuel
types such as SVEA-96 are very limited.

CASMO-4 pre-calculations were performed at the
different axial cutting positions. The code was used
the same way as for standard applications to gener-
ate the two-group cross-sections for the 3-D core
simulator SIMULATE-3. The only notable difference
was that a more detailed nodalization of the Gd pin
was used in order to obtain an improved resolution of
the calculated nuclide distributions. The CASMO-4
results are available for eight azimuthal sectors, the
densities in the measurement direction being evalu-
ated by linear interpolation from the two adjacent
sectors.

Comparisons have been made for the four Gd iso-
topes 155Gd, 156Gd, 157Gd and 158Gd. The following
conclusions may be drawn from this study.

1. SIMS has proven to be a powerful method for
measuring important burnup-dependent Gd
distributions in nuclear fuel. A detailed data-
base has been established for a Gd rod in a
SVEA-96 bundle.

2. The calculated relative radial Gd distributions
agree well with the respective measured dis-
tributions at all axial positions investigated.

3. The agreement between measurements and
calculations is independent of the axial cutting
position.

4. Asymmetric Gd distributions along the assem-
bly symmetry axis, and accompanying sym-
metric distributions along the direction per-
pendicular to this, were found in the data for
all the Gd isotopes measured with SIMS and
calculated with CASMO^t.

5. Excellent agreement between the results of
the blind, pre-test calculations and the meas-
ured data has been found for the important
neutron-absorbing gadolinium isotopes 155Gd
and 157Gd at all axial positions, and for both di-
rections considered.

In brief, the CASMO-4 micro-region depletion model
has been found to accurately predict the evolution of
the relative radial and azimuthal distributions of the
Gd isotopes.
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FIRST RESULTS FROM THE LWR-PROTEUS PHASE I EXPERIMENTS

F. Jatuff, M. Murphy, A. Luthi, R. Seiler, P. Grimm, O. Joneja, A. Meister, R. Brogli,
R. Chawla (PSI) R. Jacot-Guillarmod, T. Williams (EGL), S. Helmersson (ABB), S. B0rresen (SSP)

Within the framework of a joint research programme, PSI and the Swiss Nuclear Utilities are conducting
experimental reactor physics investigations related to modern Light Water Reactor (LWR) fuel assemblies
employed in the Swiss nuclear power plants. The current phase of the programme, LWR-PROTEUS
Phase I, is focused on the characterisation of highly heterogeneous Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) fuel
elements, and the validation of caiculationai codes used for the evaluation of BWR core management, op-
erational limits and safety assessment. This contribution describes the first set of experimental results
generated (fuel pin power distributions and reactivity effects), along with their analysis and interpretation.
The reported measurements were made in two of the six test configurations which have been investigated
to date, and are representative of full-water-density moderation.

1 INTRODUCTION

New power reactor demands (such as higher burn-up,
longer operating cycles, power up-rate, improved
safety assessment, etc.) require increasingly hetero-
geneous fuel element designs, more accurate calcula-
tional tools, and an extended experimental database.
The LWR-PROTEUS programme [1] is a close co-
operation between PSI and the Swiss Nuclear Utilities,
jointly financed and carried out, and is related to the
experimental investigation of important reactor physics
parameters associated with the improvement of fuel
behaviour and safety margins. The necessary valida-
tion of advanced neutronics design codes is being
achieved by conducting new types of integral experi-
ments using actual power-reactor fuel elements in
conditions suggested by the Swiss nuclear power
plants and other industrial partners, with ambitious
targets set for the measurement accuracies. The
studies principally involve the investigation of power
peaking factors, the measurement of reactivity effects,
and the simulation of in-core instrumentation, for
modern LWR core designs under different operational
conditions [2].

The zero-power critical facility PROTEUS is unique: a
central test tank, currently containing nine commercial
BWR fuel elements, is "driven" critical and provides
conditions which accurately simulate different power
reactor environments [3, 4]. During 1999, a series of
tests corresponding to full-water-density neutron mod-
eration conditions has been completed. The investiga-
tions that have been carried out are representative of
two different enrichment and burnable-poison distribu-
tions in the fuel assemblies, considered over axially
homogeneous regions as well as across an axial en-
richment boundary. Both unperturbed assembly condi-
tions and the effects of an absorber blade have been
studied. The target accuracies (1CT) which have been
attained in the measurements correspond to statistical
errors of ~0.5% for relative pin powers, and ~ 1 % for
individual reaction rate maps. Relative reactivity ef-
fects, i.e. pin removal worths, have also been meas-
ured to ~ 1 % accuracy [5]. The assembly codes tested
include important industrial and research tools, e.g.
HELIOS [6], CASMO-4 [7], BOXER [8], and MCNP4B
[9]. The present contribution presents the results ob-
tained for two of the six measured core configura-

tions: Corel B (radial distributions) and Core 1C
(axial).

2 LWR-PROTEUS DESCRIPTION

The PROTEUS critical facility was reconfigured such
as to provide an appropriate LWR neutron spectrum
environment to a centrally-located ABB SVEA-96+ fuel
element in which measurements are carried out (the
"test element"). A SVEA-96+ fuel element comprises
96 fuel pins arranged in four separate sub-bundles,
each containing 24 pins on a square pitch around a
central water canal [10]. The 235U enrichment varies
both axially and radially in the range 2-5% and some
pins contain, additionally, gadolinium as a burnable
poison in different concentrations (see Fig. 1). The
lateral assembly dimensions are about 14 cm across.

UO2 pin
(2-5%-enriched)

Pin containing
I— burnable poison

Water
canal

Water
wing

Water
gap

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Fig. 1: ABB SVEA-96+ assembly geometry.
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The test element is surrounded by 8 other identical
assemblies, the 3x3 arrangement being located inside
an aluminium test tank [3].

Since the elements are 4.5 m in length and the active
height of the PROTEUS driver regions is somewhat
less than 1 m, the test tank can be driven axially to
enable step-wise investigations along the whole length
of the test assemblies. This is a special feature of the
experiments and is made possible by the unique lay-
out of the facility. Thus, for example, it is possible to
study the axial power profile variation across the axial
enrichment boundary.

The test tank is surrounded by outer radial regions [4]
(the buffer, the D2O-Driver, the graphite-driver and a
graphite reflector) which govern the reactor criticality,
thus allowing experiments for a wide range of test lat-
tice koo values. The reactor instrumentation channels,
as well as the control and safety systems, are located
in the outer regions, so that the experiments at the
centre can be performed under "clean" conditions. A
view of the reactor layout is provided in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Top view of the LWR-PROTEUS facility.

3 C0RE1B

3.1 The Test Matrix for Core 1B

The test zone configuration 1B corresponded to the
location of the test tank in its lowermost position, al-
lowing the investigation of the upper axial part of the
ABB SVEA-96+ assemblies (average 235U-enrichment
of 3.7%, 16 burnable-poisoned pins). With full-water-
density moderation considered, the principal meas-
urements performed in the test element [5] were:

• The determination of pin power and other reaction
rate radial maps. Sixty pins were extracted from the
test element following six different irradiations. For
each pin, the activity of several different fission
products (see Fig. 3) was measured with a novel,
fully automated gamma-scanning system [11]. A
special robotic device was used to move and place
the fuel pins, one at a time, in an appropriately col-
limated counting station employing Ge detectors.

J-133 529.9 keV

Sr-91 555.6 ke.

Fig. 3: Typical y-Spectrum of an irradiated fuel pin.
The magnified 500-600 keV region shows the
133I and 91Sr fission-product photo-peaks.

• The measurement of the reactivity worths of fuel
pins. The relative reactivity worths of individual fuel
pins provide integral parameters of considerable
importance for code validation. Four characteristic
sub-regions of the SVEA-96+ assembly have been
identified (pins close to the water canal, pins with
two burnable poison neighbours, corner pins, and
relatively unperturbed pins), and the reactivity
worths of sixteen different representative pins have
been measured by a compensation method em-
ploying a well-calibrated, fine control rod.

• The measurement of axial bucklings. Axial buck-
lings have been measured in Core 1B using two
different techniques in the test element, viz. axial
gamma-scanning of a fuel pin and introduction of a
fission chamber in the space created by the re-
moval of a fuel pin. (The irradiation of gold foils
was used for the determination of axial bucklings in
the outer radial regions.)

• The activation of foils. The measurement of reac-
tion rate ratios (such as the fission rate in 238U
relative to that in 235(j) has been carried out using
specially prepared experimental pins. These pins
are demountable and contain pellets of the appro-
priate enrichment, between which special foils (thin
disks) can be placed. A normal fuel pin is replaced
by the experimental pin, which is identical except
for the location of the foils. Following the irradiation,
the foil activity is measured using germanium de-
tectors.

• TIP simulation. Traversing-in-core-probes (TIPs)
are used for the determination of power distribution
in a BWR core. A TIP detector has been simulated
using a Geiger-MCiller (GM) tube and a carefully
designed capsule. The simulated TIP has been in-
serted in the test tank, at one comer of the test
element, and the gamma response of the GM tube
measured and correlated with the power distribu-
tion in the test element.
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3.2 Typical results for Core 1B

3.2.1 Pin power

The most important experimental results for the vali-
dation of thermal margins are the radial power maps
obtained using the gamma-scanning device. Compari-
sons have been made with calculational results from
deterministic codes such as HELIOS, CASMO-4 and
BOXER, as well as with Monte Carlo predictions
(MCNP4B). Table I gives the root-mean-square (rms)
values of "Calculation Minus Experiment" (C-E) for pin
power, as determined using several different codes.
Both calculated and experimental distributions were
first normalised to an average pin power of unity for
the sixty measured pins in the test element. The aver-
age (C-E) is thus zero for each of the considered dis-
tributions.

Table 1 : Root-Mean-Square and Extrema for Pin
Power (C-E) Values in LWR-PROTEUS
Core 1B.

Code1

HELIOS

CASMO-4

BOXER

Mean2

MCNP4B3

rms

1.1

1.3

1.6

1.2

0.9

Max.

2.3

3.6

3.8

3.0

2.5

Min.

-3.8

-3.6

-3.4

-3.3

-2.3
(1) Reflected-assembly calculations corrected for the effects of

the outer PROTEUS regions (corrections typically <0.6%)
by employing an appropriate whole-reactor model based on
BOXER. The sole exception is HELIOS, with its own whole-
reactor modelling.

(2) Mean of deterministic code results (top three cases)
(3) Continuous-energy ENDF/B-V, 1u deviation <0.2%.

Considering the high degree of heterogeneity of the
SVEA-96+ fuel assembly, the calculations of Table I
indicate quite satisfactory agreement between the cal-
culations and the measurements. Figures 4 and 5
show the distributions of (C-E) values for the MCNP4B
calculations and for the mean results from the deter-
ministic codes, respectively, in relation to the sixty
measured positions in the test element. It is possible
to identify some sub-regions showing more significant
discrepancies than others.

In the case of the Monte Carlo analysis, continuous-
energy MCNP4B calculations have also been per-
formed with alternative nuclear data libraries (JEF2.2
and ENDF/B-VI), because predictions compared in
this way provide clear conclusions regarding the de-
pendence of calculational results on the basic nuclear
data. Thus, for instance, such calculations are not
susceptible to energy-group collapsing effects, or to
resonance-shielding approximations. The main con-
clusion from the Core 1B analysis in this context is
that the different nuclear data libraries can themselves
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Predictions from deterministic codes.

result in changes of ~ 1 % in individual pin powers. It
should be borne in mind that in all the currently re-
ported calculated results with MCNP4B, the 1cr statis-
tical deviation for pin power is <0.2%.

The deterministic codes show trends similar to the
Monte Carlo predictions, e.g. some larger discrepan-
cies for fuel pins close to important water gaps (c.f.
Figs 4 and 5).
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(C-E) distributions for pin power in Core 1B for
the various tested codes of Table I.

the considered cases. With all the codes tested, pin
power results for over half the measured fuel rods are
seen to be predicted within the range [-1, +1%].

3.2.2 Pin reactivity

As indicated earlier, the measurement of relative pin-
removal reactivity worths for different sub-regions of
the SVEA-96+ fuel assemblies provides another type
of valuable integral data. These results relate to
changes in the neutron balance at the removed-pin
location and its nearby surroundings. The results are
particularly important for the validation of still more
advanced designs with part-length rods included in the
lattice.

The (C-E) distributions for pin power in LWR-
PROTEUS Core 1B, already characterised summarily
in Table I, are depicted graphically in Fig. 6 for each of

Fig. 7: C/E-values for relative pin removal reactivity
worths*.

(*) The value at the top is the HELIOS result, that at the bottom
being the BOXER value. The convergence parameters used for
HELIOS were less stringent than for BOXER.

Figure 7 presents the calculation/experiment (C/E)
ratios for the BOXER and HELIOS results for relative
pin removal worths (normalised to the average abso-
lute worth for the 16 measured positions). The calcu-
lations were, in each case, carried out for a 2D whole-
reactor model, corrections for axial effects being
based on subsidiary measurements and analysis.

The above results, in relation to those for pin power,
are indicative of the complementary nature of this ad-
ditional set of integral experiments for code validation.
The reported calculation/experiment comparisons are
currently being interpreted in greater detail. Thus, for
example, it has been observed that the accurate pre-
diction of the experimental pin removal worths re-
quires very tight convergence parameters, not only on
keff but, even more importantly, on the group fluxes for
the whole-core models employed.
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4 C0RE1C

4.1 The test matrix for Core 1C

The main purpose of the LWR-PROTEUS Core 1C
configuration is the validation of axial power and reac-
tion rate profiles across the enrichment boundary of
the SVEA-96+ assemblies. The test tank was axially
positioned such that the reactor driver's mid-plane
coincided with the enrichment boundary. The axial
power peak was consequently shifted about 30 cm
below this level. Thus, at the boundary itself, there
was a significant gradient in the underlying axial flux
shape (a qualitatively similar situation to that in the
power reactor at this assembly height).

1.1
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Fig. 8: Comparison of calculated and measured axial
power profiles in Pin D7 (enrichment boundary
at 0 cm).

The measurements performed included:

• The determination of axial pin power and 238U-
capture rate profiles. Ten pins were selected and
gamma-scanned axially after irradiation (at axial
positions concentrating around the enrichment
boundary).

• Other measurements of axial flux profiles. Minia-
ture fission chambers were inserted at the location
of removed pins to measure the axial variation of
different reaction rates (235(_|- and 239Pu-fission).

4.2 Results for Core 1C

Figure 8 shows, for illustration, the calculated and ex-
perimental (gamma-scanning) results for the axial
power distribution in pin D7 (different 235U-
enrichments below and above the enrichment bound-
ary). The results for this test zone configuration, meant
to provide validation for the calculated axial power
distribution under full-water-density moderation condi-
tions, demonstrate the good overall agreement be-
tween the measurements and the PRESTO-2 [12, 13]
predictions. Improved agreement may be expected
with a more detailed model, e.g. one which treats the
presence of the spacers explicitly (see the flux dip for
the measured points at -12 cm in Fig. 8). The meas-

urements in Core 1C in fact suggest the possibility of
defining a three-dimensional BWR-assembly bench-
mark for code validation.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Test zone configurations representative of modern
BWR cores under full-water-density moderation condi-
tions, both with and without an absorber blade, have
been measured and analysed in the framework of the
LWR-PROTEUS Phase I programme, which employs
actual, full-length SVEA-96+ fuel assemblies. Calcula-
tions have been performed with the codes BOXER,
HELIOS, CASMO-4, and MCNP4B. A first set of com-
parisons between calculational and experimental re-
sults for Cores 1B and 1C has been presented in this
paper.

Generally, the calculations performed with the various
codes agree well with the measurements. The larger
of the observed discrepancies appear to be rather lo-
calised and remain relatively small. All in all, the tested
calculational methods/data seem to capture the princi-
pal neutronics characteristics of the highly heteroge-
neous BWR-assembly type investigated.

For the "controlled" test zone configurations, i.e. with
absorber cross inserted, preliminary analyses indicate
calculation/experiment comparisons qualitatively
similar to those obtained for the uncontrolled cases.
This seems to confirm the accuracy of the measure-
ments, and the absence of any significant errors. Fur-
ther analysis of the experiments with absorber blades,
however, is still needed as is also the correlation of
findings between Cores 1B and 1A, the latter corre-
sponding to the investigation of the lower axial part of
the SVEA-96+ assemblies (average 235U-enrichment
of 4.02%, 14 burnable-poisoned pins).

Thanks to the high-quality integral data being gener-
ated, and the flexibility of the PROTEUS facility, the
current research programme at PSI has aroused con-
siderable international interest. This is the case for
both utilities and fuel designers, all striving towards
greater economy and improved safety margins.
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PURGING OF AN AIR-FILLED VESSEL BY HORIZONTAL INJECTION OF STEAM

B. L. Smith and M. Andreani

Reported here are results from an idealised 2D problem in which cold air is purged from a large vessel by
a steam jet. The focus of the study is the prediction of the evolution of the flow regimes resulting from
changes in the relative importance of buoyancy and inertia forces, and time histories of the temperature
and concentration fields. Global parameters of interest are the mixture concentration at the vessel outlet
and the total time taken to purge the air. The Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) code CFX-4 has been
used to perform calculations for different inlet velocities, covering a range of (densimetric) Froude numbers
from Fr=0.8 (buoyancy dominated) to Fr=7.1 (inertia dominated). Animations have been used to help un-
derstand the dynamics of the flow transitions, and temperature and concentration histories at specific
monitoring points have been compared with coarse-mesh predictions obtained using the containment code
GOTHIC.

1 INTRODUCTION

The next generation of Light Water Reactors are ex-
pected to feature advanced, passive safety systems
for long-term, decay-heat removal, and a number of
possible plant designs have been proposed worldwide,
based on both Boiling and Pressurized Water Reactor
concepts. Following a postulated breach of the primary
circuit, steam escapes to the containment building,
originally filled with nitrogen. In order to cool the con-
tainment by passive means, it is necessary to convey
the steam to a number of large heat sinks utilizing
natural mass, momentum and heat transfer mecha-
nisms such as gravity, natural circulation, evaporation
and condensation.

For the General Electric design of Simplified Boiling
Water Reactor, the SBWR [1,2], and its European
counterpart the ESBWR [3,4], the heat sinks for pas-
sive containment cooling are three multi-tubed con-
denser units, located in external water pools, see
Fig. 1. The condensate is returned to the pressure
vessel and the nitrogen, which originally filled the
containment volume, is vented to the Wet-Well sup-
pression pool, together with any non-condensed
steam.

In 1991, the Thermal-Hydraulics Laboratory became
actively involved in the technology advance towards
such passive safety concepts by initiating the ALPHA
project [5], with the goal of increasing understanding
of the physical phenomena relevant to passive con-
tainment systems and the interaction between the
various system components during long-term cooling.
In the first phase of the ALPHA project, the work fo-
cused strongly on the General Electric SBWR design
concept. The large-scale, integral test facility PANDA
was constructed (at 1 /25th volumetric scale, but 1:1 in
height), and experiments carried out which were in-
tended to be part of the certification process for the
plant, as directed by the US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. In the second phase of the project, AL-
PHA-II, the focus changed to the ESBWR and the
SWR-1000, an alternative design proposed by Sie-
mens [6]. Further PANDA experiments were per-
formed, activities falling within the IPSS1 and TEPSS2

projects of the 4th Framework Programme on Nuclear
Fission Safety of the European Union, to which the
Swiss Government contributed funding.

The distribution of nitrogen in the containment is a key
safety issue, since energy removal by condensation of
steam is adversely affected by the build-up of non-
condensable gas concentrations at or near condens-
ing surfaces. To understand complex mixing and
stratification phenomena in large volumes, particularly
under natural circulation conditions, which have small
driving forces, accurate, three-dimensional calcula-
tional tools are required. The containment code
GOTHIC [7] is one of the tools which could be em-
ployed to perform such computations. The code has
3-D capability, a three-field (vapour, liquid and drop-
lets), multi-phase model, and a chemical species ca-
pability. Modular models for most of the components
present in a typical containment (e.g. heat exchang-
ers, hydrogen burners, etc.) are also available. The
code is widely used by the electrical utilities to asses
the reliability of safety systems engineered to mitigate
the severity of hypothetical accidents, and to guide the
development of better safety features and accident
management procedures.

The coarse-mesh nodalization, which of necessity
must be employed in plant analyses using GOTHIC,
leaves open its reliability to compute mixing and strati-
fication by jets and buoyant plumes because of un-
wanted numerical diffusion effects. Indeed, recent
analyses [8] have shown a sensitivity to mesh con-
centration for containment mixing problems, and the
capability of the code to model multi-dimensional phe-
nomena of this type remains to be verified. Due to lack
of suitable experimental data, a verification process is
being employed in which detailed simulations are be-
ing carried out using the CFD code CFX-4 [9] to
benchmark the accompanying GOTHIC calculations.
A number of code-code comparisons have been per-
formed for basic flow configurations involving jets and
buoyant plumes; these are reported elsewhere [10].
Reported here are comparisons based on an idealized
2-D problem in which cold air is purged from a large
vessel by a horizontal steam jet.

Innovative Passive Safety Systems Technology Enhancement of Passive Safety Systems
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25 m PCC Pool IC Pool

ESBWR PANDA

Fig. 1: ESBWR vs. PANDA

Fig. 2: The vessel layout in PANDA.

2 THE PANDA FACILITY

The transients discussed in this paper are related to
the most severe start-up conditions of the passive
safety system of the ESBWR design in which steam is
first released into the containment volume (Dry-Well),

initially filled with cold nitrogen. The time at which the
condenser units can begin removing energy from the
system - and, by implication, limit the pressure in-
crease in the containment - depends on the amount of
non-condensable nitrogen contained in the mixture
flowing to them. This in turn depends on rather deli-
cate mixing and stratification phenomena occurring in
the containment volume.

Experiments have been carried out in the PANDA test
facility to study the interaction of the various compo-
nents during containment cooling start-up, providing
global data for analysis using traditional system codes
such as RELAP-5 [11]. A schematic of PANDA, in
comparison with the ESBWR, was already given in
Fig. 1, and Fig. 2 shows the PANDA vessel layout in 3-
D form. The facility is of modular construction, con-
sisting of six large pressure vessels, four open pools,
and associated pipework. Originally, the vessels were
configured to represent singly, or in pairs, major com-
ponents of the SBWR [12]. The tall, narrow tank
serves as the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV), in
PANDA equipped with electrical heaters supplying
1.5 MW power. A second, elevated tank represents
the Gravity-Driven Cooling System (GCDS) pool,
which discharges directly to the RPV. The Dry-Well
and Wet-Well containment volumes are represented
by twin-tank arrangements, with large connecting
pipes to equalize pressures and enable asymmetries
to be investigated. There is one pipe connecting the
two Dry-Well tanks, DW1 and DW2, and two for the
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Wet-Well, one in the vapour space and one in the
suppression pool. Finally, four water pools, open to
atmosphere, are located on top of the facility. These
contain, respectively, the one Passive Containment
Cooler (PCC) connected to DW1, the two PCCs con-
nected to DW2, and the Isolation Condenser, which is
integral with the primary circuit, and connects directly
to the RPV.

PCC3

Steam

Fig. 3: Schematic of Dry-Well configuration for
PANDA P3.

The two vessels which comprise the Dry-Well are
each of height 8 m and of 4 m diameter, giving a total
volume of about 90 m3; the distance between the axes
of the vessels is 8 m. Large penetrations, just below
the centre plane of the vessels, accommodate the
connecting pipe, which is of about 1 m internal di-
ameter and elbowed around the GCDS tank situated
between the two Dry-Well vessels; see Fig. 2. The
feed lines to the PCC units, one for DW1 and two for
DW2, are each of internal diameter 83 mm and are
attached to the upper domes of the vessels. The lines
to units PCC1 and PCC2 connect to Dry-Well vessels
DW1 and DW2, respectively, directly above the large
connecting pipe. The penetration for the feed line to
PCC3 is at the same elevation, but offset by 70°. Fi-
nally, the steam inlet lines, or Main Steam Lines
(MSLs), one for each vessel, and of 160 mm diameter,
are located below the large connecting pipe, and al-
most opposite to it.

The cold-start transient was studied experimentally in
PANDA Test P3 [13]. Not all the pipe connections
indicated in Fig. 2 were connected for this test. Steam
was injected only into DW2, and only the feed lines to
PCC2 and PCC3 were left open. In this configuration,
DW1 is a dead volume, acting only as an expansion
chamber, though steam is condensing there. A sche-
matic of this layout is given in Fig. 3.

3 CFX MODEL

In principle, numerical simulation would involve 3-D
representation of the two PANDA vessels, the con-
necting pipe, the steam supply line, together with the
feed lines to the two active PCC units. In addition,
condensation on the walls of the vessels, and their
subsequent heat-up, would also need to be modelled
in order for a meaningful comparison with experimen-
tal data to be made. In view of the computation time
involved in a full 3-D simulation, and the difficulties
modelling wall condensation (and fog formation) with
CFX-4, an idealized 2-D test problem was defined in

which only one Dry-Well vessel is represented; a
schematic is shown in Fig. 4a.

Part of the connecting pipe (to the first flange in
PANDA) is retained, together with the steam supply
line opposite this (in reality not quite in the same plane
as the axis of the connecting pipe), and one PCC feed
line. The scaling is 1-1, the 2-D model representing an
azimuthal slice through the actual PANDA tank. The
locations where temperature and concentration meas-
urements were taken in the actual experimental facility
are also shown in the Figure; these were used as
monitoring points for the CFX-GOTHIC comparisons.

The steam line (internal diameter 16 cm) in PANDA
has only a short, straight (about five diameters) sec-
tion before entering the Dry-Well vessel. The exact
inlet velocity profile would therefore be somewhat un-
certain, the length of this section being insufficient for
the establishment of a fully-developed profile under
turbulent flow conditions. In the 2-D model, the pipe is
of width 16 cm diameter, and length 80 cm. Note that
this choice, though geometrically correct, does not
preserve hydraulic diameter. Similar arguments apply
for the PCC feed line, and again only the initial,
straight section of the pipe is represented.

Figure 4b shows the mesh layout adopted for the
CFX-4 calculations. The cross-pipe nodalization is
very coarse for both inlet and outlet pipes, and the
logarithmic law of the wall is imposed for the cells
adjacent to the pipe walls regardless of whether the
cell centres lie in the range 30 < y+ <100, in wall units,
as required by the theory. Nonetheless, there are rea-
sonable mesh concentrations at the level of the steam
injection, to resolve the expanding jet, and again near
the junction with the PCC feed line, where the flow
would be rapidly accelerated. Elsewhere, there is
some superfluous mesh refinement, this occurring as
a consequence of the constraints imposed by the pipe
attachments (structured mesh). The model is one cell
thick, with symmetry conditions applied to the front
and rear faces. In total, there are 7,737 active fluid
cells. Uniform velocity conditions are imposed at the
inlet, and a constant-pressure boundary condition is
applied at the end of the PCC line. Initially, the system
is at rest with the tank filled with air (which substituted
for nitrogen in all PANDA tests) at 25°C and at an
ambient pressure of 1.3 bar. At time f=0 , pure
steam, at saturated conditions with respect to the
system pressure, is injected through the steam line
and the subsequent motion computed. Both the air
and steam are modelled as perfect gases, and no
condensation effects are considered. The fluids are
assumed to mix perfectly at the molecular level, with
the air being regarded as a chemical species and the
steam as the carrier fluid. The tank walls are treated
as adiabatic boundaries.

Four transient calculations have been performed for
different inlet velocities (Vjn = 1, 3, 5 and 9 m/s), cov-
ering a range of (densimetric) Froude numbers from
Fr= 0.8 (buoyancy dominated) to Fr= 7.1 (inertia
dominated).
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Fig. 4: (a) Schematic of 2-PANDA tank, (b) CFX-4 mesh layout.

The Froude number used here is defined as follows:

|(Pa-ps)gB
in which ps and pa are the initial densities of the steam
and air, respectively, g is the acceleration due to grav-
ity, and B ( = 16 cm) is the slot width of the 2-D inlet
pipe.

All calculations, though only 2-D, were long and tedi-
ous. Several false starts were made and extremely
tight tolerances had to be maintained to eliminate nu-
merical mixing and minimize errors. Most difficulties
were encountered during the very early stages of the
transient, as the steam jet was becoming established,
and during phases of flow reversal (to be explained
below). Strictly speaking, the cells adjacent to the
pipes and the vessel walls should have been refined
according to the flow conditions to ensure that the law
of the wall was applied legitimately, as discussed
above. In fact, this was not done, and the same mesh
(Fig. 4b) was used for all calculations, the primary
interest in the study being a comparison exercise (with
the GOTHIC code) in regard to the bulk flow charac-
teristics. Within the limitations of this comparison, the
CFX-4 simulations should be trustworthy, and can be
used to benchmark the exercise.

4 GOTHIC MODEL

Both coarse-mesh and fine-mesh nodalizations were
employed in the comparison study, and these are
shown in Fig. 5. There is no body-fitted-coordinates
option in GOTHIC, and a number of blocked cells are
used to reproduce the curved profile of the lower ves-
sel closure by a series of steps. Similar measures
were taken initially at the top of the vessel, but these
led to numerical difficulties due to inadequacies in

handling the wall boundary conditions for turbulent
flow. Therefore, assuming that the bulk motion would
be little affected by the precise geometry, the upper
dome of the vessel was replaced by a flat ceiling, as
shown in Fig. 5. (The assumption was later confirmed
when a new version of the code, with an improved
turbulence model, became available, enabling more
realistic modelling of the upper dome.) With this sim-
ple expedient, all calculations then ran without major
problems.

A constant-mass-flow boundary condition is imposed
at the steam inlet, the inlet pipe being modelled by a
single mesh cell (not shown) for both the coarse-mesh
and fine-mesh simulations. A constant-pressure
boundary condition is applied at the exit of the PCC
feed line, with an appropriate pressure loss coefficient
to take account of the vena contracta. Based on the
experience gained modelling jets and plumes in sim-
pler geometries [10], for the fine-mesh option a refined
GOTHIC nodalization was employed close to the
steam inlet, and again near the jet impingement point
on the opposite tank wall.

The connection pipe was modelled using just four cells
which, though very coarse, did allow some capability
for modelling local recirculation. The total number of
active cells was 118 and 639 for the coarse-mesh and
fine-mesh models, respectively. The modelling of va-
pour in a multi-component mixture is more advanced
in GOTHIC than in CFX-4, and includes actual steam
properties and models for wall and (homogeneous and
heterogeneous) bulk condensation. Though conden-
sation phenomena were expected to have a consider-
able effect on the actual flow dynamics occurring in
the Dry-Well vessels during the PANDA P3 test, for
the comparison exercise, to maintain consistency with
the CFX-4 simulations, the steam is modelled as a
non-condensable gas.
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Fig. 5: GOTHIC Nodalizations.
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For the temperature range here considered, the differ-
ence between using the perfect gas law and employ-
ing actual steam properties (but with condensation
suppressed) is negligible throughout the transient [9].

5 RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

From the evidence of the calculations performed, and
no doubt due to the influence of the confined geome-
try, there appears to exist a strict bifurcation in the flow
regime occurring in the vessel. The injected steam is
lighter (by virtue of its composition rather than its tem-
perature) than the surrounding air. For the low-velocity
injection cases, Vin = 1,3 m/s, buoyancy effects
dominate and a wall plume is quickly established on
the near wall, which feeds a steam-rich mixture up-
wards over the upper vessel dome to the PCC outlet.
For high-velocity steam injection, Vin = 5, 9 m/s, inertia
effects are dominant and a jet is formed which impacts
the opposite tank wall. This situation is also stable,
and there appear to be no intermediate configurations.
At the extremes, Vjn = 1,9 m/s, the plume or jet be-
haviour is readily predicted by both codes but, at in-
termediate velocities, the balance between buoyancy
and inertia is more delicate, and care needs to be
exercised during computation to avoid qualitative er-
rors occurring.

5.1 Case A: Inlet Velocity = 3 m/s

This case is characterized by plume-like behaviour.
The inertia of the injected steam is insufficient to carry
the jet to the opposite vessel wall, and a buoyant
plume is seen rising towards the upper dome. This
forms a double circulation cell arrangement, with
downflow occurring on both near and far walls
(Fig. 6a). The configuration is unstable and a near-wall
plume is rapidly established (Fig. 6b). Steam from the

inlet feeds the plume continuously, the flow accelerat-
ing upwards and inducing a strong clockwise circula-
tion in the region above injection. The plume entrains
air, which is then purged through the outlet, the mass
fraction of steam in the upper part of the vessel in-
creasing progressively. This reinforces the stable
stratification with the unmixed air below the injection
level, and though there is some entrainment due to the
recirculating flow above it, the air in the lower vessel
remains almost static until mid-way through the tran-
sient. As the steam jet from the inlet attaches itself to
the near-wall, a small recirculation region is generated
locally above the jet. As the region above the inlet
becomes more steam-rich, as a result of the purging
of the air through the exit, the plume becomes less
buoyant with respect to its surroundings.

The jet inertia is then strong enough to lift the plume
away from the wall, increasing the size of the recircu-
lation zone above the steam inlet (Fig. 7a). Animations
produced from the CFX-4 calculations show that this
process is unsteady with successive separation and
re-attachment of the plume to the wall occurring, the
recirculation increasing in size progressively as the
buoyancy of the plume weakens.

Ultimately, the recirculating flow expands out into the
bulk-flow region and the near-wall plume evolves into
a far-wall jet (Fig. 7b). The circulation in the upper part
of the vessel now completely reverses, inducing rapid
mixing. The jet is deflected downwards, as well as
upwards, as it impinges upon the far wall, the down-
ward motion generating a clockwise circulation in the
lower vessel region. The last part of the transient is
characterized by a stable, horizontal, far-wall jet, an
anti-clockwise circulation in the region above injection,
and a growing clockwise circulation in the lower region
which purges the remaining air from the tank.
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Fig. 6: CFX-4 steam concentration field for Case A.

(a) t = 300 s
Fig. 7: CFX-4 velocity field for Case A.

(b) f=450s

The fine- and coarse-mesh GOTHIC simulations pre-
dict flow behaviour qualitatively similar to that obtained
using CFX-4. In particular, the transition from a circu-
lation driven by a wall plume to one (in the opposite
sense of rotation) driven by a horizontal jet occurred,
though much earlier than for CFX-4.This is probably
due to the lack of flow detail in the central part of the
tank, where excessive numerical diffusion contributed
to overall mixing, and thence the weakening of the
plume during the period when the plume detached and
re-attached to the near-wall, the loss of buoyancy
leading to early transition to jet-like behaviour. Gener-
ally though, temperatures and mass concentrations at
the monitoring points (Fig. 3) above inlet level and at
the flow exit compare well with those obtained using

CFX-4 (Fig. 8a). However, as a consequence of the
early transition in flow pattern, the fluid in the lower
part of the vessel (that is, below the injection level) is
weakly stirred by the jet, and numerical diffusion, re-
sulting from the rather coarse GOTHIC nodalization in
this region, led to gradual erosion of the stratification
front. As a consequence, the sharp change from air to
steam conditions predicted by CFX-4 at the C3 moni-
toring point is more gradual, and occurs earlier, ac-
cording to GOTHIC (Fig. 8b). From the air partial-
pressure traces from the PANDA experiment, not
strictly applicable to the 2-D simulations, and not
shown here, a sharp transition, as seen in Fig. 8b, was
not evident, probably indicating better mixing in three
dimensions.
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Fig. 8: Concentration histories.

5.2 Case B: Inlet Velocity = 5 m/s

With a Froude number Fr=4 for this case, it is ex-
pected that jet-like behaviour will characterize the flow,
and detailed CFX-4 calculations confirm this expecta-
tion. Initially, as before, a buoyant plume develops,
which rises to the upper dome generating the double-
cell recirculation zone with downflow along both tank
walls, similar to that shown in Fig. 6a. The configura-
tion is unstable and jet flow to the far tank wall is
quickly established, the impingement point displaced
somewhat above the level of injection due to buoy-
ancy. Figure 9 shows that, already at t = 10 s, purging
of air from the lower part of the vessel has begun.
Animations confirm that purging of the entire region
below the inlet proceeds rapidly, and a gradual ho-
mogenization of the region above the inlet also takes
place. This, in fact, produces a density inversion with a
substantial amount of heavy fluid (air-rich mixture)
suspended above lighter fluid (air-lean mixture). Obvi-
ously, in the 3-D case, there would be a tendency for
the flow to invert, and fluid would flow around the jet to
produce a stable stratification. However, in 2-D, the jet
to the far wall separates the two regions, which cannot
then mix.

To obtain an estimate of the characteristic time scale T
for flow inversion to take place, one can refer to some
recent advances in the non-linear treatment of the
classical Rayleigh-Taylor instability. According to
Snider and Andrews [14]3

T = .

in which H is the half-width of the turbulent mixture, a
is a numerical constant between 0.05 and 0.077, and
A is the Atwood number, defined by

For H = 4m, p-| = 0.8 and p2 = 1.0kg/m3 (densities
corresponding to the regions below and above the jet,
respectively, at t = 50 s), one obtains

t « 8 s

Since the time-scale is short compared with mixing
times, the return to stable stratification is expected to
be an important phenomenon in the 3-D case, but is
not being represented by the 2-D model.
The fine-mesh GOTHIC calculation failed completely
to predict the early jet-like behaviour, and a stable,
near-wall plume was formed instead (Fig. 10a), the
transition to a far-wall jet occurring during the time
110-140 s, in much the same way as seen for
Case A. The cause of the unrealistic behaviour may
be traced to the excessive momentum dissipation in
the jet near the injection point, allowing the buoyancy
to take control of the flow pattern. In fact, for the same
mesh layout, jet behaviour was recovered only if the
inlet velocity was increased from 5 m/s to 7 m/s.

Surprisingly, the coarse-mesh nodalization did repro-
duce the gross features of the flow correctly (Fig. 10b).
This must be due to the accompanying numerical
diffusion of heat and concentration being stronger than
that for momentum, so that the density deficiency is
lost to a large extent already in the cell into which the
jet discharges, and jet-like behaviour is then estab-
lished.

A repeat GOTHIC calculation was performed with a
very fine mesh which included a 4x13 nodalization of
the inlet pipe - similar to that employed for the CFX-4
simulations - and 6,682 active cells in the fluid do-
main, again comparable to the CFX-4 mesh. Figure 9b
shows velocity vectors at t = 10 s, and confirms that jet
behaviour has been established early in the transient,
the details of the flow generally looking very similar to
those obtained with CFX-4 (Fig. 9a). It is also inter-
esting to note that an attempt to model the inlet by
means of a simple orifice, but with a prescribed,
strongly-peaked velocity profile, failed to reproduce the
jet behaviour. This suggests that the delicate balance
between momentum flux and buoyancy force, which
determines plume or jet development, is affected by
the smallest detail of the nodalization near the inlet,
and it is only possible to obtain the correct behaviour if
the inlet zone is modelled in great detail.

3 The authors are grateful to their colleague Dr B. Sigg for point-
ing out this reference to them.
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Fig. 9: Temperature and velocities at t = 10 s; Case B.

5.3 Case C: Inlet Velocity = 9 m/s

In this case, the Froude number Fr= 7, and a jet de-
velops quite early in the CFX-4 calculation. The same
flow pattern is also predicted by GOTHIC, with a hori-
zontal jet impinging on the opposite vessel wall, and
mixing the fluid both above and below the injection
level. In spite of some differences (such as a lower
predicted temperature in the impingement region, and
the more extensive mixing, which are due to the
coarser grid used by GOTHIC), the results are in good
agreement with those obtained with CFX-4. The in-
creased stirring capacity of the higher velocity jet pro-
duces very good overall mixing, and the air mass frac-
tions at the PCC feed lines, which reflect this process,
are consequently in very good agreement.

6 FINAL REMARKS

A code comparison exercise has been undertaken to
examine transient mixing and stratification phenom-
ena in large vessels, driven by jets and plumes. The
exercise, though carried out in the context of a 2-D
idealization of a generic mixing configuration, has
highlighted the importance of controlling numerical
diffusion if both qualitative and quantitative data are to
be reproduced reliably, the balance between inertial
and buoyancy forces completely pre-determining the
subsequent flow regime. However, to keep numerical
diffusion to a minimum, a fine-mesh nodalization and
limited time-step strategy has to be adopted, and this
places a heavy burden on computing resources. For
the CFX-4 calculations performed during this exercise,

it was necessary to impose very strict error controls;
this made the computations long and tedious. Par-
ticular care was needed at the start of the transient, as
the buoyant jet was first established, the initial inter-
play between inertial and buoyancy forces defining the
flow characterization in terms of plume-like or jet-like
behaviour, and during periods of flow transition. For
the cases considered here, the use of animations also
provided useful input to the understanding of the de-
velopment of the flow. In particular, the rapid transi-
tions between flow regimes, and the oscillatory nature
of the wall-plume detachment process, are unlikely to
have been captured by a series of static vector plots.

From the viewpoint of the GOTHIC calculations, the
coarse-mesh approach, which is used by containment
codes to compute complex flow phenomena, can be
considered trustworthy only if detailed, CFD solutions
are also available, at least for a selection of the prob-
lems being studied. The CFD calculation can addition-
ally often provide information on the fixes and patch-
ups necessary to improve the quality of the coarse-
mesh solution. For the calculations performed in the
present exercise, the low-velocity (V/n=1 tn/s) and
high-velocity (Vin = 9 m/s) injection cases have been
computed reliably by GOTHIC, the air mass fraction
and temperatures at the monitoring points and flow
exit being in very good agreement with the detailed
CFX-4 results. The quality of the predictions reduced
considerably for the intermediate cases in which there
was a more critical balance between inertial and
buoyancy forces.
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Fig. 10: Velocity vectors for GOTHIC simulations; Case B.

For Vjn = 3 m/s, the correct flow regime (transition
from near-wall plume to jet) was predicted, but the
timing of the transition (200-300 s) was considerably
earlier than calculated by CFX-4 (360-400 s) as a
consequence of excessive numerical diffusion. For
Vjn = 5 m/s, the incorrect flow regime was calculated
by GOTHIC. The problem was eliminated by employ-
ing a much finer nodalization, but the computation
time then became excessive.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF CONDENSATION AND MIXING DURING
VENTING OF A STEAM / NON-CONDENSABLE GAS MIXTURE INTO A PRESSURE

SUPPRESSION POOL

C. De Walsche, F. de Cachard

Experiments have been performed in the LINX facility to investigate condensation and mixing phenomena
in pressure Suppression Pools (SPs), in the context of the European Simplified Boiling Water Reactor
(ESBWR) study. As a contribution to the TEPSS project of the 4th European Framework Programme, eight
medium-scale, separate-effect tests were carried out in which constant steam/air flowrates were injected
below the surface of a two-metre diameter water pool, maintained at constant pressure, through a large
downward vent. The vessel pressure was regulated, the pool temperature rising until equilibrium conditions
with the incoming gas were reached. The SP temperature distribution was measured, as well as the inlet
and outlet gas flowrates, and the overall condensation rate was estimated using mass and heat balances.
The test matrix was based on steam mass flowrate and air mass fraction of the injected gas, the vent im-
mersion depth, and the vessel pressure.
Overall, the condensation was shown to be efficient for all tests performed, even for high non-condensable
gas concentrations of the injected gas. Thermal stratification above the vent outlet was shown to be mod-
erate.
The tests performed allowed a better understanding to be gained of the mechanisms of condensation and
mixing in the SP and Wetwell, and results were incorporated into an ORACLE database, to be used for
further model development.

1 GENERAL FRAMEWORK

The concept of Passive Containment Cooling Systems
(PCCSs), which use no active components, such as
pumps, is a significant advance in terms of nuclear
safety and is implemented in the new generation of
Light Water Reactors currently under design. The
LINX1-2 facility at PSI has been used to address spe-
cific thermal-hydraulic issues encountered in these
systems, and recently contributed to the TEPSS proj-
ect ("Technology Enhancement for Passive Safety
Systems") of the Euratom Research Framework Pro-
gramme 1994-1998, whose objective was to make
significant additions to the technology base of the
ESBWR2[1]. This project included an extensive ex-
perimental programme based on the PANDA facility
for large-scale system tests, and on the LINX facility
for medium-scale, separate-effects tests. The LINX
experimental programme was focused on the investi-
gation of condensation and mixing phenomena in
pressure suppression pools (SPs), which are of par-
ticular significance to passive safety systems.

In the ESBWR (a schematic view of which is shown in
Fig. 1), the depressurization of the reactor pressure
vessel following an accident leads to air and steam
flowing into the SPs through both the main vents and
the PCC3 vents. In the long term, air is vented from
the Drywell through the PCC vents, together with any
residual steam not condensed in the PCCs. While
steam condenses in the SP, the non-condensable
gas, i.e. the nitrogen which originally filled the con-
tainment volume, together with any residual steam
rises to the gas space of the Wetwell.

Any steam mass fraction in excess of equilibrium con-
ditions associated with the pool surface contributes to
an increase in the Wetwell pressure, and thus in the
overall containment pressure. Furthermore, any strati-
fication in the pool, which would lead to higher pool
surface temperatures, would enhance this effect.

Consequently, the SP venting system must be able to
condense a maximum amount of steam, even for high
injection flowrates, and despite the presence of non-
condensable gases which would tend to degrade heat
transfer between the gas and the ambient water in the
SP. On the other hand, the gas injection must ensure
good water circulation in the SP, so that the maximum
amount of water is involved in the condensation proc-
ess, and any effects due to thermal stratification are
mitigated.

In the framework of the ALPHA4 project, initiated at
PSI, tests were performed in the LINX-1 rig to investi-
gate the thermal stratification induced by a heater
immersed in a water pool, and generating a single-
phase, buoyancy-driven plume [2]. These tests exhib-
ited significant thermal stratification, well predicted by
accompanying, numerical computations. However, the
presence of a gas phase significantly alters the prob-
lem, since liquid entrainment is considerably in-
creased, and any stratification is expected to be
quickly destroyed by the liquid motion.

The dynamics associated with the injection of concen-
trated or distributed gas sources in large pools is of
interest to a number of industrial and environmental
applications such as gas stirring in liquid-metal ladles
used in metallurgical processes, aeration of lakes,
limitation of the consequences of underwater well
blowouts, destratification of water reservoir.

Large Scale Investigation of Natural Circulation, Condensation
and Mixing Processes
European Simplified Boiling Water Reactor
Passive Containment Condenser

Advanced Light Water Reactor Passive Heat Removal and Aero-
sol Program
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ESBWR

Fig. 1: Schematic view of the ESBWR Passive
Cooling System.

These applications have been the subject of extensive
research, and provide a useful source of information.
Nevertheless, venting in suppression pools introduces
several new aspects into the study, which turn this
process into an intricate, thermal-hydraulic problem:
i.e., large vents, high mass flowrates, and the pres-
ence of a condensable phase. There is a clear lack of
knowledge on the structure of the resulting two-phase
flow (flow regime, gas bubble size, fragmentation
length, etc.). The characteristics of the heat transfer
between the condensing gas mixture and the ambient
liquid are also missing since the available correlations
for direct-contact condensation are based on data
relating to moderately sized spherical bubbles, which
are not expected in prototypical SP conditions. As
described in [3, 4, 5], a large bubble is expected to
periodically develop at the vent outlet, and then break
up into a swarm of smaller bubbles.

Consequently, the development and assessment of
computational tools, modelling such phenomena re-
quire an experimental base for better physical under-
standing, and the establishment of a reference data
bank.

2 THE LINX-2 FACILITY

2.1 Basic capabilities

The LINX-2 rig consists of a pressure vessel (rated at
10 bar and 250°C), 2 m in diameter and 3.4 m in
height (2.5 m for the cylindrical part). The vessel is
connected to steam and nitrogen/air supply lines, and
is carefully insulated to minimize heat losses and im-
prove the accuracy of heat balance estimation. Win-
dows located at various elevations allow direct visuali-
zation into the tank, and the vessel internals are di-
rectly accessible through a manhole. Regulated steam
injection into the vessel can be provided over the
range 3-50 g/s, and air injection in the range 0.02-
30 g/s. The vessel is connected to a demineralized
water network, and external heating and cooling sys-
tems are available for system pre-conditioning or pool

temperature regulation. The heating and cooling pow-
ers are 140 kWand 120 kW, respectively.

2.2 LINX configuration for the TEPSS tests

A schematic of the facility is seen in Fig. 2. This con-
figuration allows injection of a mixture of steam and/or
air into the water pool through a downward vent, of
40 mm inner diameter and 57 mm outer diameter. The
downcomer is composed of two welded, concentric
tubes with a vacuum in between, which creates an
efficient thermal insulation and prevents steam con-
densation before the gas reaches the pipe outlet.
Thermocouples allow control of the insulation effi-
ciency during the experiments.

The injection mass flowrates are measured and regu-
lated. The measurement accuracy is 1% and 2% of
the measured value for air and steam flowrates, re-
spectively, within the specified experimental ranges,
and the flow is choked 4.20 m upstream from the in-
jection pipe outlet. Since condensation of steam in the
pipe would invalidate the flowrate measurement, the
supply lines are insulated with mineral wool, and heat-
ers and temperature measurements ensure that the
steam remains slightly superheated until it reaches the
vessel.

A regulating system, composed of a pressure trans-
ducer and a pneumatic valve, keeps the pressure in
the vessel constant by venting the excess gas. The
gas flowrate vented out of the vessel by the regulation
system can be deduced from the pressure loss
through a calibrated valve located at the vessel outlet.

Eighty four K-type thermocouples, 1 mm in diameter,
are used for temperature measurements in the vessel.
They are attached by small pinch-screw clips to 1 mm
stainless steel wires streched between metallic arms
located at the bottom and at the top of the vessel. One
of the arms is moveable, which allows the pool tem-
perature profile to be scanned. Thermo-resistances
are also used as reference measurements.

A special calibration procedure was performed for a
number of thermocouples located in the vessel. The
resulting temperature measurement accuracy was
thereby established as +/- 0.3°C.

The pressure near the top of the vessel is monitored,
and the water level can be deduced from a differential
pressure measurement between the top and the bot-
tom of the vessel. A customized oxygen probe is also
used to measure the air partial pressure in the upper
part of the vessel.

The data acquisition system allows scanning of all
measuring channels with a 1 Hz frequency.

3 TEST MATRIX AND EXPERIMENTAL STRAT-
EGY

During the ESBWR LOCA5, steam venting begins in
the "blow-down" period, corresponding to the early
stage of the accident, but the flowrates to the SP are

Loss of Coolant Accident
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Pressure Regulation
Vent

Calibrated Valve
for Gas Flow Elate Measurement

3 Arms {1 moveable)
Temperature Sensors Fixed

on Metallic Wires

Table 1 : LI NX Test Matrix for TEPSS Tests.

Fig. 2: LINX configuration for TEPSS Tests.

so high in this phase that the entire pool is considered
to be in such violent turbulent motion that condensa-
tion may be considered complete. Issues concerning
the SP arise approximately 1 hour after the beginning
of the accident, when PCC venting resumes, after the
the GDCS6 discharges. At this time, calculations pre-
dicted that the vented gas flowrate would reach 6-
7 kg/s, but would then decrease slowly [6]. During this
period, the amount of air in the gas mixture released
through the PCC vents is high (up to 60% of the mix-
ture mass during start-up, 20% for the maximum
flowrate). The influence of such high non-condensable
gas fractions on condensation is difficult to predict,
and this phase is thus of concern in relation to the
efficiency of the condensation process in the suppres-
sion pool. In the long term, the steam flowrate de-
creases, but the non-condensable gas mass fraction
remains high.

Owing to the current lack of knowledge of the complex
flow phenomena induced by venting of air and steam
through large-diameter pipes, no proper scaling of the
condensation process, in relation to a reference pro-
totype, is readily achievable.

The test matrix (presented in Table 1), and the asso-
ciated experimental programme, were thus estab-
lished to investigate the influence of relevant parame-
ters such as flowrate, non-condensable gas concen-
tration, pool subcooling, pressure and vent immersion
depth, on the condensation and mixing processes.
The characteristics of thermal stratification, and the
occurrence of excess steam release to the gas space
assuming incomplete condensation), were investi-
gated through eight different tests covering the ex-
treme conditions of pure steam (for evaluating thermal
stratification and high flowrate), and high non-
condensable gas concentration (for evaluating the
risks of steam by-pass).
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The tests consist of injecting a constant mass flow of
steam/air to the pool. The initial temperature in the
vessel is obtained by preliminary injection of steam,
and/or use of the pre-conditioning loop. The tempera-
ture profile is homogenized by a motor-driven propeller
before starting the test. Pressurization is achieved by
air injection. Before the start of a test, the vessel is
isolated from the supply lines, and gas composition
and flowrate are adjusted in a by-pass loop. Data ac-
quisition starts when the gas mixture is diverted to the
vessel by a set of shut-off valves.

The latent heat released by condensation is then
transferred to the pool, which slowly brings the water
up to the equilibrium temperature, at which the con-
densation process stops, and which roughly equals
the final temperature indicated in Table 1.

During the tests, the vessel is maintained at constant
pressure; 2.5 bar corresponds to a typical pressure
expected in the wetwell at the onset of PCC venting,
as determined from the PANDA experiments [7].

A series of 40 short visualization tests were also per-
formed to characterize the flow pattern, the gas bubble
size and fragmentation length, for a wide range of flow
conditions.

The injector described above was also used for these
tests. Earlier studies, dealing with non-condensable
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gas venting, suggested that the initial gas bubble size
depended only on the volumetric flowrate [8], and the
injector diameter should therefore have no significant
influence. Though this statement may not be true in
the presence of a condensable phase, the influence of
the injector diameter has been left to possible com-
plementary studies.

4 POOL THERMAL BEHAVIOUR AND MIXING /
STRATIFICATION

4.1 Experimental results

Steam condensation takes place in a region located
near the injection pipe, resulting in the development of
a buoyancy-driven plume from the vent outlet to the
pool surface. Entrainment of water from the bulk liquid
to the plume also leads to progressive heating of the
water pool. This may be accompanied by the devel-
opment of thermal stratification, depending on the
injection conditions.

Figure 3 represents maps of the temperature distribu-
tion in the pool at different times, for increasing non-
condensable mass fractions of the injected gas. The
region investigated corresponds to a radial slice
through the pool, from the injection pipe, located on
the symmetry axis of the vessel, to the wall. Dimen-
sions are given in mm.

As can be seen, all the tests are characterized by
strong thermal homogeneity in the region located
above the vent, except for the plume region, close to
the injection pipe, where the temperatures were, as
expected, slightly higher. The presence of a cold water
layer at the base, not involved in the heating process,
could be observed for Tests 1-5, i.e. when the non-
condensable gas concentration in the injected mixture
is low or zero. In contrast, the entire pool was homo-
geneously heated in Tests 6-8, for which the non-
condensable gas injection flowrate was higher. The
gas bubbles strongly increase buoyancy effects in the
plume region, thus enhancing liquid entrainment and
recirculation, and promoting mixing in the pool.

For pure-steam tests, thermal stratification was par-
ticularly noticeable, and the location of the thermal
front separating the heated region from the thermally
inert "cold region" was found to change with time as
the hot layer temperature increased.

Figure 4 shows some temperature readings at differ-
ent elevations H from the vent. The selected tem-
perature sensors are installed 350 mm from the vessel
axis. They are all located in the pool, except for TF24,
which is 7.5 cm above the water surface at the begin-
ning of the test, but "falls" below the surface after
about 5200 s, as the pool surface rises. The water
level increase results from mass addition to the pool
due to condensation, and from water density variations
due to temperature rise.

Early in the test, no significant heating occurs below
the vent outlet. At first, smooth temperature increases
are detected by sensors TF 46 and TF 50 as the test
proceeds, marking a progressively downward exten-
sion of the region involved in the heating process.

They then reach plateaus where they stabilize tempo-
rarily.

Since the temperature variations depend, in particular,
on the amount of heated water, each stratification step
corresponds to a change in the slope of TF33, which
measures the temperature of the hot region, close to
the pool surface. One can thus identify 4 distinct peri-
ods where the slope of TF33 is relatively constant.
These are marked in Fig. 4 :

I - Temperature increase limited to the region above

the vent outlet;

II - Downward extension of the heated region;

III - Transition - stabilization of the thermal front;

IV - Downward extension of the heated region.

The onset of Phase IV is marked by a particularly
sharp change in the TF33 slope, taking place at 99°C.
This phase differs from Phase II in that it is character-
ized by sudden, large-amplitude temperature shifts as
the thermal front progressively moves down. The
movement of the thermal front could be followed dur-
ing the tests, and its location is represented as a func-
tion of time in Fig. 5 for Tests 1-3.

Pool stratification is particularly sharp during Phase IV:
the thermal front thickness could be evaluated as
about 10 cm in Test 2. The temperatures measured in
the hot layer indicated homogeneous conditions.

4.2 Interpretation

Analysis of temperature measurements show that the
hot layer tends to be slightly depressed far away from
the vessel axis, which suggests that the thermal front
motion is driven by water convection currents along
the wall. Such currents arise because the steam injec-
tion creates a rising plume around the injection pipe,
which spreads outwards at the water surface, entrain-
ing hot fluid, and is then carried downwards at the far
wall to complete the pool circulation. The final mo-
mentum available as the current reaches the thermal
front may be sufficient to compensate the buoyancy
force induced by the temperature gradient, and thus
thicken the hot layer.

This mechanism explains why the thermal front moves
downwards during the tests. Indeed, the pool tem-
perature does affect the condensation efficiency, as
described below, having a direct effect on the charac-
teristics of the two-phase flow generated at the injec-
tion pipe outlet, and therefore on the amount of water
entrained in the rising plume. The increase in non-
condensed steam volume fraction in the pool induced
by the temperature rise clearly enhances water en-
trainment.

As can be seen from Fig. 5, the front-propagation
characteristics differ between Tests 1-3. Clearly, the
flowrate and the vent immersion depth have a signifi-
cant influence, since the pool temperature increase
depends directly upon them.
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Further, these parameters influence the geometry of
the pool recirculation cell, and the momentum trans-
ferred from the rising plume to the downward currents
along the wall.

The existence of four different phases, as identified in
Fig. 4, can be qualitatively explained by the same
mechanism. The momentum available to depress the
thermal front must be able to compensate the buoy-
ancy force induced by the temperature gradients. An
increase in the hot layer temperature modifies the
available momentum, but also enhances buoyancy.
The onset of a "stabilization" period, such as Phase III
in Fig. 4, can thus be interpreted as an equilibrium

between the momentum of the entrained water and
the buoyancy force.

5 STEAM CONDENSATION EFFICIENCY

5.1 Pure steam tests

As long as the injected gas is pure steam, by-pass can
be detected visually. Illumination from lateral windows
allows direct visualization and use of video recording
techniques. A high-speed video camera7 was used to
follow the gas/liquid interface motion during the ex-
periments.
The pattern of the flow induced by steam venting has
already been described in the literature by various
authors, whose aim was to establish a condensation
map and study overall effects such as pressure loads
on structures through chugging [9, 10].

In the early stages of a pure-steam injection test, the
characteristics of the flow are the periodic growth and
collapse of steam bubbles at the vent outlet, and water
ingress into the vent between successive bubbles. As
the pool temperature increases, complete condensa-
tion of steam requires more time, the flow regime pro-
gressively changes, and the steam bubble developing
at the vent outlet starts to grow to envelop the pipe
outlet. Steam bubbles of various shapes, generally
asymmetrical, emerge from the vent, or from the bub-
ble enveloping the vent outlet, and extend upwards
along the pipe, driven by buoyancy, while condensing
and eventually collapsing.

The evolution of the gas/liquid interface was accom-
panied by strong fluctuations, which were seen on the
video records, and the condensation process was
found to be extremely violent and turbulent. From time
to time, a steam jet would emerge and quickly rise
along the injection pipe ahead of the main bubble in-
terface.

The final-collapse/full-condensation distance is of
primary interest since no steam by-pass can occur as
long as this distance remains below the vent immer-
sion depth. The maximum collapse distance, i.e. the
distance from the vent outlet to the highest location
where the (occasional) presence of steam could be
detected, was determined from video samples as a
function of time, and plotted versus the bulk liquid
temperature. The results are displayed in Fig. 6.

As expected, a comparison between Test 1 and
Test 2 shows no influence of the vent immersion
depth, whose only effect is to accelerate the tem-
perature rise, since the amount of water located above
the vent is different.

Surprisingly, an increase in the steam flowrate leads to
a smaller collapse distance at low temperatures. This
is actually due to the gas penetration into the liquid
being enhanced by the higher velocity at the vent exit.
At higher temperatures, and higher collapse distances,

A Kodak Ektapro HS Motion Analyzer, Model 4520. Resolution
256x256, up to 4500 frames per second.
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the steam flowrate no longer affects the collapse dis-
tance.

For sufficiently high vent-submergence, the onset of
steam by-pass is thus determined by the pool tem-
perature alone. An approximate value of 123°C, i.e.
4°C subcooling, marks the actual beginning of steam
by-pass for a 75 cm submergence. This temperature
limit is even higher for a 1 m submergence, the design
value for the PCC vents in the ESBWR. For a lower
submergence of 37.5 cm, the critical temperature is
lower and close to 111°C.

It is worth remarking that the sudden change in slope
of the curves shown in Fig. 6, at about 98°C for Tests
1-2, and about 105-110°C for Test 3, also corre-
sponds, for each test, to the onset of Phase IV, as
described previously and illustrated in Fig. 4. These
temperatures actually mark the transition from an ex-
ternal chugging regime to an oscillatory bubble re-
gime, as described in [9], which is characterized by the
permanent presence of a steam region at the vent
exit. In the Phase 4 regime, the gas region periodically
grows, releasing well-developed bubbles, which de-
tach above the vent exit before rising and finally col-
lapsing. This certainly enhances upward water en-
trainment along the injection pipe, which was not as
efficient in the chugging regime where water could be
violently ejected after approaching or entering the
pipe. The onset of this new regime at the injector out-
let is thought to be responsible for the transition from
Phase III to Phase IV in Tests 1-3, as previously de-
scribed and illustrated in Fig. 4. The character of the
two-phase flow at the injection pipe could thus influ-
ence the entire thermal stratification pattern in the
pool.
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Fig. 6: Steam collapse distance vs. pool temperature
for (pure-steam) Tests 1-3.

5.2 Steam / air tests

Visualization was found to be inappropriate for the
study of condensation if the injected gas mixture con-
tained some non-condensable. The efficiency of
steam condensation can, however, be estimated from
a heat balance in the pool. Assuming a homogeneous
temperature T in the liquid, this yields :

mend (t)hfs (Ts) + ms(hs(Tg)-hs(Ts))

ma(ha(Tg)-ha(Ts)) (1)
dT

= mw(t)Cpw(T)—+mv(t)Cp
dT
dt - < 7 H J 0

where m denotes mass flowrate, h enthalpy, t is time,
m is the mass of liquid in the pool, Cm is the specific
heat of water at ambient pressure P, CRV is the spe-
cific heat of the vessel structures (walls), qHi_ denotes
the heat losses through the vessel insulation, Tg the
temperature of the injected gas before reaching the
pool, and Ts is the temperature of the gas reaching the
water surface. Subscripts w, s, a, cond, respectively,
refer to pool water, injected steam, injected air and
steam condensing in the pool; mv represents the mass
of the structures heated by contact with the pool
(function of the water level and thus of time), and hfs is
the latent heat of water.

Equation (1) assumes that the vessel walls are at the
same temperature as the pool; this was confirmed
experimentally, and is due to the efficient thermal in-
sulation surrounding the vessel. It also implies that no
heat transfer exists between the pool and the gas
space as a consequence of evaporation from the pool
surface. Temperature and steam partial pressure
measurements in the gas space show that the steam
partial pressure gradient existing between the water
surface and the gas space was low throughout Tests
6-8, which justifies this approximation.

Equation (1) can be solved to predict a theoretical pool
temperature corresponding to 100% condensation
efficiency; that is, when the gas injected in the pool
reaches thermal equilibrium with the ambient liquid
before arriving at the water surface. Assuming that the
gas bubbles reaching the surface contain a homoge-
neous mixture of perfect gases, the ratio of steam
partial pressure to air partial pressure is equal to the
molar ratio between steam and air, which results in the
following expression for the steam flowrate released to
the gas space :

Psat(T)

where

ms,eq =

MaP-Psat(T)

~ mc

(2)

Here, M denotes the molar weight (of steam or air),
Psat is the saturation pressure of steam, and P is the
total pressure. The temperature in the gas T is as-
sumed to be equal to the liquid bulk temperature.

Using the initial conditions of the tests, and the ex-
perimental values of Tg, Equations (1) and (2) were
solved to deduce the pool temperature evolution for
full condensation. The water mass and level variations
were taken into account. Separate tests were per-
formed to evaluate the heat losses from the vessel as
a function of the inner wall temperature and to deduce
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the heat losses from the pool, assuming that the heat
loss flux is uniform over the entire vessel surface.

The calculated pool temperature Tth turned out to be
very close to the measured pool temperature Txp

throughout Tests 6-8, and T th-Txp remained below

1.5°C. This means that the condensation process was
very efficient, and that the gas rising from the vent
outlet was close to equilibrium with the bulk liquid be-
fore reaching the water surface, though this was only
37.5 cm above the vent outlet.

Figure 7 displays the amount of steam condensing in
the pool, mcond, versus pool temperature for Tests 6-
8, and was deduced from Equations (1) and (2) using
experimental values for Ts, Tg, mw and T defined as
the average of six thermocouple measurements in the
pool. The results were then averaged over 30 s time
steps. Equation (1) provides experimental values for
mcond, represented as light grey curves on the graph.

Equation (2) provides an estimate of the condensation
rate under the assumption of complete condensation,
and results are plotted as dark curves in Fig. 7. The
difference between the light and dark curves can thus
be interpreted as a steam by-pass flowrate. Note that
for all tests the steam condensation flowrate de-
creases as the pool temperature increases.

Experimental results agree very well with the full-
condensation prediction, and by-pass is moderate or
non-existent, even for high volumetric flowrates, as in
Test 7.

While one would expect an increase of the condensa-
tion efficiency at higher pressure for the same mass
flow, due to the decrease in volumetric flowrate, a
comparison between Tests 6 and 7 in Fig. 7, per-
formed at the same steam mass flowrate, and at re-
spective pressures of 2.5 and 1 bar, does not support
this. Indeed, in Test 6, the experimental predictions
based on Equation (1) fall below the theoretical pre-
dictions of Equation (2) as the pool temperature in-
creases. The resulting by-pass is modest, however,
especially in view of the experimental uncertainties.

80 90 100

PodTemperattrefC)

Fig. 7 : Steam condensation flowrates in the pool:
a comparison between experimental meas-
urement and prediction, assuming complete
condensation.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The tests performed enabled a better understanding to
be gained of the mechanisms of condensation and
mixing involved in a suppression pool. The results
were incorporated into an ORACLE database for fur-
ther model development.

Overall, condensation was efficient in all tests per-
formed, even at 20% air mass fraction. For pure
steam injection, steam by-pass could only be detected
after reaching relatively high temperatures in the pool
(4°C subcooling at 2.5 bar, and 20 g/s injection rate).
Mixing was also found to be very efficient. No signifi-
cant stratification in the region above the vent could be
detected. On the contrary, the heated region could
extend far below the vent, even in the case of pure
steam injection.

However, the data obtained from the present medium-
scale facility cannot be directly applied to full-size sup-
pression pools, since the distance from the injection
point to the wall might significantly alter the mix-
ing/stratification pattern. Further, one cannot guaran-
tee the efficiency of condensation for much higher
flowrates and vent diameters. There is thus a need for
some large-scale tests, and for semi-empirical predic-
tive models to account for scale effects.
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RECENT OBSERVATIONS ON THE EVOLUTION OF SECONDARY-PHASE
PARTICLES IN ZIRCALOY-2 UNDER IRRADIATION IN A BWR TO HIGH BURN-UP

S. Abolhassani, T. Graber, D. Gavillet, F. Groeschel

The influence of radiation on the corrosion of the fuel claddings in a Light Water Reactor (LWR) has been
the subject of many investigations, and different aspects of the overall phenomena have been studied by
different techniques. Analysis of the evolution of Secondary-Phase Particles (SPPs) for different periods of
immersion of the cladding in the reactor enables the rate of corrosion to the structure of the material to be
correlated. In the case of Zircaoly-2 in a Boiling Water Reactor (BWR), SPPs are dissolved under irradia-
tion, and their dissolution affects the rate of oxidation and other correlated phenomena.

In recent studies, the Zircaloy-2 in claddings loaded in the Leibstadt BWR are analysed after one, three
and five cycles. Results are presented, and give an account of the changes which occurred in the materi-
als under irradiation.

1 INTRODUCTION

The corrosion of fuel claddings in an LWR has been
the subject of many investigations in the recent years
in the Nuclear Energy and Safety (NES) department,
and several aspects of corrosion, such as the exami-
nation of the fuel rods after different numbers of cy-
cles in the reactor, Post-Irradiation Examination-PIE
[1-6], and hydrogen pick-up of the cladding after long-
term immersion [3, 7], have been studied and re-
ported. The water chemistry [8], especially in the case
of a BWR, has also been studied, and its influence on
the corrosion properties of the claddings also investi-
gated by other researchers.

Both Zircaloy-2 and Zircaloy-4 have been examined.
Zircaloy-2 is a zirconium-base alloy containing small
concentrations of nickel, and is used in BWRs, while
Zircaloy-4 is a zirconium-base alloy containing no
nickel (in order to decrease hydrogen pick-up), and is
used in PWRs. Table 1 gives the standard composi-
tions for these two alloys. The alloying elements such
as Fe, Cr and Ni, present in the alloys, precipitate in
the a-phase (zirconium has a bcc structure (P)
above 863 C and transforms to hcp+ (a) below this
temperature) and form intermetallic compounds with
zirconium. These are often referred to as Secondary-
Phase Particles (SPPs). Tin does not usually pre-
cipitate, and remains in solid solution.

One of the parameters which can influence the corro-
sion behaviour of the cladding material is the distribu-
tion of precipitates, their nature and composition. The
role of SPPs on the corrosion behaviour of Zircaloy
has been intensively studied by several investigators,
both in out-of-pile and under in-reactor conditions.
The size and distribution of these particles have been
correlated to the rate and type of in-reactor corrosion.
The anodic protection provided by the SPP in the
aqueous corrosion of Zircaloy has been demon-
strated in the work of Isobe et al. [9]. These authors
have shown that in the presence of SPPs, a thin,
black layer of protection oxide is formed on the Zir-
caloy surface, which reduces the oxidation rate of the

material. In the absence of SPPs, for a given compo-
sition of the Zircaloy, the corrosion rate is higher [9].
The evolution of SPPs in Zircaloy-4 claddings, loaded
in the G sgen PWR, has already been investigated
[4,5], and the results indicated the dissolution and
reduction of size of the precipitates.

In a recent investigation, supported by Kernkraft
Leibstadt (KKL), and based on two distinct projects,
the characteristics of Zircaloy-2 from two suppliers
are separately studied after long-term immersion in
the KKL-BWR, and the overall examinations are fol-
lowed by an SPP analysis. The present report de-
scribes the SPP observations carried out on these
materials.

The main sources of corrosion of Zircaloy-2 in BWRs
are the overall corrosion due to the reactor environ-
ment, corrosion due to the structural changes in-
duced by the irradiation of the cladding, and the
spacer shadow corrosion (including the enhanced
spacer shadow corrosion). One of the structural
changes induced by irradiation is the dissolution of
precipitates in the Zircaloy matrix. Knowing the role of
SPPs, as mentioned above, their dissolution can
cause an acceleration of corrosion phenomena. The
analysis of the evolution of the SPPs allows compari-
son of the behaviours of the alloys which were pre-
pared differently, and provides a more complete un-
derstanding of the corrosion mechanisms involved in
the complex environment mentioned above. Several
Zircaloy-2 claddings, with different composition and
heat treatments, and from two manufacturers, have
been analysed for SPP evolution, before and after
immersion, and their dissolution behaviour has been
correlated with their characteristic composition and
structure [10-12]. A representative account of these
observations is reported here.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

Three Zircaloy-2 variants from one supplier
(nominated A1, A3 and A4), and one variant from the
other supplier (nominated G1), are selected as repre-
sentative examples to be discussed here.

Body-Centred Cubic
h Hexagonal Close-Packed
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Table 1: The chemical composition of standard Zircaloy-2 and Zircaloy-4 alloys.

Comp.(wt%):

Specimen

Standard Zry-2

(ASTM B353)

Standard Zry-4

Sn

1.2-1.7

1.2-1-7

Fe

0.07-0.2

0.18-
0.24

Cr

0.05-
0.15

0.07-
0.13

Ni

0.03-
0.08

-

Fe+Cr+Ni

0.18-0.38

-

O

ppm

1000-
1400

1000-
1400

Si

ppm

Max 120

Max 120

C

ppm

Max 270

Max 270

The material A1 is a Zircaloy-2 tube without liner, the
other two materials (denoted A3/L and A4/L), and the
G1 material (denoted as G1/L), are tubes with an
internal liner. The heat treatment of each cladding
material studied is different, and the fabrication proc-
ess consists of several distinct steps. The final stage
of fabrication usually includes two to three cold draw-
ing and annealing steps. The intermediate annealing
conditions, including the temperature and the time of
annealing, have an important effect on the final
structure of the material and the nature of the SPPs.
The data concerning the heat treatment is proprietary,
and a parameter called the "cumulative annealing
parameter", and denoted by A, is defined to specify
the difference in heat treatment of the claddings, as
defined below:

A = Zfc exp (-Q/RT,),

in which i corresponds to the ith heat treatment (after
the last p-quench) of the material at the temperature
Tj (K) during the time t, (h), R, is the gas constant,
and Q an activation energy of 63,000 cal/mol [13].

The data for each material, including the irradiation
conditions and the position of the specimens along
the rods, are given in Table 2. All fuel rods analysed
have been irradiated in the KKL-BWR. The tempera-
ture of the outside walls of the tubes was calculated
to be 290 C (563 K), and that of the inner walls 320 C
(593 K).

The size and distribution of the SPPs, and their
chemical analysis, has been studied by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). In order to observe the
material using TEM, several 3 mm discs have to be
prepared and thinned byelectropolishing [10-12].

Specimens are observed and analysed with a JEOL
2010 transmission electron microscope [14]. An ac-
celeration voltage of 200 keV is used for the observa-
tions. X-ray microanalysis is performed with an EDS
detector from Oxford Instruments (minimum resolu-
tion: 132 eV), with Link ISIS software. The size dis-
tribution of precipitates is carried out using analysis
2.1 software. The procedure consists of making TEM
observations at a magnification appropriate to ob-
serve both small and large precipitates, and subse-
quently to measure the size of precipitates and pro-
vide histograms showing the frequency of occurrence
of each size category before and after irradiation.

For each material, 200 to 600 particles are measured
prior to irradiation. The number of precipitates meas-
ured after irradiation depends on the material. The
equivalent diameter of the precipitates (diameter of a
circle with the same surface area as the precipitate),
as calculated by the software, is used to determine
the size distribution. Results of observations, analysis
of the composition, and the structure of the precipi-
tates, are all presented in the following Section.

Table 2: Descriptions of the claddings analysed after different cycles of irradiation in the reactor.

Material

A1

A1

A3/L

A4/L

G1/L

Sn%

1.42

1.42

1.34

1.34

1.30

Fe%

0.11

0.11

0.18

0.18

0.19

A parameter

-16.0

-16.0

-14.2

- 15.4

not available

No.of cycles

1

5

3

3

5

Assembly Burn-up
MWd/kgU

10.886

49.542

34.725

34.725

43.9

Fluence
(n/cm2forE>1.35MeV)

1.5x10E+21

12.7x10E+21

5.9x10E+21

5.9X10E+21

11 X10E+21

Position of spec./
Elevation

Outside spacer
1213 mm

Outside spacer
2078 mm

Outside spacer
2011 mm

Outside spacer
2011 mm

Outside spacer
1945 mm
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3 RESULTS

3.1 Size distribution of SPPs

The irradiation of cladding by fast neutrons induces a
series of changes in the structure of the material, the
extent depending on the original structure, the condi-
tions of irradiation, and the number of cycles the ma-
terial has been in the reactor. For the conditions ap-
propriate to a BWR, and for the temperatures men-
tioned above, the changes occurring in the material
involve the radiation damage to the matrix structure
(including black dots and dislocation loops), as well
as modification of the composition and dissolution of
the SPPs. No direct indication of growth of precipi-
tates has been observed in the materials studied.
This point is therefore not discussed in the present
report.

An example of the microstructure of the Zircaloy-2
claddings can be observed in Fig. 1 for material A1,
before irradiation, and after one and five cycles of
immersion. This material contains a large number of
very small precipitates (of the order of 10 - 25 nm),
and has only a small number of large precipitates.
The size distribution histogram of the material is
shown in Fig. 2. Practically no precipitates are ob-
served after 5 cycles. The microstructure of the A3/L
material before irradiation, and after 3 cycles of im-
mersion, is shown in Fig. 3. This material has higher
iron, chromium and silicon content, and has followed
a different heat treatment. The size distribution of
precipitates in the material is shown in Fig. 4a.
In order to separate the influence of the heat treat-
ment from the ingot composition, a material with
identical composition to A3/L, but having a different
heat treatment (a different A parameter) in the final
stages of fabrication, is studied. Figure 4b shows the
size distribution of the precipitates in this material
(A4/L), before irradiation, and after the same number
of cycles of immersion in the reactor. A greater loss
of precipitates is observed for this material.

Material G1/L has a composition similar to A3/L, but
with slightly different Ni and Si content. The structure
of this material is, however, more comparable with
that of A1. It has a large number of small SPPs (i.e.
below 25 nm), and few precipitates of large diameter
are present before irradiation. After five cycles in the
reactor, very few precipitates are observed. Figure 5
shows the size distribution of precipitates in the mate-
rial.

3.2 The structure and composition of SPPs

Another important factor to be considered in the evo-
lution of precipitates is the composition and nature of
the SPPs. Different types of precipitates are observed
in the Zircaloy matrix, the most common of which are
Zr(Fe,Cr)2 and Zr2(Fe,Ni). The ratios Fe/Ni and Fe/Cr,
as well as the size of each precipitate, vary according
to the ingot composition and heat treatment. Other
precipitates observed are Zr2(Fe,Si) and Zr2Si, known
to appear if Si > 50 - 80 ppm, [15].

As the X-ray signal coming from the precipitate is
superimposed on the signal from the matrix, the ab-
solute composition of the precipitates is not actually
defined, but the ratio Fe/Cr or Fe/Ni is estimated, and
the presence of other elements in the composition is
determined. Table 3 summarises the results of analy-
sis of the composition of the precipitates, before and
after irradiation, for each material studied. One of the
changes occurring in most precipitates, especially in
the case of Zr(Fe, Cr)2, is the preferential dissolution
of the Fe in the matrix and the depletion of the pre-
cipitate from the iron content. This phenomenon can
be explained by the rate of diffusion of Fe in the Zr
matrix, which is higher than for the other two ele-
ments. Figure 6 illustrates the depletion of iron from
the Fe/Cr precipitates; the Fe/Ni precipitate does not
show the same iron depletion. In one case, that of the
A1 one-cycle material, an increase in the Fe/Cr ratio
is observed. This phenomenon is not yet explained.

•m

Fig. 1: Bright field contrast of the A1 material with small SPP size distribution. Scale bar represents 200 nm,
(a) before irradiation, (b) after one cycle in the reactor, and (c) after five cycles in the reactor.
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Fig. 2: Size distribution histogram for A1 one-cycle (A1 1c) irradiated material compared with the corresponding
archive material (A1). The five-cycle material is not shown due to the absence of precipitates. The scale for
number density is 1/^m2.

Fig. 3: Bright field contrast of the A3/L material. Scale bar represents 200 nm, (a) before irradiation, (b) after three
cycles in the reactor.

Further observations indicate that the composition of
the precipitates influences their resistance to dissolu-
tion, and a higher Fe context enhances the resistance
to dissolution.

The structure of the precipitates also goes through a
change, and amorphisation of certain precipitates is
observed for the Fe/Cr precipitates.
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3.3 Distinction of size distribution of the two pre-
cipitates

The observations so far realised on the size distribu-
tion of precipitates in the Zircaloy-2 material have
been carried out on the overall distribution of these
precipitates, and no distinction between the two (or
more) types of precipitates has been taken into con-
sideration. It is, however, interesting to measure the
size distribution of each type of precipitate separately,
as this ebabies the influence of heat treatment on the
growth rate of each type of precipitate to be under-
stood, and also provides a better understanding of the
behaviour of the material under irradiation. In order to

obtain such size distributions, chemical analysis of the
precipitates is necessary. Individual point analysis on
each precipitate would be tedious and very time con-
suming. In order to provide information about the size
distribution of each precipitate in the present studies,
chemical mapping is performed. This procedure con-
sists of scanning the electron beam and cumulating
the X-ray signal for each pixel and for each energy
window selected. The total area selected is scanned
for about one hour, so that for the 256x256 pixel area
scanned, the total detection time for each point is
about 0.05 s.
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Fig. 6: Bright-field contrast and X-ray microanalysis (line profile) of two adjacent SPPs indicating the preferential
depletion of iron in the Zr(Fe,Cr)2 particle (P1). The Zr2(Fe,Ni), particle (P2), shows only a small decrease of
iron content; the scale bar represents 100 nm.
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Table 3: The mean equivalent diameter of the secondary-phase particles, and the average ratio of Fe/Cr and Fe/Ni
in different precipitates (*very low signals, the ratio could have a large error and is not given).

Archive

Material

A1
1 cycle

A3/L
3 cycles

A4/L
3 cycles

G1/L
5 cycles

Mean
dia.

23
SD
15
24
SD
66
56
SD
36

25 SD
9

Fe/Cr
ratio (atom.)

0.70
-0 .1

0.85
-0.15

1.1
-0 .2

1.11
-0 .2

Fe/Ni
ratio (atom.)

0.70
-0 .1

1.66
-0.25

1.45
-0.15

1.39
-0.25

Irradiated
Mean
dia.

34
SD
20
64
SD:
31

65
SD:
40
51
SD
18.7

Fe/Cr
ratio (atom.)

0.4-2.7

0.22
range 0.06-

0.4

0.06-0.6

*

Fe/Ni
ratio (atom.)

0.65
range: 0.4-

1.33

1.146
range: 0.9-

1.33

1.16
range: 0.53-

2.06

*

Precipitates
with SI

-

very little Si de-
tected

few Fe-Si SPP
detected

-

An appropriate choice of conditions is thus necessary
to obtain sufficient X-ray signals and satisfactory re-
sults. The threshold of detection is also larger, i.e. a
stronger signal from a given element is necessary,
compared with that of point analysis, as the detection
time for each point is 103 to 104times shorter.

Several maps are required to accumulate the data for
a size distribution analysis. Figure 7a shows an ex-
ample of bright field contrast of A4/L precipitates and
the corresponding X-ray map; the size of precipitates
is measured from the bright field image. The size
distribution histogram of precipitates is shown in
Fig. 7b. As can be observed, the size distributions of
the two precipitates are not very different. Neverthe-
less, the precipitates above 350 nm are only Fe/Ni,
and at the lower limit there are mainly Fe/Cr precipi-
tates.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

To interpret the results of SPP analysis, and to cor-
relate the results to the corrosion behaviour of the
material under the reactor conditions, is only possible
if all the information about the material is available,
i.e. from the manufacturing conditions to the in-
reactor results. Several parameters could influence
the changes of corrosion behaviour of the material
which, in the absence of sufficiently reliable data, are
not predictable, and would lead to incorrect interpre-
tation of results.

The evolution of the SPPs however, could enable
certain behaviour for the material to be predicted, and
the predictions could be consolidated to some extent
by analysis using PIE.

Fig. 7a: The chemical map of A4/L archive material to show the distribution of SPPs containing chromium and
nickel. The RGB map is reconstructed from the three maps of Fe, Ni and Cr. The Fe/Ni precipitates are
light grey and the Fe/Cr precipitates are dark grey. Scale bar represents 1000 nm.
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As an example, all other parameters being equal, the
presence of SPPs decreases the rate of corrosion of
Zircaloy. Therefore, a material which still contains
precipitates after long immersion in the reactor,
should better resist the overall corrosive environment
compared with a material which has all its precipitates
dissolved. To illustrate this statement, the oxide
thickness of the different materials, after a different
number of cycles of immersion, could be investigated.

In the case of material A1, the number of precipitates
reduces rapidly after one cycle and, after five cycles,
practically no precipitates were present in the mate-
rial; the rate of oxidation in this material is expected to
be high, and to rise rapidly. The results of oxide
measurements, shown in Table 4, do indicate that the
rate of corrosion is higher in comparison with that of
the other two materials.

Materials A3/L and A4/L, after 3 cycles, show oxide
thicknesses which are comparable with those of A1
after only one cycle. Consequently, they could be
considered to have a corrosion rate which is much
slower. The other important observation is that the A1
material has a sudden rise in the rate of corrosion
(more than 10 fold) during the fifth cycle.

Table 4: The average oxide thickness values meas-
ured near the position where the SPP
analyses are performed.

Material
type

A1 1 cycle

A1 4cycle

A1 5 cycle

A3/L 3cycle

A4/L 3cycle

G1/L5cycle

Oxide thickness
(nm)

3.5-0.4

15

6 0 - 1 2

4 - 1

4.7

1 0 - 2

This could not be explained by comparison with the
other two materials supplied from the same manu-
facturer, as they are only analysed after 3 cycles.
Nevertheless, the comparison with the 5-cycle mate-
rial of the second supplier (G1/L) indicates that the
sudden change could again be due to the absence of
precipitates in the former. The G1/L material shows a
better resistance to corrosion, this could be explained
by the fact that, although the size distribution of pre-
cipitates in the material is similar to A1, its ingot com-
position is considerably different, the concentration of
Fe, Cr and Si being higher, and similar, to A3/L and
A4/L.

The results of the observations, and the analysis of
the size distribution and evolution of the composition
of SPPs, provide useful information about the Zir-
caloy-2 material used for the claddings in Leibstadt.
The observations indicate that both the ingot compo-
sition and the steps involved in the final heat treat-
ment of the claddings are parameters to be con-
trolled, in order to increase the resistance of precipi-
tates to dissolution, and thus the life-time of claddings
to long term immersion.
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CHARACTERISATION OF SPENT NUCLEAR FUELS BY AN ON-LINE COUPLED
HPLC-ICP-MS SYSTEM

/. Gunther-Leopold, F. Gabler, B. Wernli, Z. Kopajtic

The determination of burn-up is one of the essential components of post-irradiation examination of nuclear
fuel samples. In the framework of the ARIANE programme (Actinides Research [n a Nuclear Element), at
PSI the analysis of the isotopic vectors of uranium, plutonium, neodymium and some other fission and
spaiiation products was carried out for the first time in the Hot Lab using high-performance liquid chroma-
tography (HPLC), coupled on-line with an inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS). The
results of these investigations, a comparison with the classical technique for burn-up determination, the
advantages and limitations of the new method, the accuracy and precision of these types of analyses, the
applicability of the technique to other samples and separation problems, and conclusions for further analy-
ses of nuclear fuel samples, are here presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

The main objective of the various international pro-
grammes dealing with post-irradiation examination of
nuclear fuels is to improve the knowledge of the in-
ventories of actinides and fission products in MOX
and/or UO2 spent fuel elements. The prediction of the
source term of actinides, fission and activation prod-
ucts is of major importance in numerous nuclear
fields, such as:

• the definition of basic licensing data for UO2 and
MOX fuel;

• the increase of fuel enrichment for power reactors,
with a possible re-evaluation of criticality licenses;
and

• the improvement of waste source-term codes for
high burn-up fuel conditions, and for MOX fuel re-
cycling scenarios.

The mass spectrometric determination of trace
amounts of spaiiation and fission products in spent
nuclear fuels and targets provides a relevant database
for the validation of theoretical models, and represents
an experimental basis for the minimisation of the un-
certainty in prediction models.

The burn-up of a nuclear fuel, as one of the important
parameters to be determined in this kind of pro-
gramme, is proportional to the quotient of the number
of fissions Np and the number of heavy-metal atoms
N°M (uranium and plutonium) which were present in
the fuel before irradiation. The burn-up is given in
% FIMA (Fissions per Initial Metal Atoms) as

% FIMA = • •100

The experimental determination of the burn-up in an
irradiated nuclear fuel is accomplished by analysing
the number of U and Pu atoms, and the number of
one-fission products which can be used as burn-up
monitors. The accepted, and widely used, method for
burn-up determination is based on 148Nd as burn-up
monitor. The element Nd has several advantages
compared with other fission products:

• Nd is not volatile, and does not move in the fuel
rod, so local burn-up determinations are also pos-
sible;

• Nd is not a component of the non-irradiated fuel
material;

• 148Nd is not radioactive and, consequently, the
method is not influenced by a decay time; and

• the fission yield of 148Nd is almost independent of
the neutron energy and the fissionable isotope.

Consequently, the characterisation of the burn-up
includes the analysis of the isotopic vectors of U, Pu,
and Nd, and the determination of the concentrations of
these elements by isotopic dilution analysis, the most
precise quantification method in mass spectrometric
analyses.

Numerous isobaric overlaps restrict the direct deter-
mination of fission products such as Nd by mass
spectrometry. U and Pu also show isobaric interfer-
ences with each other, or with other actinides (e.g.
238u and 238pU] 241 Am and 24ipu). Therefore, an
extensive chemical separation for all these elements is
required. Since the concentrations of these elements
are determined by isotopic dilution analysis, the sepa-
ration has to be done twice: once for the unspiked
sample and once for the spiked sample.

2 EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 HPLC-ICP-MS system

2.1.1 Apparatus

High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and
ion chromatographic (IC) techniques have been used
for different applications as routine methods in analyti-
cal laboratories over many years. One reason for the
wide-spread use of these methods is that they are
applicable to organic as well as to inorganic com-
pounds.

The inductively coupled plasma (ICP) has been used
for more than 20 years as the excitation source for
optical emission spectrometry. The possibility to use a
mass spectrometric detector to analyse the ions pro-
duced in an argon plasma was first described by Houk
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et al. [1]. ICP-MS systems have been used since the
middle of the eighties in many laboratories for different
analytical applications. In principle, gaseous, liquid and
solid samples may be analysed with this technique.
Nevertheless, the most widely used application is the
analysis of liquid samples. The nebulizer produces a
fine aerosol of the liquid sample, which is then trans-
ported with an argon gas stream to the spray chamber
where the droplets are separated according to their
size. Only those with a diameter less than 8 jj.m are
transported with the gas stream to the argon plasma,
where the actual ionisation of the sample takes place.
The ions pass through two apertures (the sample and
skimmer cones), with different orifice diameters, are
focused with a set of ion lenses, and then separated
according to their mass-to-charge-ratio in a quad-
rupole mass filter. The detection of the separated ions
is carried out with an electron multiplier in a sequential
mode.

In combining an HPLC with an ICP-MS, the mass
spectrometer becomes the element-sensitive detector
of the separation system. In principle, it is possible that
the effluent of the separation column first passes the
flow cell of a UV or conductivity detector, and after-
wards the ICP-MS. For the determination of the iso-
topic vectors of ionic compounds, as is necessary for
burn-up analysis in irradiated fuel samples, there is no
benefit from such a combination. The large distance
between the separation column and the ICP-MS de-
tector would lead to peak-broadening, and a significant
deterioration of the peak resolution. Therefore, the
effluent of the chromatographic column is sent directly
via a post-column valve to the nebulizer of the ICP-MS
system.

For all separations, a Dionex DX300 HPLC system
was used, with lonPac CG5 or CG10 (4 x 50 mm) as
guard, and lonPac CS5 or CS10 (4 x 250 mm) as
analytical column, respectively. The injection valve and
the chromatographic columns are installed in a 1 m3

glove-box. The flow rate of the HPLC is 1 ml/min; the
injection valve is equipped with a 1 ml sample loop.

The ICP-MS system actually used is a PQ2+ from VG
Elemental (Winsford, UK). The torch box, with the
sample introduction system consisting of a Meinhard
type nebulizer, the spray chamber and a quartz torch,
is located in a 2 m3 glove-box, together with the inter-
face chamber of the mass spectrometer.

The coupling of the HPLC to the ICP-MS is achieved
by passing the effluent of the chromatographic column
to a 4-way, post-column valve, and connecting this to
the nebulizer of the ICP-MS system and to waste. All
components which were separated in the chroma-
tographic system may be sent directly to the ICP-MS,
where they are analysed for their elemental composi-
tion, or they may be sent to waste. Figure 1 shows
schematically the on-line, coupled HPLC-ICP-MS de-
vice installed in the Hot Lab.

2.1.2 Measurement conditions

Before analysing the first fuel samples, a broad, ex-
perimental programme was started with standard so-
lutions, to investigate the best measurement parame-
ters for accurate analysis of the isotopic vectors. The
influence on the results of the measurement time, the
points per peak, the amount of the added spike, and
of mass discrimination effects, was determined.

skimmer cone
i sample cone

plasma torch

peristaltic 1% dilutor auto-
pump HNO3 sampler

rotary pump

r ^ absolute
h e r . filter

/

Fig. 1: Schematic view of the HPLC-ICP-MS system
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Mass fractionation represents a limitation to the accu-
racy of isotopic ratio measurements in all mass spec-
trometric methods. In order to correct for this, stan-
dard materials, with known isotopic composition of the
element to be determined, are analysed before and
after each sample measurement. Additionally, 1%
HNO3 as a blank solution is also measured between
standards and samples to avoid memory effects in the
separation system. The normal sequence of a meas-
urement procedure for one element is: blank - stan-
dard (3 injections) - blank - unspiked sample (5 injec-
tions) - blank - standard (2 injections) - blank - spiked
sample (5 injections). All of the separations described
in this report can be carried out for this sample se-
quence in one day. Table 1 lists the instrumental pa-
rameters and measurement conditions which were
found to guarantee the best performance.

Table 1: Instrumental parameters and measurement
conditions

Instrumental parameters

RF power

coolant gas flow

auxiliary gas flow

nebulizer gas flow

sample uptake rate

HPLC sample loop

HPLC flow rate

Measurement conditions

measuring mode

points per peak

dwell time per point

1350W

15 l/min

0.8 -1 l/min

0.9 l/min

1 ml/min

1 ml

1 ml/min

peak-jumping

1

20.48 ms

2.2 Sample preparation

Both UO2 and MOX fuel samples, irradiated to various
burn-up levels, and under various operation condi-
tions, were analysed in the framework of the ARIANE
programme in different laboratories. The samples
were dissolved in 8 M HNO3 under reflux for about 6
hours. The further dilution steps were carried out with
1 M HNO3 up to a concentration of about 0.5 mg fuel/g
solution. Aliquots of this stock solution were mixed
with the enriched isotopic spikes (for burn-up determi-
nation: 233U, 244pu 150Nd) a n d diluted with 1% HNO3
to about 10 ml solution. A second set of aliquots was
directly diluted to about 10 ml solution without any
spiking, in order to determine the isotopic vectors in
the original fuel samples. Pu can be found in fuel solu-
tions in different oxidation states, of which the most
stable is Pu4+. Because the chromatographic separa-
tion of Pu and U is based on PuO2

2+, 250 |a.l 6M
HCIO4 were added to the aliquots for U and Pu deter-
mination in order to completely oxidize the Pu to
PuO2

2+. 1 ml of the unspiked and the spiked samples

was injected 5 times into the HPLC-ICP-MS system
for the determination of the isotopic composition of the
different elements.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Burn-up determination

3.1.1 Classical technique

In the classical technique for burn-up determination,
the elemental separations for U, Pu and Nd are car-
ried out in small ion exchange columns, with collection
of the different fractions. The separation procedure is
very time-consuming, and needs at least two days per
element. Additionally, the handling of radioactive sam-
ples under such conditions leads to a high dose for the
operator.

The isotopic composition of the separated elements is
usually analysed with thermal ionisation mass spec-
trometry (TIMS). In principle, this technique is a single-
element method, i.e. only one element can be ana-
lysed in any one measurement procedure. The ad-
vantages of TIMS are: 1) a very stable ionisation proc-
ess, leading to minor instabilities of the signal; and 2)
the presence of a series of detectors, at least in mod-
ern instruments. Therefore, each isotope of the ele-
ment to be analysed is detected with a separate Fara-
day cup detector. This kind of simultaneous detection,
together with the stable ionisation process, leads to
the excellent precision of the results for which TIMS is
renowned. A disadvantage is the poor ionisation effi-
ciency for some elements of the periodic table, and
the time-consuming sample preparation process.
Consequently, precise determination of the isotopic
composition using TIMS is restricted to just a few ele-
ments.

In the Hot Lab we have a 20-year-old TIMS system,
with only one Faraday cup and one ion counter as
detectors. Consequently, the measurement of the
different isotopes is sequential, not simultaneous, as
in modern instruments. The analytical results are not
as precise as for newer systems, as will be shown in
Section 3.1.2.1. Therefore, for the first time, the clas-
sical TIMS technique was replaced in the ARIANE
programme by HPLC-ICP-MS for burn-up determina-
tion in the Hot Lab. Nevertheless, a cross-check be-
tween TIMS and HPLC-ICP-MS results is possible.
The comparison of the results of the isotopic ratio
measurements will be presented in Section 3.1.2.1.

3.1.2 HPLC-ICP-MS system

3.1.2.1 Advantages and limitations

The important advantages of the HPLC-ICP-MS sys-
tem compared with the classical TIMS technique are
the fast and simplified sample preparation procedure,
and the speed of the isotopic analysis itself. The com-
plete on-line separation and analysis of all lanthanide
elements needs only about 30 min per sample (spiked
or unspiked) with the HPLC-ICP-MS, compared with
about two days per element, and per sample, with
TIMS. Even with 5 or 10 repeated HPLC injections per
sample, in order to improve the reproducibility of the
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The results clearly indicate that the reproducibility of
the TIMS measurements is superior, especially for the
new system at the ETH Zurich, and for the isotopes
with a low abundance (234u, 235u and 236U), in com-
parison with the HPLC-ICP-MS data. The closest
comparison between the measured and theoretical
values is achieved using the multiple-collector TIMS
(ETHZ).

3.1.2.2 Determination of Nd

As already pointed out, the burn-up analysis includes
the determination of the isotopic vectors of U, Pu and
Nd as the burn-up monitor.

In aqueous solutions, the lanthanides are present as
strongly hydrated trivalent cations. Because their ionic
properties are very similar, they cannot be separated
easily by cation exchange. However, the selectivity of
the separation can be increased with the use of ap-
propriate chelating agents, such as a-hydroxy-
isobutyric acid (HIBA) [2] or oxalic acid [3]. Lantha-
nides form complexes with HIBA or oxalic acid, which
lower the affinity of the element for the cation ex-
change resin. Therefore, lanthanides which form the
most stable complexes with HIBA, such as lutetium,
will elute first from the separation column. Using oxalic
acid as chelating agent, the sequence of separation is
directly opposed: i.e., lanthanum is eluting first from
the column.

Uranium is present as uranyl cation (UC>22+) in aque-
ous solutions, and forms strong complexes with chlo-
ride ions. These complexes are not retained on a
cation exchange resin, and therefore U can be eluted
with hydrochloric acid before the separation of the
lanthanides. This is very important because the high U
concentration in fuel samples may decrease the sen-
sitivity of ICP-MS for trace elements, such as Nd, due
to so-called "matrix effects".

In order to avoid high concentrations of U in the ICP-
MS during the analyses of Nd, which could lead to
memory effects of U in the sample introduction sys-
tems, the U eluting from the HPLC column is sent via
the post-column valve to waste.

Table 2: Determination of the isotopic composition of a U standard mixture; comparison between TIMS and HPLC-
ICP-MS

results, there is still a reduction by a factor of about 6
in time for each individual element. Considering that
ICP-MS is a multi-elemental detector, which can ana-
lyse the isotopic composition of more elements during
one chromatographic separation than with TIMS, the
time saving for sample preparation and measurement
is, in fact, considerably higher. The simplified sample
preparation procedure reduces the risk of contami-
nating the sample, and lowers the dose for the opera-
tor.

The limitations of the HPLC-ICP-MS method are the
higher instabilities of the ionisation process in the
plasma compared to thermal ionisation, and the se-
quential measurement technique, because quadrupole
ICP-MS systems are equipped with only one detector.
This means every isotope of each element which has
to be analysed is detected sequentially, and not si-
multaneously, as is possible in modern multi-collector
instruments. These two reasons lead to a significantly
lower precision of the HPLC-ICP-MS results than for
modern TIMS, as was demonstrated in the "Round
Robin Test" described below.

Since U is the main component of the nuclear fuel, the
accuracy and precision of the burn-up determination is
mainly influenced by the accurate analysis of the U
concentration. The quantification of U is carried out
using isotopic dilution analysis for the classical TIMS,
as well as for the ICP-MS-based technique. In order to
compare the abilities of the two mass spectrometric
methods to determine the isotopic composition of U
correctly, a broad experimental programme was un-
dertaken. A 233U isotopic spike solution was mixed
with the certified uranium EC-110 standard material in
different ratios. These solutions were analysed with
the TIMS system in the Hot Lab (sequential detection),
with the on-line coupled HPLC-ICP-MS, and with a
modern, multiple-collector TIMS at the Department of
Earth Sciences, ETH Zurich, which is able to detect all
U isotopes simultaneously. The results of this "Round
Robin Test" are shown for one of the mixed samples
in Table 2.

Theoretical Value

std.dev. (1 s)

TIMS (ETHZ) *

std.dev. (1 s)

TIMS (PSI)

std.dev. (1 s)

HPLC-ICP-MS

std.dev. (1 s)

233U

(at.%)

35.1291

0.6781

35.0598

0.0009

35.6831

0.0833

35.4459

0.0756

234U

(at.%)

0.3289

0.0063

0.3279

0.0001

0.3454

0.0011

0.3359

0.0368

235U

(at.%)

0.2822

0.0049

0.2843

0.0001

0.3613

0.0015

0.2976

0.0206

236U

(at.%)

0.0174

0.0003

0.0175

0.0001

0.0179

0.0005

0.0169

0.0130

238U

(at.%)

64.2424

1.1757

64.3105

0.0012

63.5924

0.0823

63.9037

0.0058

*data are kindly provided by Dr. F. Oberli, Department of Earth Sciences, ETH Zurich,
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The eluent of the HPLC is afterwards directed to the
ICP-MS before the first lanthanide element (i.e. Lu, if
HIBA is used, as for our application) elutes from the
column.

Figure 2 shows the separation of all lanthanides in a
mixed, standard solution with a gradient of 0.04 to
0.26 M HIBA.

3.1.2.3 Determination of U and Pu

Due to isobaric overlaps between U and Pu, a separa-
tion of these two elements is also necessary for burn-
up determination. Pu can be eluted as PuC>22+ from
the separation column with 0.4 IVI HNO3. Afterwards,
1 M HCI is used as mobile phase in order to elute U.
This separation is efficient enough to prevent any iso-
baric interference between 238Pu, which is present at
trace concentrations, and 238u, as the main compo-
nent of the fuel. In principle, both elements can be
determined in one chromatographic run.
However, in fuel samples, the concentration of U is
much higher than that for Pu. Therefore, two different
dilutions of the sample have to be analysed: a higher
concentrated solution for Pu determination, and a
more diluted sample for U. Figure 3 shows the chro-
matographic separation of U and Pu in a fuel sample.

3.1.3 Comparison between the classical tech-
nique and HPLC-ICP-MS for burn-up deter-
mination

Absolute values for the burn-up of nuclear fuel sam-
ples may not be presented in this report by agreement
of the ARIANE participants. However, another criterion
which makes it possible to compare the results of the
different laboratories, and mass spectrometric tech-
niques, is the determination of the so-called "mass
balance". This is a suitable indicator of the accuracy of
the results. The standard deviation of the burn-up, and
of the elemental concentrations of U, Pu and Nd, are
measures of the precision of the measurement tech-
niques used. Specifically, the mass balance is equal to
the sum of the measured actinides divided by the
solid-fuel weight, corrected by a factor 0.8815 for the
presence of oxygen. Ideally, the mass balance of a
sample should be unity. A mass balance less than this
means an underestimation of the concentration of the
elements U, Pu, and Nd, and one greater than unity is
synonymous with an overestimation. Since U is the
main component of the nuclear fuel, the mass balance
is mainly influenced by the correct determination of the
U concentration.
Due to systematic optimisation of all factors influenc-
ing the accuracy of the HPLC-ICP-MS measurements
(i.e., amount of spike, measurement time, mass dis-
crimination effects), we were able to improve the mass
balance for one of the ARIANE samples from about
0.905 in 1997 to 0.993 in 1999. This means an almost
100% recovery, and was achieved within the range of
0.98 to 1.02 for all fuel samples analysed to date.
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Fig. 2: Separation of the lanthanide elements in a standard solution with a linear gradient from 0.04 to 0.26 M HIBA
(concentration of each element: 100 ng/g).
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Fig. 3: Separation of Pu and U in a nuclear fuel sample with 0.4 M HNO3 for the elution of Pu and 1 M HCI to elute
U (the concentration of U in the sample is about 40 times higher than the Pu concentration); concentration
of the analysed solution is 16 fig fuel/ml solution.

The SCK Laboratory in Belgium, which used TIMS as
its analytical technique, achieved a mass balance in
the range of 0.99 to 1.01 for all samples of the ARI-
ANE programme.

These data show that a comparable accuracy can be
obtained between the classical TIMS technique and
the newly developed HPLC-ICP-MS system. However,
considerable differences are found comparing the
precision of the data. Typical standard deviations for
burn-up and elemental concentrations determined by
TIMS are in the range of 0.5 - 1% whereas, for the
HPLC-ICP-MS data, the reproducibility is normally
between 2 and 5%. These data confirm the results of
the "Round Robin Test" on U standard mixtures,
where a comparable accuracy for both techniques,
and a reduced precision for ICP-MS, were found.
Nevertheless, the "value" loss of precision in the ICP-
MS approach compared with TIMS is more or less
compensated by the considerable time-saving for the
sample preparation and the analysis.

3.2 Determination of Am and Cm

The use of HPLC-ICP-MS to prevent isobaric overlaps
between different elements is not restricted to the
lanthanides, or to U and Pu. Due to the high diversity
of chromatographic resins and mobile phases of the
HPLC (inorganic acids, organic solvents and chelating
agents), a separation method for most of the elements
of the periodic table can be developed if the elements
are present as ionic complexes. In the framework of
the ARIANE programme, the actinides Am and Cm
were also determined with this system, in addition to
the burn-up elements U, Pu and Nd. Due to isobaric
overlaps (24ipu and 24iAm, 244pu a n c | 244Cm), it was
necessary to separate the elements Am, Cm and Pu
from each other. As described in Section 3.1.2.2, Pu
can be eluted from the separation column with 0.4 M

HNO3. In order to completely oxidize the Pu to
PuC-22+, either HCIO4 or KMnO4 can be used as oxi-
dizing agent.

In the dissolved fuel solution (prepared with 8 M
HNO3), Cm and Am will form principally Cm3+ and
Am3+ ions. Because the ionic properties are very
similar, as for the lanthanides, it is necessary to use a
chelating agent. For this application, oxalic acid was
considered to be the best choice. The HPLC separa-
tion for the Am and Cm isotopes in a fuel sample is
shown in Fig. 4.

3.3 Determination of Rb, Sr, and Y

Fission products in the lower mass range between 80
and 90, such as Sr, are also important for the valida-
tion of theoretical models used for the calculation of
the inventory of nuclear fuels. Because Rb and Y may
possibly interfere with the Sr isotopes (88Y and 88Sr,
87Rb and 87Sr), it was necessary to develop a chro-
matographic separation for these elements. The three
elements are different in their oxidation states; Rb+,
Sr2+, and Y3+ are the most stable species in aqueous
solution. Therefore, the chromatographic separation
can be carried out very easily on a CS10 ion exchange
column, with 1 M HNO3 as mobile phase, under
isocratic conditions.

For the same reason, the elements Cs and Ba
(present as Cs+ and Ba2+ in aqueous solution), which
also show isobaric overlaps, may also be completely
separated under such chromatographic conditions.

Figure 5 shows the separation of Rb, Sr, and Y in a
nuclear fuel sample with 1 M HNO3. The complete
analysis of the three elements can be carried out in
about 8 minutes per sample.
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Fig 4: Separation of Am and Cm in a nuclear fuel sample with 0.1 M oxalic acid, 0.02 M LiOH (pH 4.6) under
isocratic conditions. Pu was first eluted from the column with 0.4 M HNO3, as described in Section 3.1.2.2;
concentration of the analysed solution is 75 (xg fuel ml solution.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

With the on-line combination of an HPLC and an ICP-
MS system, it is possible to separate interfering ele-
ments and to determine the isotopic composition of
these elements, in a single analysis step. The quality
of the chromatographic separation should be inde-
pendent of the sample matrix. HPLC-ICP-MS systems
are not only applicable to the characterisation of active
samples, where the isotopic composition of most ele-
ments is unknown, but there are many applications in
biological, clinical and toxicological research, and in
the determination of the different valence states of an
element (e.g. As(lll)/As(V), Cr(lll)/Cr(VI)). Besides the
prevention of isobaric overlaps, and the characterisa-
tion of the binding behaviour or the valence of an ele-
ment, on-line coupled HPLC-ICP-MS systems show
an additional benefit: the separation of the sample
matrix from the analyte elements. Particularly for the
determination of trace elements in a high concentrated
matrix, the on-line separation may lead to significantly
lower limits of detection, because signal suppression
due to the high concentrated matrix elements is
avoided.
A comparative study between TIMS, as the classical
technique for isotopic analysis, and HPLC-ICP-MS,
showed that for U standard materials the loss of preci-
sion of ICP-MS compared with TIMS is compensated
by the very reliable and efficient separation, and the
short analysis time.
For each individual application, a compromise has to
be found between the highly precise results produced
by TIMS, at the expense of time-consuming sample
preparation and measurement, and HPLC-ICP-MS,

with a reduced precision but with easy sample prepa-
ration and multi-elemental detection capability.

In order to combine the advantages of both mass
spectrometric techniques, a new generation of instru-
ments has been developed over the last two years.
These so-called multiple-collector ICP-MS systems
combine the ICP as ionisation source with the mass
spectrometer and detector system used up to now for
TIMS. The instruments are equipped with up to 12
Faraday cups as detectors, enabling the simultaneous
measurement of all isotopes of an element [4]. This
fact, together with the flat-peak shape of the isotope
counting curves, are essential pre-requisites to
achieving results of isotopic analysis which may even
be comparable to the TIMS values.
The development of these instruments is a milestone
for analytical chemistry, and will define a new level for
isotopic analysis. Because the purchase of such a
system is planned for the year 2000 in the Hot Lab, we
have carried out test measurements with reference
materials of different elements on all multiple-collector
ICP-MS systems currently (commercially) available.
The results look very promising in respect to the accu-
racy and precision of the data. The combination of
such an instrument with a chromatographic separation
system can be handled as easily as for the quadrupole
ICP-MS, and will circumvent the necessity of a time-
consuming sample preparation procedure, as is stan-
dard for TIMS. Therefore, we are very optimistic that
we will soon be able to analyse the isotopic composi-
tion of different fuel components, or any other sam-
ples, with a precision and accuracy significantly higher
than the data presented in this report, but with the
same analysis effort.
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Fig 5: Separation of Rb, Sr, and Y in a nuclear fuel sample with 1 M HNO3 under isocratic conditions; concentra-
tion of the analysed solution is 35 jag fuel/ml solution.
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THE SPHERE-PAC FUEL CODE "SPHERE-3"

H. Wallin

Sphere-pac fuel is an advanced nuclear fuel, in which the cladding tube is filled with small fuel spheres
instead of the more usual fuel pellets. At PSI, the irradiation behaviour of sphere-pac fuel is calculated
using the computer code SPHERE-3. The paper describes the present status of the SPHERE-3 code, and
some results of the qualification process against experimental data.

1 INTRODUCTION

Sphere-pac fuel is one of the advanced nuclear-fuel
technologies developed and investigated at PSI. In
sphere-pac fuel pins, the cladding tube is filled with
small fuel spheres instead of the more common fuel
pellets. Compared to pellet fabrication, the inherent
advantage of sphere fabrication is that it is a simple,
dustless process (producing less waste), and one
which can easily be remote controlled. The absence of
dust has special importance in the re-cycling of alpha-
active nuclides such as plutonium or certain "waste"
nuclides, thereby reducing the amount of nuclear
waste.

PSI has carried out several fuel tests in different re-
search reactors to investigate the irradiation behaviour
of sphere-pac fuel, and to compare its performance
against ordinary pellet fuel. Experimental fuel testing is
in close contact with the theoretical modelling of fuel.
Modelling is needed, firstly, to support the fuel design;
secondly, for optimal test planning; and thirdly, to en-
sure that operational limitations such as maximum fuel
temperature and gas pressure are not exceeded.
Equally, the most important feedback for further model
development is the post-irradiation examination of the
fuel.

Correct fuel temperature and fission gas pressure
predictions require in-depth knowledge of the material
properties and reliable modelling of sphere-pac fuel.
At PSI, sphere-pac fuel has been modelled using the
computer code SPHERE, which incorporates mecha-
nistic models for sintering, fission gas behaviour, etc.
Recently, numerous improvements have been made
to the SPHERE program, including fundamental
changes to the fission gas release model, addition of a
fuel-restructuring (pore migration) model, etc. As the
new code version differs fundamentally from the ear-
lier version, SPHERE-2, it has been renamed
SPHERE-3.

This paper describes the present status of the
SPHERE-3 code, and highlights the new features
which have been installed. Some results of the code
qualification against experimental data are also pre-
sented.

2 SINTERING OF SPHERE-PAC FUEL

2.1 As-fabricated structure of sphere-pac fuel

The main reason why sphere-pac fuel cannot be mod-
elled using existing codes for pellet fuel is the compli-
cated heat transfer which occurs between the
spheres, which increases considerably as the contact

area grows as a result of sintering. Consequently, in
order to understand the structure and models in the
SPHERE program, we must first examine these
unique features of sphere-pac fuel, i.e. sintering be-
haviour and thermal conductivity.

Sphere-pac fuel consists of a coarse-sphere fraction
(typically 500 - 1200 urn), and one or two fine-sphere
fractions (from 40 to 250 ]xm) which are used to fill the
empty spaces between the coarse spheres. The
coarse and fine fractions can be packed at the same
time, or the fine fraction can be infiltrated into the
coarse fraction using a vibration technique.

2.2 Growth of the necks

The original, as-fabricated, sphere structure changes
in the reactor as a result of sintering, in which spheres
bind together via mass transport mechanisms. The
bonds reduce free surface area, and minimise surface
energy. Most materials sinter at temperatures ex-
ceeding approximately one half of the melting tem-
perature.

During sintering, the contact area between two adja-
cent fuel spheres can grow from (initially) zero to total
fusion of the spheres. The degree of sintering is usu-
ally described by the size of this contact area; i.e., the
neck between the spheres. The neck size is given by
the neck ratio x/r, where r is the fuel sphere radius and
x is the radius of the spherical contact area.

2.3 Stresses as driving forces for sintering

Stresses in fuel spheres act as driving forces for dif-
ferent sintering mechanisms, and can be divided into
an inherent sintering stress, caused by differences in
surface curvature, and an external mechanical load.

2.3.1 Sintering stress

The non-uniform, disrupted atomic bonding on the
surface is the source of surface energy, a form of
potential energy. If the surface is curved, the surface
energy causes a stress called the sintering stress [1]:

(1)

where (7 = sintering stress,
y = surface energy,
r1: r2= radii of the principal surface curva-

tures.

The stress is positive (tensile stress) if the radius is
inside the surface, and negative (compressive stress)
if outside the surface. A flat surface has an infinite
radius and no stress. According to Eqn. (1), the higher
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the surface energy, and the smaller the sphere radius,
the higher is the stress. For a perfect sphere, of radius
r, the stress on the surface is 2y/r.

In a single sphere, the stress is the same everywhere
on the surface, and material transport is disabled.
However, in the neck area, the radius of curvature is
outside the surface, and the stress is negative, i.e.
compressive. The sign of the stress changes over a
small distance, causing a high stress gradient. This
gradient is the driving force for several mechanisms
which transport material from the sphere surface into
the neck [1]. Stress differences can be relatively high.
For example, in the fine-sphere fraction, with small
initial necks, a typical stress difference is 20 - 25 MPa.
As mass transport increases, neck sizes and surface
curvature differences are reduced, and sintering slows
down.

In a similar way, the atomic bonding at the fuel grain
boundary is disrupted, creating grain boundary energy.
During sintering, grains grow and coalesce to mini-
mise the grain boundary energy.

2.3.2 External mechanical load

Sintering stress is supplemented by an external me-
chanical load. Initially, the necks are small, and the
external load is concentrated, and amplified, on the
small contact areas. Theoretically, for a point contact,
the stress would be infinite. As the neck grows, the
stress in the contact area decreases, and gradually
approaches the applied external stress.

2.4 Sintering mechanisms

The name of the sintering mechanism indicates by
which route the mass flows into the neck area. The
mechanisms are divided into two categories (Fig. 1):

• Surface transport mechanisms, which move mass
from the sphere surface to the neck surface. As a
result, spheres do not approach each other and,
consequently, there is no shrinkage or densifica-
tion of the fuel. The driving force is the difference
in surface curvature between the neck and the
surface far away from the neck. Curvature differ-
ences decrease as a consequence of mass flow,
and the total surface energy is thereby minimised.
External mechanical load has no effect on these
mechanisms.

• Bulk transport mechanisms, which move mass
from the sphere interior to the neck, causing the
spheres to approach each other and the fuel to
shrink. These mechanisms are affected by exter-
nal mechanical load, and are more important at
higher temperatures.

Models for the sintering mechanisms incorporated in
the SPHERE code, and illustrated in Fig. 1, are [1]:
1) Plastic and elastic deformation (bulk deformation);
2) Surface diffusion (surface transport);
3) Grain boundary diffusion (bulk transport);
4) Volume diffusion (both bulk and surface trans-

port);
5) Evaporation-condensation (surface transport);

Evaporation-Condensation. Vapour
pressure of fuel over the concave surface is
higher than over the convex neck area.

Surface Diffusion. As temperature
increases, less tightly bounded atoms in
surface defects break away & diffuse to neck

Grain Boundary Diffusion
Crystal structures of adjacent spheres arc
usually misaligned, which leads to a new
grain boundary between the spheres. Due
to the high number of defects, it is good
path for atomic diffusion. Here, the term
"grain boundary diffusion" is reserved
solely for this "new" grain boundary.

Volume Diffusion
from the Surface

Initial Plastic Deformation
In initial small contacts, even low exter-
nal loads exceed material yield strength.
Fast plastic flow increases the contact
area until stress < 3 • yield strength.

Volume Diffusion from
the Grain Boundary.

A Thermal and Irradiation Creep
After the stress in contact has declined
< 3 • yield strength, further deformation is
caused by slower creep (e.g. stress-
assisted volume diff. through the grains).

Fig. 1: Mass transport routes during sintering.

6) Thermal creep (bulk deformation); and
7) Irradiation creep (bulk deformation).

With increasing temperature, the following mass
transport mechanisms dominate successively: surface
diffusion (low temperatures), grain boundary diffusion
(intermediate temperatures), and volume diffusion
(high temperatures). For each, a threshold exists be-
low which the effect is negligible, each process then
dominating till the next threshold occurs.

During sintering, free surface area and curvature gra-
dients decrease and, at the same time, the new grain
boundary between the spheres grows. As a conse-
quence, surface diffusion progressively becomes less
important in comparison to grain boundary diffusion.

Spheres can be sintered with or without shrinkage,
and accompanying densification, depending on which
mechanisms are exploiting the available driving
forces. For example, if temperature increases slowly,
necks can be formed by surface diffusion; i.e., without
shrinkage. When higher temperatures are reached,
curvature differences have already decreased, and the
driving force for other sintering mechanisms causing
shrinkage have already been exploited.

3 DESCRIPTION OF SPHERE-3

3.1 Main characteristics of SPHERE-3

The original SPHERE-1 program (around 4,600 FOR-
TRAN lines) has been rewritten and improved exten-
sively, and the present version, SPHERE-3 (around
10,000 FORTRAN lines), has given satisfactory re-
sults compared with irradiation test data.

In SPHERE-3, the fuel rod is divided into axial seg-
ments and radial rings, within which the material prop-
erties and the fuel behaviour are assumed uniform.
The code may be considered "1.5 dimensional" in that
it involves a superposition of a 1-D radial and 1-D axial
calculation. Any number of sphere size fractions can
be considered, and the fuel data bank includes models
for the most relevant properties for oxide, carbide and
nitride type fuels, and for different clad materials such
as zircaloy and stainless steel.
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3.2 Calculation of thermal conductivity

Around neck ratio x/r = 45% (neck-diameter/sphere-
diameter), the thermal conductivity of sphere-pac fuel
approaches that of pellet fuel of the same smear po-
rosity. Thus, a neck ratio of 45% in the finest fraction
has been chosen to indicate the transition from a
sphere-like structure to one resembling porous pellet
fuel. Therefore, to calculate the thermal conductivity of
sphere-pac fuel, the fuel is divided into two zones:

• The compact sintered body in the inner, hotter part
of the pin (Zone n in Fig. 7). Here, the original
sphere structure has totally disappeared and the
thermal conductivity can be calculated using the
models for porous pellet fuel.

• The cooler, outer area of the pin, where the origi-
nal sphere structure is still visible (Zones HI and
IV in Fig. 7). In this area, thermal conductivity is
interpolated between the theoretical value for the
porous pellet structure (x/r = 45%) and that for the
totally unsintered spheres (x/r = 0). The latter is
calculated using the model of Hall and Martin [2].

3.3 Calculation of sintering

SPHERE-3 calculates neck ratios until that of the
smallest sphere fraction has reached 0.45. After this,
the thermal conductivity models for a porous pellet are
used.

The shrinkage of the fuel due to sintering is also cal-
culated by the code. However, at present, the informa-
tion is not used further, and is needed only as input for
a mechanical model, not yet implemented.

The contribution to neck growth from the different
sintering mechanism is calculated using the deriva-
tives listed in Table 1. A linear combination of the
mechanisms is assumed; i.e., the derivatives of differ-
ent mechanisms are added together [1].

The high sensitivity of the sintering mechanisms to
sphere and neck size can be seen if the equations in
Table 1 are simplified to the form:

dt

1
(x/r)"

(2)

where:
A = collection of different parameters

z = dependence on sphere size (r):
4 for surface and grain boundary diffusion
3 for volume diffusion
2 for evaporation-condensation
0 for creep

y = dependence on neck size (x/r):
5 for surface and grain boundary diffusion
3 for volume diffusion
1 for evaporation-condensation

Increasing the sphere size primarily slows down sur-
face and grain boundary diffusion (z = 4). The latter is
strongly affected, since the grain boundary energy
decreases with sphere size. Sphere size has a much

smaller effect in evaporation-condensation (z = 2),
while creep is totally independent of sphere size.

Growing of necks principally slows down surface and
grain boundary diffusion (y = 5). As the neck grows,
curvature differences decrease, and the driving force
for the mechanisms is reduced.

Table 1: Sintering equations used in SPHERE [1].

Mechanism:

Surface diffusion

Volume diffussion:
a) from grain

boundary
b) from sphere

surface

Grain boundary

diffusion

Evaporation /
Condensation

Thermal creep:

a) linear creep

b) power law creep

Irradiation
creep

Abbreviations:
B/rrad - irradiation creep

equation;
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coeff.
Bpower = power law creep coeff.
d = solid density of fuel
DG = grain boundary
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Ds = surface diffusion
Dv = volume diffusion
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Fa = externally applied load
k = Boltzmann's constant
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3.4 Iteration of temperature and sintering

Sintering has a strong effect on fuel temperatures, as
the difference in thermal conductivity is large for neck
ratios between 0 and 45%. Therefore, as sintering
proceeds, the thermal conductivity increases rapidly,
decreasing the fuel temperature, and further slowing
down sintering. Therefore, at every time step, the fuel
temperature and sintering must be computed simulta-
neously in an iteration loop consisting of the calcula-
tion of:
• the thermal conductivity of the fuel and cladding,
• the temperature in the fuel and cladding,
• the free gas pressure in the fuel rod, and
• the neck sizes and shrinkage of the fuel.
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3.5 New features of SPHERE-3

The latest code version SPHERE-3 has several new
features including:

A restart option, allowing the calculation of a separate
base irradiation, followed by further irradiation after rod
refabrication (including changes in gas composition,
pressure, plenum volume and the addition of a central
hole for a thermocouple), [3].

A pore migration (fuel re-structuring) model has also
been added. In the pores, vapour pressure of the fuel
is higher on the hotter pore surface compared with the
colder side. Consequently, UO2 molecules evaporate
on the hotter, and condense on the colder, side. As a
result, the pores move towards the higher temperature
region, i.e. towards the pin centre. As the pore moves,
it leaves behind a new, elongated fuel grain (columnar
grain). The model in SPHERE-3 takes into account the
molecular diffusion of UO2 molecules through the
contained gas, the composition and state of the gas in
the pore, and the reduction of pore velocity due to the
combined effects of impurity accumulation on the hot
face and condensation rate limitations on the cold face
[3, 8].

A new fission gas model, based on work by Speight
[4], Turnbull [5, 6], and White & Tucker [7]. Here, fuel
is considered as a collection of spherical fuel grains,
where fission gas exists as single, freely diffusing at-
oms. To solve the diffusion equation in the grain,
SPHERE-3 divides the 3-dimensional fuel grain into 9
equally-spaced layers. On their way out of the grain,
gas atoms may become trapped at immobile intra-
granular bubbles, or at as-fabricated pores. Bubbles
grow by absorbing gas atoms before being destroyed
by a fission fragment (intra-granular resolution). Pores
are also absorbing fission gas but, due to their large
size, cannot be destroyed by a fission fragment.

After entering a grain boundary, atoms are immedi-
ately absorbed into grain boundary bubbles, which
grow until they are interlinked, and whereupon excess
gas after interlinkage is vented off; i.e., gas release is
initiated. Because of the resolution from the grain
boundaries back to the grain, grain boundaries act as
imperfect sinks for diffusing gas atoms (inter-granular
resolution).

A model has been included to calculate the gas swept
out by the moving grain boundaries during the growth
of the equiaxed grains. Additionally, the pores which
form columnar grains are assumed to sweep out and
release 100% of the fission gas. The description of the
fission gas model in SPHERE-3 is given in [3].

Numerous new physical models have been added,
including the recent Lucuta model for degradation of
thermal conductivity [9], and the code has an option to
read large operation histories (power, coolant tem-
perature) from a separate file [3], and an option to
approximate the initial bed load during a startup ramp
[10]. At input, the possibility exists to give the radial
power profile as a function of time, and a new control
structure allows for free selection of physical models
and material properties from the material property

library. Finally, there is an option for enhanced, time-
dependent thermal creep rate immediately after intro-
ducing a stress which is higher than any which has
existed in the material before [3].

4 OUT-OF-PILE SINTERING TEST

SPHERE has been validated by comparing code pre-
dictions against the following experimental data:

• an out-of-pile experiment with UO2 spheres;
• the AC-3 irradiation test of mixed carbide,

(U,Pu)C, fuel in the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF);
and

• the Halden-Gosgen experiment with UO2 spheres.

In Sections 4, 5 and 6, some results of this validation
programme are presented.

At PSI, an out-of-pile sintering test was performed in
which UO2 spheres were sintered in an Ar/8% H at-
mosphere at temperatures between 1350°C to
1650°C; the duration of sintering varied from 1 to 24
hours. The sintering model of the former code version
SPHERE-2 was compared against data from this test.

Sintered agglomerations of spheres were broken, and
the fractured neck surfaces were photographed using
a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). From the
photographs, the neck sizes were measured and
compared with SPHERE-2 predictions.

The neck ratios calculated by SPHERE were between
9% and 58% higher than the measured values; i.e.,
the sintering calculated by SPHERE was faster than
that measured. However, the differences between
measured and calculated neck sizes were not large,
and the sintering model was left unchanged.

5 AC-3 IRRADIATION TEST

5.1 Test description

The objective of the "Joint USA-Swiss Experiment AC-
S'' was to compare the irradiation performance of
sphere-pac fuel pins fabricated here at PSI by the sol-
gel process against pellet pins fabricated at the Los
Alamos National Laboratory. Ninety-one mixed carbide
(Uo.8Pun.2)C pins were irradiated in FFTF by the
Westinghouse Hanford Company. Sixty-six of them
contained pellet fuel and the remaining twenty five
pins had sphere-pac fuel. The smear density of
sphere-pac pins ranged from 78.8% to 80.3% of the
theoretical density. The irradiation of the AC-3 assem-
bly began in 1986 and ended in 1988. The pins were
irradiated for 620.3 effective full-power days to peak
burnups of 8.4 at.% (% FIMA) at linear powers of up to
84 kW/m.

Before simulating the AC-3 test, the material proper-
ties and models in SPHERE-2 for (U,Pu)C were first
reviewed. As a result, some of the models were first
changed, either to meet the recommendations in the
open literature, or to better suit the hyperstoichiometric
(Uo.8Puo.2)Ci.o4-i.05fuel- Unfortunately, the available
material properties for (U,Pu)C fuels show large scat-
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ter. Consequently, the results of the SPHERE-2 cal-
culation do not have the same confidence level as with
oxide fuels.

5.2 Calculation versus PIE

In destructive post-irradiation examination (PIE), eight
ceramographic sections were cut from four fuel pins.
From these four pins, the pin 3L115, operating at the
highest rating, was selected for comparison against a
SPHERE-2 calculation. The comparison showed that:

• At the outer fuel area, close to the cladding, the
neck sizes calculated by SPHERE-2 were consid-
erable smaller than the measured values; 2.5%
(SPHERE-2 calculation) vs. 9 - 26% (measured).

• Agreement was much better when comparing how
much of the fuel had transformed into a compact
sintered body; 52.5% (SPHERE-2 calculation) vs.
48% (measured); see Fig. 2.

• The SPHERE-2 calculation gave a similar overall
fuel structure to that observed in PIE: the transi-
tion zone between the strongly sintered inner part
and the less sintered outer region was narrow and
distinct. In addition to this, the calculated transition
zone was also in the correct radial position.

Fig. 2: Carbide test AC-3: calculated fuel tempera-
tures and neck ratios (top), comparison of cal-
culated (top) and measured (bottom) size of
compact sintered body.

The seemingly good agreement between the calcu-
lated (5.2%) and measured (4.9%) fission gas release
fractions should not be seen as a measure of the ac-
curacy of the model, but as more or less coincidental
since no precise data for fission gas behaviour in
(U,Pu)C fuels were available.

6 HALDEN-GOSGEN IRRADIATION TEST

6.1 Test description

In 1986, twelve segments containing sphere-pac UO2

fuel produced by the gelation method at PSI, and eight
segments containing UO2 pellets produced by Sie-
mens AG, were loaded into the Swiss Gosgen PWR
(KKG) for a comparative irradiation test. The seg-
ments were grouped to make four full-length KKG fuel
rods. One rod was to be withdrawn at each annual
shutdown for post-irradiation examination in the PSI
hot cells. The irradiation was completed in 1991, after
which non-destructive and destructive post-irradiation
examination was performed at PSI [13].

Sphere-pac segment S15 (Table 2) and pellet seg-
ment NO2 from the one-cycle rod were sent to Halden
for a further ramp test (rapid power increase). After
they were instrumented at the "Institutt for Energitek-
nikk" (IFE) in Norway, they were inserted into the Hal-
den Boiling Water Reactor (Test IFA-550.9). After the
ramp test, the two segments were examined at IFE,
both non-destructively and destructively, and the re-
sults were compared against SPHERE-3 predictions.

Table 2: Specification of segment S15.

DESCRIPTION

Fuel active length
Clad inner/outer
radius
Fuel mass
Smear density
Initial He pressure

Sphere diameter
Mass fraction

As-fabric. porosity

Enrichment U-235

Grain diam. BOLt

INPUT FOR SPHERE-3

39.33
0.4648 / 0.5377

252.24
86.22

22.5 (at 20°C)
Infractions: 1 / 2 / 3

1155/275/39
0.6487/0.1996/

0.1516
0.0125/0.0135/

0.0037
0.0431 / 0.0429/

0.0425
11.6/7.5/12.1

UNIT

cm
cm

g
%
bar

jam

-

—

—

( im

t Beginning of Life

6.2 Modelling segment S15

To model segment S15, 9 axial slices were used, and
70 radial fuel rings. Due to the rod refabrication, after
calculating the Gosgen base irradiation, the fill-gas
pressure, composition and free volume were changed
in SPHERE-3 before restarting for the Halden ramp
test. Halden irradiation was calculated using the com-
plete operation history; i.e., every 15 minutes, new
operation history variables were read from the Halden
data file. The entire irradiation history (Gosgen base
irradiation + Halden ramp test) is shown in Fig. 3.

As SPHERE has no mechanical model, the mechani-
cal bed load, created by the different thermal expan-
sions ofthe fuel and clad, had to be estimated. The
load was assumed to be constant at 0.01 bar, since
the sintering and shrinkage of the "soft" centre zone
relieves the load. However, it was shown that the re-
sults were not sensitive to bed load.
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6.3 Results of the calculation

6.3.1 Calculated fuel temperature

The calculated fuel peak centre temperature during
the entire irradiation is shown in Fig. 3. During the
base irradiation, the fuel temperatures were low, most
of the time under 1250°C. In Halden, the fast initial
sintering led to better fuel thermal conductivity, this
partly compensating for the higher power level. The
power ramp at burnup 1.7% Fissions per Initial Metal
Atom (FIMA) increased the centre temperature quickly
to 2440°C. Because of continuous sintering and power
decline, the fuel centre temperatures decreased
steadily during the rest of the irradiation. Due to the
absence of a fuel-clad gap, the fission-gas release
increases temperatures in sphere-pac fuel much less
than for pellet fuel.

6.3.2 Calculated average fission gas release

The rod-averaged fission gas release fraction is also
shown in Fig. 3. At the end of the irradiation, the cal-
culated fission gas release fraction was 36%. During
the post-irradiation examination (PIE) of segment S15,
a release fraction of around 45% was measured.

SPHERE-3, lenticular pores, while moving towards the
pin centre (creating columnar grains), are assumed to
collect all fission gas in the fuel and release it to the
pin-free space. This is clearly seen in Fig. 4b as an
enhanced release. After the power ramp, temperature
decreased, pore movement ceased, and gas contin-
ued to collect in the fuel grains.
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Fig. 3: Axial peak power, temperature and fission gas
release fraction calculated by SPHERE-3.

6.3.3 Calculated local fission gas release

All the results which follow are shown as three-
dimensional surfaces depicting parameter profiles
(values along the fuel radius) as a function of burnup.
Profiles are shown for axial elevation 327.8 mm, at
which one of the samples for ceramography was taken
(power at this elevation was 99% of the axial peak
power).

Profiles in Fig. 4a (base irradiation) and Fig. 4b
(Halden irradiation) show: i) local cumulative fission
gas production; ii) local, cumulative fission gas re-
lease; and iii) local fission gas remaining in the grain
boundary bubbles.

After the base irradiation, even in the fuel centre, most
of the gas was not released, staying inside the fuel
grains or at the grain boundaries (Fig. 4a). In

FISSION GAS (aloms / cm' cf fuel ring)
Cumulative tisijo/j gas pfoducljco
Osntdative Fission gsa release
Fission gas in grainfccmidaiytxibbles

Fig. 4: Gas concentration profiles as functions of
time:
top: Base irradiation in Gbsgen.
below: Ramp test in Halden.

6.3.4 Calculated sintering

Base irradiation: Figure 5a shows the neck ratio pro-
files along the fuel radius in the fine fraction (39 p.m)
during the base irradiation. The symbol marks the
dominant sintering mechanism at each time step.
Through the entire base irradiation at low tempera-
tures, grain boundary diffusion was the dominant sin-
tering mechanism, and irradiation creep dominated
only in the narrow, cooler area close to the cladding.
At the end of the base irradiation, the maximum neck
ratio at the centre was 27%, and at the area close to
the cladding only 1%. Thus, the fuel had not lost its
original sphere structure. This was confirmed in a PIE
test performed for the sibling rod of S15 after the base
irradiation.
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6.3.5 Calculated restructuring (central void)

Calculation showed no fuel restructuring during the
base irradiation (confirmed with the sibling rod).

Figure 6 shows the calculated fuel density profiles
along the pin radius during the Halden irradiation.
During the power ramp, at burnup of 1.7% FIMA, first
signs of an emerging central void were seen as the
density in the pin centre decreased to 39%. Slightly
further out, calculation showed a nearly void zone, with
a density 6%. This was formed because the pore
movement slowed down near the centre as its driving
force, i.e. the radial temperature gradient, decreased
near the fuel centre. Further outwards still, the density
increased to 91% as the pores moved from that area
towards the centre.

Fig. 5: Neck ratio profiles as a function of time:
top: Base irradiation in Gosgen.
below: Ramp test in Halden.

Halden irradiation: In Halden, the temperatures were
much higher, and the SPHERE-3 calculation showed
rapid sintering.

In the centre of the fuel pin, a compact, sintered body
(x/r = 45%) was formed almost immediately at the
beginning of the test (Fig. 5b). As the necks between
the fuel spheres grew, thermal conductivity increased.
As a result, temperatures decreased, and sintering
slowed down.

The next, steep increase in sintered area was during
the power ramp, at burnup 1.7% FIMA. After this, the
growth of the compact sintered body towards the outer
fuel zones nearly stopped, because:
• at the outer zones, temperatures were lower;
• sintering had decreased the fuel temperatures;

and
• further temperature decrease occurred as a result

of the steadily decreasing power.

At the end of the irradiation, the sintered body con-
sisted of 62.9% of the fuel outer radius. In the area
close to the cladding, temperatures were still less than
those needed to activate sintering mechanisms, and
the neck ratio never exceeded 2 - 3%.

Fig. 6: Fuel density as a function of time (Halden).

6.4 SPHERE-3 calculation versus PIE

Results from the SPHERE-3 calculation are compared
with the ceramographic section at the axial elevation
of 327.8mm in Fig. 7. The section shows four distinct
radial zones, typical for sphere-pac fuel. Starting from
the pin centre:
Zone I: The central void, formed by pores migrating
towards the pin centre. If the power is high enough
(500 - 600 W/cm), a central void can appear in just a
few hours. In Halden, ceramographics (Fig. 7) showed
a nearly voided pin centre and another near-void ring
at 0.6mm from the fuel centre. This structure is very
similar to the calculated structure (Fig. 6).

Zone II: The strongly sintered zone (compact sintered
body), where the original sphere structure is no longer
visible, and the fuel structure is similar to porous pellet
fuel. Early in the life of the fuel, this structure is found
only at high temperatures (e.g. at 30 hours, at tem-
peratures typically > 1500°C). Later, it appears at
lower temperatures (e.g. at 10000 hours, tempera-
tures > 1200°C). At these latter temperatures, fuel is
mechanically "soft", and initial plastic deformation and
thermal creep cause rapid sintering. The SPHERE-3
calculation gave the same radius of the compact sin-
tered body as the ceramographics (62% vs. 62.9%).
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Zone III: The transition zone between the slow- and
the fast-sintering areas is relatively narrow, due to the
small temperature difference needed to shift from slow
to rapid sintering and the large temperature gradient in
the fuel.

Zone IV: The weakly sintered outer zone is where the
original sphere structure is visible. Temperatures are
low (<800°C), and irradiation creep is the dominant
sintering mechanism.

In Table 3, the sintering characteristics measured from
the ceramographic section in Fig. 7 are compared with
results from the SPHERE-3 calculation. The agree-
ment is good in regard to the radius of the compact
sintered body: 62% vs. calculated 62.9%. The calcula-
tion also showed similar overall fuel structure, with a
narrow and distinct transition zone between the com-
pact sintered body and the less sintered outer region.

Only in the outer area, close to the cladding, did
SPHERE-3 underpredict the neck size compared with
the PIE results. The reason could be that, in SPHERE-
3, the sintering mechanisms which dominate at lower
temperatures are too slow. Another possibility is the
radial transport of volatile fission products and fuel
from the centre (by evaporation) to the cooler, outer
zone (where it condenses). Neck growth by this

mechanism has been observed recently in another
experiment, and will be reported later.

Table 3: SPHERE-3 calculation versus PIE.

Position of neck
(from pin centre):

62.4 %

70.7 %

75.0 %

Neck Ratio x/r according to:

PIE

34.3 -44.6%

31.5%

24.7 - 27.0 %

SPHERE-3

44.6 %

28.4 %

21.0%

Compact sintered body {% of fuel radius)

Elevat. 327.8 mm
PIE

61.5-62.5%
SPHERE-3

62.9 %

Fission gas release fraction (rod average).

After irradiation:
-in Gosgen:
-in Halden:

RE

0.8 %
45%

SPHERE-3

1.36%
36%

\ -

Radii of zones calculated with SPHERE-3:

Zone IV: Original sphere
structure still visible

Zone III: Narrow transition zone

Zone II : Compact sintered body

Zone I: First signs of
a central void

Columnar grains

Fig. 7: Gosgen-Halden test, rod S15. Zones calculated with SPHERE-3 compared with ceramographics.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The sphere-pac fuel code SPHERE-3 has been thor-
oughly reviewed, and old models have been up-dated
or replaced. In addition, new features have been
added, enabling experiments with higher temperatures
and higher burnups to be simulated.

Modelling the irradiation of sphere-pac fuel has so far
been very successful, as the comparison of the
SPHERE-3 results with experimental data has dem-

onstrated. Particular improvements have been noted
in the following areas:

1. The fuel re-structuring (pore migration) model of
SPHERE-3 could produce the same fuel structure
observed in ceramographics.

2. The radius of the compact sintered body (where
the original sphere structure has transformed into
porous pellet structure) has been calculated cor-
rectly. However, in the outer fuel area, close to the
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cladding, the neck sizes calculated by SPHERE-3
have been generally smaller than the measured
values.

3. The fission-gas release model in SPHERE-3 could
predict about the same gas release as measured.
However, two parameters need to be set: the tem-
perature above which columnar grains are formed
(set as 1600°C), and a parameter for gas resolu-
tion from grain boundaries.

In the next phase, SPHERE-3 will be used for the
layout of a MOX sphere-pac irradiation test in the
"High Flux Reactor" at Petten (NL).
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THE NAGRA/PSI THERMOCHEMICAL DATABASE: NEW DEVELOPMENTS

W. Hummel, U. Berner, F.J. Pearson Jr.1), T. Thoenen
1''Ground-Water Geochemistry, 411 East Front Street,

New Bern, NC 28560, USA

The development of a high quality thermochemicai database for performance assessment is a scientifically fasci-
nating and demanding task, and is not simply collecting and recording numbers. The final product can by visualised
as a complex building with different storeys representing different levels of complexity. The present status report
illustrates the various "building blocks" which we believe are integral to such a database structure.
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1 PROLOGUE

Thermochemical databases are developed and used
in many research areas related to chemistry (e.g. pe-
trology, metallurgy, oceanography, geochemistry, ore
deposits research, etc.). The Nagra/PSI thermo-
chemicai database, primarily maintained at PSI, is
particularly dedicated for use in the safety assessment
of long-term storage of radioactive waste.

For the scientists involved, thermodynamic database
work is a fascinating and demanding task, but prog-
ress reporting on this subject is sometimes difficult.
The work may consist of many tasks which, individu-
ally, are not of extraordinary interest to a broader
audience. The work's significance usually lies in the
final correlation of all the individual subtasks, and self-
contained aspects suited for publication are rather the
exception.

Consequently, the present status report does not treat
any aspects of database construction in depth, nor
does it provide improved thermodynamic constants.
Rather, the report illustrates the different "building
blocks" which we believe are essential components of
a high quality thermodynamic database structure.

Let us start our description at the top of the structure
supported by the "Nagra/PSI Thermochemicai Data-
base":

2 THE DOME OF MODEL APPLICATION

The capstone, directly supported by the "Nagra/PSI
Thermochemicai Database", is the safety assessment
of Swiss radioactive waste repositories. Geochemical
models using the database are expected to produce
reliable, quantitative predictions of the long-term be-
haviour of involved radionuclides. A further task is the
quantitative chemical description of host rocks, in-
cluding their associated groundwaters. The content of
the database is therefore not restricted only to hazard-
ous radioactive nuclides, but includes extensions to
many other elements of geological relevance.

Other important model applications include the
evaluation of in-house experiments, as well as the
appraisal of published thermodynamic data. Such
evaluation in turn requires sound supporting data.
Because earlier studies did not include all present day
findings, it becomes essential to re-evaluate older
results and conclusions with the help of more recent
thermodynamic evidence. This leads to the next level
of our structure.

3 THE PILLARS OF GEOCHEMICAL MODEL-
LING

In our opinion, the need to have a comprehensive
collection of high quality thermodynamic data is self-
evident. Our own database is documented in [1] and
[2]. However, numbers alone do not guarantee a sen-
sible, problem-oriented application. It is essential that
experienced scientists, well acquainted with detailed
problem requirements, use the available data in a well-
directed way. This element is very important for the
application of a thermodynamic database, and repre-
sents the "Concepts & Expert Knowledge" pillar of our
structure.

The concepts are essential constituents of all per-
formance-assessment models since they provide the
basic framework, and define relevant ranges, for
model applications. Concepts include generic issues
like type of waste, methods of disposal, assumed re-
lease pathways, barrier systems, principal chemical
processes, etc. A careful evaluation, involving thor-
ough system knowledge, is needed to derive appropri-
ate model-system definitions from the given concepts.
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In an ideal world, many scientists from different re-
search areas would contribute, in an interdisciplinary
way, to what we call "Expert Knowledge". This in-
cludes sound chemical basic knowledge (classification
and interrelation of substances, judgement of chemi-
cal plausibility, knowledge of experimental methods,
etc.). Other items, such as experience with natural
geochemical/geological systems, the identification of
problem-relevant processes, the recognition of data
gaps and, last but not least, the ability to transform
complex facts into quantitative models, also contribute
to expert knowledge. Considerable expertise in these
areas has accrued at PSI, and relevant publications
and PSI reports may be found under http://www.psi.ch
(click Science/Technology, Waste Management).
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' 3-
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Fig. 1: A test case for our simplified, empirical model
for ionic strength corrections based on the SIT
formalism: curium carbonate complexation in
concentrated NaCI solutions; the experimental
data (squares) are taken from [4]. The solid
lines represent SIT fits [3], with only two ad-
justable parameters per line: the stability con-
stant log K° at zero ionic strength and one SIT
parameter. The authors of [4] applied the
Pitzer formalism [3] with 4 adjustable pa-
rameters: log K° and 3 Pitzer parameters. The
resulting fits are the same within the uncer-
tainty of the experimental data, and hence the
simpler SIT formalism can be used to describe
curium carbonate complexation in con-
centrated NaCI solutions.

4 THE BUILDING STONES: ADVANCED THER-
MODYNAMIC DATA

Thermodynamic data per se are not sufficient to pro-
vide a quantitative picture of chemical processes. To
obtain sensible predictions for chemical systems, it is
necessary to link the pure numbers from the database
to chemical models. Currently we are investigating
several problem areas at PSI:

• Development of a simplified, empirical model for
ionic strength corrections based on the Specific
Ion-Interaction Theory (SIT) formalism [3]. The
model uses the fact that NaCI is the dominant con-
tribution to enhanced ionic strength in many safety-
relevant applications. This approach tries to keep
the number of interaction coefficients required by
the SIT formalism as low as possible (Fig.1).

• The systematics of actinide(IV) complex formation
with relevant ligands (i.e. OH~ CO3

2~, ...). An ex-
tension to other redox states (VI, V, III) is foreseen.

• In Swiss repository concepts, hydrated cements
play a key role as matrix and barrier materials. To
quantitatively describe these high-pH materials, in-
cluding their interplay with trace elements, we are
investigating new approaches using GEM (Gibbs
energy minimisation) algorithms to describe solid
solutions. Non-ideal solid solutions will require
evaluation of additional interaction parameters.

5 THE BUILDING STONES: BASIC THERMODY-
NAMIC DATA

An additional layer of building stones is required. In the
previous paragraph, we stated that thermodynamic
values per se are not sufficient to make sensible geo-
chemical predictions. However, there is no doubt that
high quality data are necessary for reliable prognoses.
But, what distinguishes high quality numbers from
others? The answer cannot be given a priori. Usually,
one is dependent on results published in the literature,
since in-house experiments are seldom available.
Unfortunately, publications are not always produced
with the necessary care, and the appraisal of data
from various studies may become a real adventure
(Fig. 2).

Currently we are involved in a series of reviews, as
itemized below.

5.1 Carbonate Reviews

• Nickel Carbonate Complexes

All aqueous nickel carbonate constants published to
date originate from estimation methods. Some of
these "constants" proved to be mere telephone num-
bers. But even the more serious estimation proce-
dures still resulted in uncertainty ranges of two orders
of magnitude for the estimated constants.
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"determined" by the
"Garrels melhod"
Zhorovetal. (1976)

Zhorovetal. (1976)

t
Smith and Martell

(19B9)

Ionic Strength (M NaCI)

Fig. 2: An example of a data diagenesis process: A
nickel carbonate constant was "determined"
by "Garrels method" [5]; i.e., was estimated
using a plot of stability constants versus elec-
tronegativity, found in the popular textbook of
Garrels and Christ [6] and then extrapolated to
I = 0.7 M. This number appears now in the
"Critical Stability Constants" of Smith and
Martell [7], ostensibly originating from an ex-
perimental study. Subsequently, it was se-
lected by the authors of a "Critical Re-evalua-
tion of Stability Constants" [8], and "corrected
to I = 0" using a different method for ionic
strength correction.

• Zirconium Carbonate Complexes

We have estimated the stability of aqueous zirconium
carbonate complexes, and then predicted the influ-
ence of these complexes on the solubility of zirconia
(ZrO2) at high CO2 partial pressure (Fig.3, [9]). Recent
experimental work at PSI corroborates our predictions.

log p5 =39, pH=9,1=0.1

-3.4 -2.6 -2.2 -1.8

log pCO2 / atm
-1.4

Fig. 3: Zr speciation in equilibrium with monoclinic
zirconia (ZrC^) as a function of the CO2 gas
partial pressure. The stability constants of the
zirconium carbonate species Zr(CC>3)56" and
Zr(OH)3CC>3' have been estimated by chemi-
cal analogy with thorium [9].

• Fe(lll) Carbonate Complexes

An in-depth review of the only publication dealing with
aqueous Fe(lll) carbonate complexes revealed a se-
ries of inconsistencies and unresolved experimental
ambiguities. A detailed comment to this paper has
been sent to the journal [10]. Nevertheless, this study
indicates that Fe(lll) carbonate complexation is an
important process in carbonate-rich groundwaters
(Fig. 4).

• Me(ll) Carbonates (Solids)

The solubility products of the transition metals, and
some other Me(II) carbonates, have been re-evaluated
[11]. The final set of recommended values reveals a
consistent pattern (Fig. 5). In addition, a reliable esti-
mate of the uncertainties associated with these con-
stants is also given [11].

-1 -

Fig. 4: Calculated predominance area diagram of the
Fe(lll) hydroxide - carbonate system in the
range 0 < pH <14 as a function of the CC>2(g)
partial pressure, at I = 0 and 25°C. Revised
equilibrium constants [10] have been used for
the complex Fe(CO3)2~. The small predomi-
nance area of Fe(CO3)2' corresponds to log
P2 = 20, the extended one to log p2 = 22. This
represents the uncertainty of the stability con-
stants derived from the experimental data [10].
The precipitation of solids is suppressed.

5.2 Sulphide Review

An extensive review and evaluation of solubility prod-
ucts of sulphide minerals and stability constants of
metal-(bi)sulphide complexes comprising Co, Ni, Zn,
Mo, Tc, Pd, Ag, Sn, Sb, and Pb is reaching comple-
tion. The review emphasises the importance of metal-
(bi)sulphide complexes, the neglect of which may re-
sult in severe underestimation of metal solubilities in
sulphidic waters, and emphasise the need to check
geochemical models with natural environments.
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Fig. 5: Solubility products for M(ll) carbonates. The
values found in popular data collections [7, 12]
are inconsistent, and contradict well-estab-
lished chemical principles. A detailed review of
the original papers, and a thorough expert
evaluation of the quality of the experimental
data, resulted in a significantly improved over-
all consistency of the recommended values
[11].

5.3 Silicate Review

A detailed review of aqueous metal silicate complexes
and the solubility of silica has recently been started.
The importance of polymeric silicates and metal sili-
cate complexes will be assessed for geochemical
modelling.

5.4 Review of simple organic ligands

One of us [WH] chairs the OECD NEA review team on
simple organic ligands. The review comprises the
ligands oxalate, citrate, Ethylenediaminetetraacetate
(EDTA) and Isosaccharinic acid (ISA), and their com-
plexation with radionuclides and major competing
cations. The work of the review team commenced in
1998 and the publication of the review is foreseen for
2001.

The objective of these reviews is to gain a deeper
understanding of relevant chemical systems, to im-
prove the quality of existing constants, and to provide
new data. It is necessary to check the consistency of
improved or new estimates with the existing database.
The procedure of reviewing, updating and adding data
is therefore an iterative process which should finally
lead to a chemically consistent, high-quality database.

6 THE FOUNDATION

Supporting our structure is the principle on which fur-
ther developments of the Nagra/PSI thermochemical
database should focus:

- Arriving at a chemically consistent database is an
essential goal. The database should consider and
reflect basic chemical principles (i.e. similar be-
haviour of similar classes of compounds).

The consequences of "data-holes" must be
checked, particularly in the case of safety-relevant
applications. It is important to supply missing data,
either by chemically consistent estimates or by ex-
perimental evaluations.

Wherever possible, the quality of individual data
items should be evaluated and refined, based on
independent experimental investigations.

Internationally approved and recommended values
from the NEA Thermochemical Data Base Project
will be included in the Nagra/PSI database.

Modifications of values, and recommendations for
and against their use in individual applications,
need detailed documentation. These documents
have to be included as part of the database.

Non-essential ballast, such as irrelevant high tem-
perature phases, very soluble, hydrolysable or un-
stable compounds etc., should be excluded from
the database.

o
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Fig. 6: Calculated solubility of sphalerite (ZnS) in the
pH range 7 to 9. The solubility curves
(calculated with the best available thermody-
namic data derived from solubility measure-
ments) show that Zn-(bi)sulphide complexes
may not be neglected [13]. However, a com-
parison with total zinc concentrations in aque-
ous sulphidic environments (triangles: anoxic
ocean basins and fjords; circles: European
deep groundwaters) reveals that the model
affords only a poor representation of these
data [13].
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SORPTION DATA BASES AND MECHANISTIC SORPTION STUDIES

M.H. Bradbury

In common with many other countries with a nuclear programme, the Swiss concept for the disposal of
radioactive waste is focused on deep burial in specially constructed repositories in geologically stable host
rocks. Under such conditions, the most likely means whereby radionuclides might return to the biosphere
involves their transport in slowly moving groundwaters. The sorption of radionuclides by solid phases in the
engineered barriers within the repository, and in the surrounding geological media, limits their release and
retards their movement. Performance assessment studies for disposal concepts are carried out by Nagra,
the National Cooperative for the Disposal of Radioactive Waste, in which various release scenarios are
examined, and "doses to Man"calculated. The uptake of radionuclides by immobile phases is one of the
pillars upon which the safety case rests. Hence, sorption databases are very important data sets for per-
formance assessments. The methodology lying behind the construction of sorption databases, and some
aspects of the supporting experimental work, are briefly described in this report. Flexible, long-term, fo-
cused research programmes are required to properly understand the radionuclide/rock/groundwater sys-
tem, and this is an essential pre-requisite for producing robust state-of-the-art sorption databases.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Waste Management Laboratory (LES) has been
carrying out research associated with the geological
disposal of radioactive waste for more than two dec-
ades. The work is undertaken on behalf of the Swiss
Federal Government, which is ultimately responsible
for wastes arising from medicine, industry and re-
search, and within the framework of a long-term, col-
laborative agreement with the National Cooperative for
the Disposal of Radioactive Waste, Nagra.

The safe disposal of radioactive waste is undoubtedly
an onerous task. Performance Assessment (PA)
studies are carried out by Nagra for formations identi-
fied as potential host rock for radioactive waste dis-
posal, and these form an important and integral part in
planning the procedures for obtaining the necessary
permissions in the steps towards the realisation of a
repository. In such an assessment, model concepts
and databases developed for the near-field (the engi-
neered barriers), and for the far-field (the host and
surrounding rock formations), are applied in a series
of scenarios, and a dose to Man from the repository is
subsequently calculated. These potential doses are
then compared with the protection objectives. Impor-
tant open questions, and areas of greatest uncertainty,
may be identified from such studies, and priorities set
for measuring and evaluating safety-relevant pa-
rameters.

Sorption* onto the engineered barrier materials within
the repository, and the mineral components of the host
rock formation, play decisive roles in limiting and re-
tarding the release of radionuclides to the biosphere.
The up-take of radionuclides onto immobile phases is
one of the pillars upon which safety for a radioactive
waste repository system is built [1]. The multi-barrier
design concept requires that a sorption database

Sorption is often expressed in terms of a distribution ratio, R$,
defined as the quantity of an element taken up by the solid phase
per unit mass divided by the concentration of that element in
solution at equilibrium.

(SDB) is available for each of the barriers. In the near-
field, there are cementitious materials for low- and
intermediate-level waste, bentonite for high-level
waste and, for the far-field, rock formations such as
Opalinus clay, granites and marls.

The main subject matter of this article is the descrip-
tion of the processes by which SDBs are set up. The
last section emphasises the importance of the labo-
ratory-based experimental programme, and briefly
describes the scope of the research activities on radi-
onuclide uptake onto clay minerals and argillaceous
rocks, which form the basis for SDB work.

2 SORPTION DATA BASES

2.1 Background

Site and repository specific SDBs for PA require a
quantitative knowledge of repository features: nuclide
inventory data, porewater chemistries and thermody-
namic data, for example, are needed to assess limits
for nuclide concentrations in the near-field, and the
maximum possible concentrations entering the far-
field. Some of the basic geological and geochemical
input data required for the SDB work include major
and minor mineralogies of the host rock and their
ranges, solubility limit-determining phases, ground-
water composition, the natural aqueous background-
element concentrations, element inventories of the
whole rock, soluble organics (type, concentration,
complexation characteristics) pH, and redox. A com-
plete and internally consistent thermo-dynamic data-
base is also essential for radionuclide speciation cal-
culations. And last, but certainly not least, reliable
sorption data for some 30 or more safety-relevant
elements must be acquired. When all of these, and
other dataset requirements are considered, it may be
appreciated that the breadth of information required to
produce SDBs is very large.

Additional factors requiring consideration may in
themselves be major research topics. For example, in
a low- and intermediate-level repository, the effects on
sorption of the following processes must be assessed
and quantified:
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i. leaching of cement components (degradation) by
deep, slow-moving groundwaters, leading to
changes in the water chemistry in the near-field
and, eventually, in the composition of the hardened
cement paste [2];

ii. alkaline and radiolytic degradation of cellulosic
materials (tissue paper, cotton, wood) arising from
some waste streams, which lead to the formation
of complexing organic ligands [3]; and

iii. the potential release of a long pulse of hyperalka-
line fluid (pH>12.5) into the surrounding rock,
leading to dissolution reactions, secondary mineral
precipitation and changes in groundwater chemis-
try [4].

An example of a case in which a critical issue was
identified, and a research programme set up to re-
solve it, is highlighted by the results given in Table 1.
The data relate to the influence of the aqueous phase
complexation of organic cellulose degradation prod-
ucts with some key radionuclides on the sorption in the
near-field. The reduction in sorption depends on the
concentration of the organic ligand and the complexa-
tion constant. The literature data available at the time
indicated that both parameters were likely to be high,
leading to significant decreases in sorption values; i.e.,
high reduction factors. Put into a physical context, a
reduction factor (RF) of 10 implies that 10 times more
radionuclides are present in the mobile aqueous
phase (assuming that sorption is independent of con-
centration).

Table 1 : Selected SDB values [5] and sorption reduc-
tion factors, calculated from both the open
literature and newly measured "in-house"
data, for the chemical degradation products
of cellulose in a cementitious low- and inter-
mediate-level waste repository.

Element

Ni

Zr

Tc

Th

Pu

U

Np

Am

Sorption

(m3kg-i)

0.1

5

1

5

5

5

5

5

RF values
deduced from
literature data

10

20'000

10

20'000

20'000

100

100

20'000

RF values de-
duced from LES
measurements

10

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

The second column in Table 1 gives the sorption val-
ues in the absence of degradation products, and the
third column the sorption RFs deduced on the basis of
literature data. Sorption RFs of 20'000 (Zr, Th, Pu,
Am) would imply that the sorption is very weak and,
consequently, that the important retardation effect of
the near-field barriers is seriously impaired. Clearly,
because of the potential magnitude of the effects, this
was something which had to be investigated further.

The RFs based on a three-year LES study on cellu-
lose degradation products and their complexation,
given in the fourth column of Table 1, are many orders
of magnitude smaller. (The justifications for the low RF
values have been fully documented; see, for example,
[3]).

In summary, what was thought initially to be a major
factor, capable of drastically reducing radionuclide
retention, and which would have had repository design
and financial consequences, turned out to be of only
relatively minor importance. However, a research pro-
gramme was necessary to demonstrate this.

2.2 The Approach

All countries having a radioactive waste disposal pro-
gramme are interested in the interaction of radionu-
clides with near-and far-field materials, and conse-
quently have "sorption programmes" of some sort;
quite simply because the effect of retardation in radi-
onuclide migration is so important. Thus, internation-
ally, there is great interest in "sorption", reflected in the
large pool of data available. Under the auspices of the
Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA), a first step was made
to collect and collate this rather large amount of sorp-
tion data. The project, known as the ISIRS Project,
began in 1981, but was terminated in 1991, primarily
because experts from the participating countries
judged this form of "number collecting"to be difficult to
use, and to be of limited practical applicability [6]. Part
of the difficulty was that the data consisted primarily of
single-point measurements and, because the under-
standing of sorption processes was generally weak,
the extrapolation of values to different specific sys-
tems could not be made in a scientifically credible
manner. Since then a series of international work-
shops has been held (Interlaken, Switzerland, 1991;
Stanford, USA, 1993; Oxford, UK, 1997), again under
the auspices of the NEA, with the emphasis strongly
biased towards sorption mechanisms, and the predic-
tion of sorption behaviour via models incorporated into
geochemical speciation codes. Of course, the ap-
proach taken by the different National Institutes to the
question of sorption, and the models used, do vary. A
new NEA-sponsored international forum is currently
being set up to discuss these, and other, issues.

Over the past several years, in parallel with the above,
and taking into account current international efforts in
the field, LES has been developing its own approach
to the process of compiling SDBs. At an early stage it
was realised that previously there has been little or no
continuity between different compilations of SDBs for
the same system. Generally, the production of SDBs
consisted of a series of separate, almost uncon-
nected, exercises. Part of the new approach involved
the compilation of an initial, well-documented SDB for
a specific system, which was as complete as the ex-
isting data pool allowed. The experience gained in
setting up SDBs was used, together with the results
from performance-assessment studies, to identify
important gaps in our knowledge, and to define the
direction of future experimental research priorities. It
cannot be too strongly emphasised how essential the
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feedback is between experimental studies, the SDB
work and performance assessment results to in-
creasing system understanding and the long-term
development of robust SDBs. From time to time, and
as required, "SDB updates"are foreseen. These up-
dates would always be based on the previous version
of a particular SDB, and would only include new infor-
mation and/or data leading to (potentially) significant
changes to, or re-appraisals of, the data values them-
selves, or to the procedures for obtaining/modifying
them. In this way the traceability of the selected sorp-
tion values is assured.
Briefly, the approach to compiling SDBs is to select
the "best laboratory sorption values" from the "in-
house" and literature data considered to be the most
relevant to a given system. As discussed in [7], many
factors play a role in the choices made but, without
doubt, "expert judgements an important component
in the process. The initially selected values are then
tailored to specific near-field/far-field reference sys-
tems (see next section). These tailored laboratory data
are then further modified to convert them to "in situ
sorption values". The SDBs thus contain sorption val-
ues applying to the in situ conditions appropriate to the
particular system in question. This process is de-
scribed in [8].

An important objective of the work is to document the
sources of sorption data used and, in particular, the
processes by which data selections were made and
amended. The main guiding principles here are
"transparency"and "traceability". The documentation
should be such that any third party now, or in the fu-
ture, would be able to see clearly from where the labo-
ratory measured sorption data originated, why they
were selected, and how they were modified to corre-
spond to the various specific "in situ"conditions. It
should be possible, from the information provided, to
make an independent judgement as to the "quality"of
the selected data. Inherent within this entire process is
also the justification for, and defensibility of, the se-
lected values. The importance of the latter considera-
tions in aiding regulators to understand and make
judgements on the quality and validity of the selected
values is an important aspect of the process.

2.3 Treatment of selected sorption values:
"Tailoring"

In compiling an SDB, it is hardly ever the case that all
of the sorption values required have been measured
on that particular system, let alone their spatial and
temporal variations. Some specific "in-house" meas-
urements are usually available, and it is one of the
tasks of LES to increase this body of data by strategic
measurements and investigations. Inevitably, much of
the data will come from the open literature.

The rock/water systems used in experiments to gen-
erate the sorption data reported in the open literature
will not generally be the same as those defined for the
reference system. Some means is therefore required
to either justify the use of literature sorption data di-
rectly, or a chemically reasonable procedure needs to
be defined by which the literature data can be

"tailored" or modified to correspond to the reference
system conditions.

As an example, the procedures adopted for setting up
SDBs for argillaceous rocks will be briefly described.
In such systems, the clay mineral components are
essentially responsible for the sorption characteristics,
and the uptake of radionuclides, generally at trace
concentrations (<10"7 M), is interpreted predominantly
in terms of two mechanisms: cation exchange and
surface complexation, see [9-11]. By viewing sorption
in terms of these uptake models, trends and insights
into processes can be identified, which in turn allow
deductions to be made concerning how sorption de-
pends on some key system parameters.

As an aid to choosing the "best available sorption val-
ues", a "selection hierarchy" was set up based on the
degree of confidence in the data from the various
sources. First priority was given to "in-house"sorption
isotherm* measurements carried out under chemically
similar conditions to those existing "in situ". A high
level of confidence can be assigned to such data sets
which yield a consistent picture of sorption over a
range of concentrations.

Table 2 shows the elements for which "in-house"
sorption data have been measured for Opalinus clay
(OPA). Sorption values for the chemical analogues
listed can be deduced from the measured data. In the
last column, the most probable sorption mechanisms
are listed.

The next type of preferred data are sorption isotherm
measurements on major clay mineral components of
the particular argillaceous rock. The measurement
conditions for such single-mineral investigations are
well defined in almost all cases, which allows the tai-
loring procedures to be applied with more certainty;
see later.

Table 2: Opalinus clay: elements for which "in-house"
sorption data have been measured, chemi-
cal analogues and principal sorption mecha-
nisms.

Element

Sr
Cs
Ni
Eu(lll)

Sn
Th(IV)

Se

Chemical ana-
logues
Ra

Co, Pb, Fe, Cd
Lanthanides,
Trivalent actinides
Zr, Nb, Hf
Pu(IV), Np(IV),
U(IV)

Sorption data

Single point
Isotherm
Isotherm
Isotherm

Single point
Isotherm

Isotherm

Sorption
mechanism
CE
CE
CE + SC
CE + SC

unknown
unknown

LE
CE Cation Exchange
SC Surface Complexation
LE Ligand Exchange

# Sorption isotherm: plot of the quantity of an element taken up by
unit mass of solid as a function of equilibrium aqueous concen-
trations measured at a constant water chemistry (composition,
pH and redox potential).
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The usefulness of sorption data measured on geo-
chemically similar argillaceous rock systems depends
critically on how well the experimental conditions were
defined. In the majority of cases, sorption isotherms
are not measured. Further, essential data sets (water
chemistry, mineralogies, cation exchange values) are
often incomplete, or even missing, which makes
modification of sorption values to the reference condi-
tions difficult.

In the literature, there is a large pool of single-point
measurements in which sorption has been determined
under one set of conditions, and at one concentration.
Generally, such data must be viewed as being consid-
erably less useful than isotherm data.

Sometimes reliable sorption data for a particular ele-
ment are not available at all. The only option then is to
select a chemical analogue for which sorption data are
available, and make a selection on this basis. How-
ever, it is necessary to define clearly how chemical
analogy is applied in practice for this purpose [10].

Once the selection of laboratory sorption values has
been made, they are then tailored or modified to the
reference system. (Details are given in [8, 10]).

Sorption depends on many factors, but the principal
ones are:

site capacity of the sorbing sites on the solid;

the sorption affinity of these sites for a particular ele-
ment (usually expressed in terms of a selectivity coef-
ficient or an intrinsic surface complexation constant);

aqueous speciation. since this can affect the concen-
tration of the sorbing species in solution;

trace nuclides, e.g. concentration of inactive isotopes,
concentration of competing species; and

Based on the above, and the identification of a sorp-
tion mechanism for a particular radionuclide, tailoring
of sorption data is carried out over the mineralogy and
groundwater chemistry of the reference system.

Mineralogy: Selected literature sorption values,
whether measured on clay minerals, or sediments or
argillaceous rocks, are scaled to the reference miner-
alogy over their respective cation exchange capacities.

pH: The sorption of cations/anions at trace concentra-
tions on clay mineral is almost invariably a function of
pH. The dependency can be strong in the cases of
transition of heavy metals and actinides, see for ex-
ample [9], [12]. The modification of selected literature
sorption values to the pH corresponding to the refer-
ence case is often an important one, and is element
dependent [8], [10].

Speciation: The complexation of radionuclides with
inorganic and organic ligands can influence sorption
and therefore corrections need to be made which re-
flect this if the water chemistries in the literature
measurements and in the reference case are different.

Finally, sorption data are predominantly measured on
crushed rock samples, and some modification factor
needs to be applied to the data to reflect the fact that
the surfaces accessible for sorption reactions in intact
rock may be different. A factor called the "Lab to Field
Transfer Factor", based on surface area measure-
ments of intact and crushed rock [14], is used to make
this modification to the data.

It is important to build confidence in the selected sorp-
tion values and to show, wherever possible, that there
is a consistency between data selected from different
systems, once treated according to the procedures
given above.

Hence, in the event that reliable measurements for the
same radionuclide from different sources are avail-
able, in-situ values are constructed for all of them.
This enables "tailored data" from sometimes very dif-
ferent systems to be compared and contrasted on the
same basis, and allows a general overview of the con-
sistency of the values to be obtained. Examples for Ni
and Sn are given in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.

Although there are exceptions in both cases, the ma-
jority of the calculated, in-situ values lie well within the
ranges predicted by the estimated uncertainty factors.

One final, but very important, point needs to be made
concerning the error associated with the sorption val-
ues in the sorption data base. The question of uncer-
tainty is one which is seldom discussed or examined
directly in SDBs, mainly because it is such a difficult
point to address in the sequence of modifications
needed to transform crushed rock batch sorption data
into values appropriate to the bulk-rock, in-situ condi-
tions.

The problem is often circumvented by the
"realistic/conservative" terminology. These terms are
never quantitatively defined, which leaves them open
to almost any interpretation. A first attempt to rectify
the situation, and to devise a procedure for estimating
uncertainty in a transparent and traceable manner,
has been made in the latest SDB produced for
Opalinus clay, [10]. Briefly, the procedure was to as-
sign errors to the selected, individual, experimental
values, and to each of the "tailoring" steps applied to
obtain the final "in-situ" sorption value. The overall
uncertainty, which may be different for different radi-
onuclides, was then the product of all the uncertainty
factors. While this is a step in the right direction, it is
recognised that further development of the methodol-
ogy is certainly required.

Periodic updates of existing SDBs are necessary. For
example, when bore cores of site-specific material
become available, new information also becomes
available (geochemical data, data on heterogeneity,
sorption measurements, etc.), and this knowledge
must be incorporated into an updated SBD, so that it
remains "state-of-the-art". Maintaining SDBs at such a
level reduces the uncertainty at strategic points, al-
lowing optimisation of the repository system.
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Table 3: Examples of Ni sorption data from different
sources "tailored" to the Opalinus clay refer-
ence condition [10].

Reference

[15]

[15]

[16]

[17]

[18]

[19]

[17]

Solid
phase

OPA

OPA

Illite

Illite

Illite

Marl

Marl

Liquid
phase

OPA.
SGW1
OPA.
SGW2
Glattfel
den
SGW
Marl
SGW.
0.1 M
NaCIO
4
Marl
SGW
Marl
SGW

PH

7.8

6.3

7.7

8.3

7.0

7.3

8.2

Type of
data

Iso-
therm
Iso-
therm
Iso-
therm

Iso-
therm
Iso-
therm

Iso-
therm
Iso-
therm

Rdiit
(m3 kg-1)

4.5

0.2

5.0

4

6.3

0.8

5

P
d in situ

(m3 kg"1)
4.1

2.8

1

3.9

7.3

1.1

9.2

SGW Synthetic Groundwater
OPA: Opalinus Clay
The calculated uncertainty factor for the Ni in situ Rj values is 6.4.

Table 4: Examples of Sn sorption data from different
sources "tailored" to the Opalinus clay refer-
ence condition [10].

Reference

[15]

[15]

[20]

[20]

[20]

[20]

Solid
phase

OPA

OPA

SedA

Sed B

SedC

SedD

Liquid
phase

OPA
SGW1

OPA
SGW2

SGW
A

SGW
B

SGW
C

SGW
D

pH

6.3

8.1

7.6

5.9

6.6

8

Type of
data

Single
point

Single
point

Single
point

Single
point

Single
point

Single
point

Rdiit

(m3kg-1)

125

145

25

45

9.6

29

P
^d in silu

(m3kg"1)

104

120

83

104

20

113

SGW Synthetic Groundwater
Sed: Quartz-rich sediment
The calculated uncertainty factor for the Sn in situ Rj values is 6.4.

3 MECHANISTIC SORPTION STUDIES

The development of the sorption data base work to its
present form and level of sophistication would not
have been possible without a long-term, focused re-
search effort.

The goal of the experimental programme is to under-
stand and quantify the processes controlling the up-
take (sorption) and release (desorption) of safety-
relevant radionuclides on materials and minerals im-
portant to the Swiss radioactive waste management
programme. To this end, the experimental work is
directed towards elucidating sorption mechanisms,
and the development of models which can predict
sorption in real systems. The activities are a mixture of

applied and fundamental experimental work, together
with model/code development. The aim is not to un-
derstand each system in every last detail but, rather,
to demonstrate a sufficiently detailed understanding of
the sorption processes so that any simplified descrip-
tion used subsequently in PA studies can be justified
and defended.

In general, the sorption behavior of nuclides in multi-
component, natural rock/groundwater systems is in-
herently too complex and multi-faceted to be under-
stood and analysed directly in terms of mechanisms
and their associated parameters. The basic philoso-
phy chosen in the LES programme is to investigate a
simplified system first, and then, using this under-
standing as a basis, increase the complexity in a
stepwise, systematic manner until the natural system
is reached. (The so-called "bottom up"approach.) In
this manner, important processes can be identified
along the way, and taken into account.

Clay minerals, such as illite and kaolinite, are present
at significant levels in many of the argillaceous rock
formations under consideration for the disposal of
radioactive waste. In addition, bentonite (Na- and Ca-
montmorillonite) is of particular relevance in high-level
radioactive waste management programmes since it is
almost the universal choice as back-fill material in the
near-field.

Thus, clay minerals are often the dominant sorbents
for many radionuclides in the near- and far-fields and,
because of their central importance, the retention
characteristics of these three clay minerals have been
the subject of long-term, fundamental investigations.

Over the past few years, a range of procedures was
developed concerning purification and characterisation
of clay mineral systems. It was also necessary to
evolve experimental and analytical methods to under-
stand and interpret clay mineral titration data and
sorption edge*-/isotherm- measurements in terms of
sorption mechanisms, and to extract the important
model parameters. The development of mass-action-
based cation exchange and surface complexation
models, and their incorporation into computer codes
for predicting the sorption data, have proceeded in
parallel with the experimental investigations. Some
examples are given below.

The data points in Fig. 1 show how the uptake of Ni at
trace concentrations (~10-8 M) on a conditioned Na-
montmorillonite varies as a function of pH at three
background electrolyte concentrations of NaCIO4. The
solid lines are calculated using the 2SPNE sorption
model (two site ^rotolysis model with no electrostatics,
[9]). The results shown in Fig. 1, together with further
sorption isotherm data, were used to quantify the
model parameters for the Na-montmorillonite system
such that the model contains no free parameters. The
model, essentially unchanged, has also been suc-
cessfully applied to Ca-montmorillonite systems [13].

Sorption edge: Plot of the distribution ratio, Rd, as a function of pH
measured at trace nuclide concentration and at constant ionic strength.
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Fig. 1: Ni sorption edge on conditioned Na-mont-
morillonite in 0.03 M (A) and 0.01 M (•) and
0.1 M NaCIO4 (O) with S:L ratio = 1.1 g L"1.
The continuous lines are calculated using the
2SPNE model [8].

Nickel equilibrium concentration (M)

Fig. 2: Ni sorption isotherms on SWy-1 montmorillo-
nite with pH = 7.0 and pH = 8.2. The continu-
ous curves are calculated with the 2SPNE
sorption model for montmorillonite, and the
corresponding mineralogical and water com-
positions.

As stated above, a clear aim of the work is to be able
to predict radionuclide uptake in natural systems, and
hence an essential component in the programme is to
test the models against sorption (isotherm) measure-
ments in real systems. As a step in this direction,
sorption isotherms were measured at pHs of 7 and 8.2
on the "as received"SWy-1 montmorillonite, Fig. 2.

The solid lines are the model predictions at the two
pHs and, as can be seen, the reproduction of the
measured values is good.

The sorption characteristics of the clay mineral illite
are particularly important in argillaceous rock systems
such as Opalinus clay, Palfris marl, Boom clay, etc. Cs
sorption data on several pure illite systems was ana-
lysed in terms of a 3-site cation exchange model, and
key parameters describing the uptake of Cs deduced.
A generalised Cs sorption model was then developed
and tested against sorption isotherms measured on
various argillaceous rock/groundwater systems [11].

The results are shown in Fig 3. It should be noted that
there are no free parameters in the model used to
calculate the solid lines, and that the model is able to
predict sorption isotherms on different argillaceous
rock systems from different countries, and measured
in different laboratories. This is a very good example
of the "bottom-up approach" and illustrates the
strength of such an approach in that measurements
on pure illite allow a model to be developed for com-
plex natural mineral assemblages.

"Near-mechanistic"surface complexation model de-
scriptions of sorption have reached a stage where wet
chemistry experiments alone cannot provide the nec-
essary insight required for further advances and im-
provements in understanding. In particular, it is neces-
sary to provide robust links between sorption model
descriptions and what is occurring on sorbent surfaces
at an atomic/molecular level in order to increase confi-
dence in the surface complexation models. Hence, the
experimental work has been extended in the direction
of spectroscopic and microscopic surface-analysis
investigations, centered initially on X-ray Absorption
Fjne Structure Spectroscopy (XAFS), coupled with
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM).
Other surface analysis techniques available at PSI,
such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),
atomic force microscopy (AFM), attenuated total re-
flectance infra red spectroscopy (ATR-IRS), may also
be used, as appropriate.

In order to perform EXAFS experiments, high-energy
X-rays of high brilliance are required, which can only
be provided by synchrotrons. Currently, collaborative
programmes of work are underway involving Brook-
haven, USA, Forschungszentrum Rossendorf
(ROBOL beam-line, ESFR Grenoble), and the Univer-
sity of Grenoble (polarised EXAFS, ESFR Grenoble).

The Swiss Light Source (SLS) is being constructed at
the PSI site and, once this has been completed and
an Environmental EXAFS Beam-line set up, the focus
of the surface analysis work will shift to this new facil-
ity. It is worth mentioning in this context that EXAFS-
based research has increased dramatically world-wide
over the past few years and use of the SLS will enable
us to stay at the forefront of this work. Although our
programme is relatively new, important information
has been revealed concerning clustering/surface pre-
cipitation reactions of Ni at high surface loadings on
montmorillonite surfaces.
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Fig. 3: Cs sorption isotherm measured on (a) Boom clay [21, 22], (b) Oxford clay [23], (c) Valangian marl [24], (d)
Opalinus clay [15]. The continuous lines were calculated using the Generalised Cs Sorption Model [11] tak-
ing into account the ranges of mineralogies and the water composition appropriate for each argillaceous
rock.

Also, in the Ni aqueous concentration regions relevant
for safety assessment studies, evidence for surface
re-arrangement, or further processes occurring after
Ni has been sorbed, has been found. The ongoing and
future investigations will, hopefully, explain the
"irreversible" sorption phenomena observed some
years ago in the same system.

Finally, our EXAFS studies are not just confined to
clay minerals, but are also being applied to cementi-
tious materials, as well as being used in the identifica-
tion of radionuclide organic ligand aqueous phase
complexes.

4 SUMMARY

Retardation through the uptake of radionuclides by
immobile surfaces is one of THE processes of central
importance in any safety assessment study of a radio-

active waste repository, and consequently sorption
databases will always be required. An SDB is a docu-
ment containing state-of-the-art knowledge and data,
synthesised for a specific repository / near-field / far-
field system. Generating a "state-of-the-art" SDB is an
activity requiring a broad, multi-disciplinary approach,
and interactive, co-operative collaboration between
experimentalists, modellers and performance asses-
sors.

In order to make robust, defensible selections, an in-
depth understanding of the radionuclide/rock/ground-
water system as a whole is required. Such a system
understanding can only be achieved and maintained
through flexible, long-term, focused research pro-
grammes of the sort being carried out within LES, and
partially financed by Nagra. The research programmes
are flexible enough to deal with the short-term needs
of Performance Assessment, but have a backbone of
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long-term, fundamental research with "system under-
standing" as the priority aim.
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MICROSTRUCTURAL INVESTIGATIONS AND MONITORING OF LOW-CYCLE FA-
TIGUE DEGRADATION IN META-STABLE AUSTENITIC STEEL

M. Grosse, D. Kalkhof, M. Niffenegger

The microstructurai changes in the pre-crack stage of low-cycle fatigue (LCF) damage in austenitic pipe-
work steels have been characterised by neutron and X-ray diffraction. The LCF damage evolution in the
meta-stable austenitic steel causes a deformation-induced phase transformation from austenite to marten-
site. Thresholds exist for the formation of martensite as a function of both the load amplitude and the num-
ber of LCF cycles. Magnetic stray field and eddy-current measurements were chosen to transfer the re-
sults of material characterisation to an on-line monitoring non destructive testing (NDT) method. The den-
sity and distribution of martensite obtained from neutron diffraction experiments were used for the calibra-
tion of these methods. Both techniques were able to detect the very low amount of martensite in the differ-
ent-aged specimens (0.5 -3.1 vol % martensite, usage factors from 0 to 1).

1 INTRODUCTION

The development of advanced diagnostic systems
able to identify, locate and monitor material degrada-
tion in the microstructures of steels is a new challenge
for non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques. Par-
ticularly in Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs), early detec-
tion of material degradation can contribute to improved
safety and reliability of the primary circuit boundary, as
well as to plant life-time management of certain com-
ponents. Lifetime extension of in-service NPPs has
become an important topic, and has resulted in the
need for advanced safety management tools. Conse-
quently, systems for early detection of material degra-
dation of (pressurised) primary-loop components have
become of increasing importance.

In order to trace the cause of several leaks in cooling
water pipes in the primary circuits of NPPs [1-3],
caused by frequent, localised temperature gradients
(thermal fatigue), deformation-induced changes in the
microstructure of meta-stable austenitic steels were
investigated. It is well known that varying temperatures
and thermal stratification in the pipework of power
plants might produce non-negligible, thermal strains.
Such strains promote the phase transition from a cu-
bic face-centred (fee) austenite to cubic body-centred
(bee) martensite [4].

The structure investigations carried out using metallo-
graphy, as well as neutron and X-ray diffraction, are
primarily intended to identify and quantify martensite
formation in the pre-crack stage of low-cycle fatigue
(LCF) damage in austenitic pipework steels, and the
influencing parameters on such fatigue. Martensite is
a ferromagnetic phase distributed in the austenitic
matrix, which itself is paramagnetic. This opens the
possibility of detecting the martensitic content by
means of magnetometers. In order to monitor the pre-
crack damage state, the application of magnetic NDT
methods, based on magnetic stray-field strength and
eddy current measurements, have been tested.

2 MATERIALS AND TEST CONDITIONS

The investigations were performed on hour-glass
samples (according to ASTM E606, see Fig. 1). The
material under investigation was the titanium-
stabilised, austenitic, meta-stable steel X6CrNiTi18-

10, which is widely used for vessels and pipework.
The chemical composition (in wt.-%) is given in Ta-
ble 1. In order to homogenise the micro-structure, the
specimens were annealed at 1040°C (1 h), and after-
wards quenched in oil.

The fatigue tests were performed with alternating
loading (R = -1), at a test frequency of 2 s'\ and con-
trolled by the total-strain amplitude. A first test with a
strain amplitude of ±2.55 mm/m did not result in crack
initiation until a cycle number of 1><105. Therefore, a
strain amplitude of ±3 mm/m was applied (with refer-
ence to the smallest cross-section). Different usage
factors were adjusted in a series of hour-glass speci-
mens by applying well-defined cycles of strain loads.
Table 2 gives the cycle number for the investigated
samples, with the appropriate usage factor D, indicat-
ing the life-time fraction; D = 1 for samples for which
crack initiation has already occurred.

For samples without a crack, D is the ratio of the cycle
number applied to the sample to the mean cycle num-
ber for crack initiation, as obtained from a pre-testing
of five samples. The damage level is adjusted by an
appropriate reduction of the cycle number. For the
metallographic investigations, the samples were cut
into halves, parallel to the sample axis. After mechani-
cal grinding and polishing, the samples were then
electro-chemically etched with Beraha-ll solution [5].

Table 1: Chemical composition of X6CrNiTi18-10
samples.

c
0.05

Mn

1.08

P

0.039
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0.019

Cr

17.55

Ni

9.86

Ti

0.39

-
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75mm

220mm •

ik

32mm

Fig. 1: Hour-glass specimens according to ASTM
E606.
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Figure 2 shows the micro-structure of Sample 1.6 at
three axial positions. At mid-section, dark streaks
were found, which disappear with increasing distance.
At positions far from the mid-section, the micro-
structure is homogeneous. The micro-structure of the
dark-streak region consists of martensite needles in a
austenitic matrix (Fig. 3a) whereas, outside this re-
gion, only austenite grains can be found (Fig. 3b).

Table 2: Cycle numbers of the investigated samples.

Sample
No.

1.2

2.4

1.8

1.4

2.2

1.3

1.7

2.5

2.3

1.6

Cycle
Number

0

0

11200

15850

15850

22400

22400

26000

32000

63200

Usage
Factor D

0

0

0.4

0.6

0.6

0.8

0.8

1.0

1.0

1.0

Crack Position

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5 mm from the mid-
dle of the sample

middle of the sample

middle of the sample

-30 mm from the middle of the sample +30 mm from the
middle of the sample middle of the sample

Fig. 2: Micro-structure of Sample 1.6 at 3 axial posi-
tions.

y * ; ' ^ •• • • • • • • ' -

_....*. ....
a) inside the streaks

b) outside the streaks

Fig. 3: Micro-structure of Sample 1.6 inside and out-
side of the dark streaks.

3 STRUCTURE INVESTIGATIONS BY MEANS
OF DIFFRACTION EXPERIMENTS

The martensite content formed by phase changes was
measured by means of neutron and X-ray diffraction
experiments. Austenite and martensite differ in their
micro-structure: austenite has a face-centered cubic
lattice cell, whereas the lattice cell of martensite is a
body-centered cubic. This enables the phase compo-

sition in the steel to be determined by neutron and X-
ray diffraction experiments.

Neglecting textures, the volume fraction of a phase v
in a two-phase system (austenite and martensite) is
given by [6]:

- i

"*u+l (1)

in which l{h,k,i} is the intensity scattered at the lattice
plane {h,k,l}, and K12 is a factor which represents the
different structure types of martensite and austenite,
and the different angular positions of the reflexions;
the K12 factors are tabulated for X-rays in [6], and can
be calculated for neutrons, as described in [7].

3.1 Neutron Diffraction (ND)

The neutron diffraction experiments were performed at
the powder diffractometer DMC at SINQ [8]. The in-
strument is optimised for high intensity, and allows the
determination of the phase content down to values
below 1% with relatively small beam cross-section.
With a neutron beam wave length of X = 0.38 nm, a
scattering angle 2© in the range 68° s 2© < 147° was
measured; the beam width was 40 mm. The LCF
specimens were measured with a beam height (axial
direction) of 10 mm at the position of the smallest
cross-section. For four samples, the axial distribution
of the martensite was measured with a beam height of
2 mm.

Figure 4 shows the sample cross-section, the strain
amplitude, and the measured martensite content as
functions of the axial sample position. Typical diffrac-
tion patterns are included. The martensite is concen-
trated in the area of the smallest cross-section.

In Fig. 5, the axial distribution of the martensite con-
tent is given for four samples. Three of them, Samples
1.6, 2.3 and 2.5, have D = 1. The maxima of the
martensite content are detected at the crack position,
indicating that crack formation results in an additional
martensitic transformation. In Sample 1.7 (with no
crack), the maximum of the martensite content was
found at the smallest cross-section, and the marten-
site distribution was non-symmetric.

From the axial positions of the strain amplitude and
martensite content dependencies, the relation be-
tween them can be determined (Fig. 6). Below a
threshold strain amplitude (about 2.2 mm/m for Sam-
ples 1.7, 2.3 and 2.5, and 2.5 mm/m for Sample 1.6),
no martensite is detectable by neutron diffraction
(detection limit of these experiments is about 0.5 vol.-
%). Neglecting the data points measured at the crack
locations, a nearly linear dependence of the marten-
site content on the strain amplitude was found for
strains higher than the threshold. The slopes of the
curves depend on the cycle number. The threshold
strain amplitude for Sample 1.6 agrees with that for
which no crack initiation occurred in the first LCF tests.

The values for the threshold strain amplitude for the
other samples are lower than this mechanically esti-
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mated value. Here, the threshold value is monitored
conservatively.

The values of the martensite content estimated at the
sample range between ±5 mm from the position of the
smallest sample cross-section (maximum strain am-
plitude of 3 mm/m) are given in Table 3.

The dependence of the martensite content on the
cycle number N is given in Fig. 7. A threshold cycle
number (Nc= 13000) exists, below which no marten-
sitic transformation can be detected. At higher values,
the martensite content depends almost linearly on the
cycle number.

The investigations have shown that, from a usage
factor of 0.8 onwards, the martensite is spread
through the depth of the sample, the neutron diffrac-
tion results giving an exact relation between the
formed martensite content and the usage factor.
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Fig. 6: Dependence of the martensite content on the
strain amplitude, averaged over the gauge
volume, for Samples 1.6, 2.3 and 2.5.
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Fig. 4: Dependence of sample cross-section, strain
amplitude and martensite content on the axial
sample position, connected with typical neu-
tron diffraction patterns.
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Fig. 5: Axial distribution of the martensite content for
Samples 1.6, 1.7, 2.3 and 2.5.

Table 3: Martensite content of the samples for NDT
investigations obtained by neutron diffrac-
tion.

Sample No.
1.6
2.3
2.5
1.3
1.7
2.2
1.4
1.8
1.2
2.4

Usage factor D
1.0 (cracks)
1.0 (crack)
1.0 (crack)

0.8
0.8
0.6
0.6
0.4
0.0
0.0

Mart. (vol.-%)
3.13
1.49
1.49
0.95
0.93
0.54
0.61

<0.50
<0.50
<0.50

- 3
•4-ic

82

r
TO

20000 40000 60000
cycle number N

80000

Fig. 7: Dependence of the martensite content on the
cycle number.

3.2 X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

X-ray diffraction experiments using synchrotron light
sources are able to analyse the martensite distribution
in two dimensions. The method guarantees a higher
local resolution than neutron diffraction, and in shorter
measurement times, but the measuring area is limited
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to the surface area. X-ray diffraction results give addi-
tional information, especially for the evolution of
martensite formation.

The X-ray diffraction experiments were performed at
the ROBL beamline at ESRF Grenoble, France [9]. In
order to use the K12 values from [6], the wavelength
of the Mo-Ka radiation (X = 0.07107 nm) was applied.
The investigated sample 1.6 was cut into halves par-
allel to the sample axis. A mapping of the axial and
radiai martensite distribution were obtained by scan-
ning the sample through the fixed beam.

Referring to the applied wave-length and beam cross-
section of 0.2 mm by 0.5 mm, a gauge volume of
about 1 mm (axial) by 0.5 mm (radial) by 0.005 mm
(depth) is used.

For the estimation of the martensite content, the inten-
sity relations between the {111} austenite and the
{110}-martensite peak, as measured in XRD experi-
ments, were used.

Due to the small beam size, the very small beam di-
vergence in the XRD experiments, and the relatively
large grain size of the austenite (diameter about 20 -
30 |itm), the statistical conditions for a polycrystal
(ideally, the number of grains NQ seen by the beam
being infinite, in practice NQ>1000) is not completely
fulfilled. Consequently, a strong scattering of the in-
tensity values of the {111} austenite reflexion between
the several sample locations is seen. The grain size of
the martensite is small enough to fulfil the NQ>1000
condition.

3.500 - 4.CO0
3.C00 - 3.500
2.500 - 3.000
2.000 - 2500
1.5O0 - 2000
1.000 - 1.500
O.5000 - 1.000

Fig. 8: Mapping of the radial and axial distribution of
the martensite content associated with typical
XRD patterns.

Because the content of martensite is very small com-
pared with the content of austenite, the mean value of
the austenite {111} intensity can be used for the phase
analysis. Using this mean value, the relative error is of
the order of magnitude of the martensite content (<
6 %).

Figure 8 shows the axial and radial mapping of the
martensite content of Sample 1.6, as estimated from
the X-ray diffraction data. Some typical scattering
patterns are included. The martensite is concentrated
at the smallest cross-section, in the surface areas.
Additionally, a broad area with a high martensitic con-
tent exists in the middle of the sample (x = 0, y = 0);
the martensite content has maximum values at crack
locations.

4 MONITORING OF LCF DEGRADATION BY
MEANS OF MAGNETIC NDT METHODS

It was demonstrated by means of neutron and X-ray
diffraction experiments that the martensitic content is
a function of the total plastic strain amplitude, the cycle
number under the realised loading, and the tempera-
ture conditions. Based on the results of micro-
structural investigations, NDT methods can be applied
to monitor the martensitic content directly for austenitic
components. NDT methods should be used first as a
screening test to identify areas with an increased
amount of martensite. In this way, early detection of
LCF-damaged zones can be realised.

In the case of LCF damage in meta-stable austenitic
steels, the application of magnetic methods is pre-
ferred, because the deformation-induced martensite is
of ferromagnetic nature, and can be magnetised, while
the austenitic matrix is paramagnetic. The problem is
to measure very low amounts of martensite, i.e. be-
tween 0.5 and 3.0 vol.-%. Therefore, sensitive mag-
netic sensors must be used to identify local differ-
ences in magnetic properties. For an advanced NDT
method, it is also anticipated that the local distribution
of the martensite can be visualised. In principle, it is
possible to apply active and passive magnetic tech-
niques.
Concerning the content of martensite, the NDT results
in Table 3 are used. Note that for usage factor D = 1,
the LCF damage is quite different, depending on the
cycle number, and the number and position of cracks.

4.1 Measurements of magnetic stray-field
strength

Due to the ferromagnetism of martensite, it is possible
to apply a passive magnetic technique. After magneti-
sation of the samples in a static magnetic field, field
lines are concentrated and compressed in the marten-
site structures of the damage zone. For the magnetic
field lines which pass through areas of low permeabil-
ity, i.e. austenitic areas, the magnetic density changes
abruptly due to the high magnetic resistance of the
austenite. This means that the magnetic lines will con-
verge on the martensitic islands, but a considerable
number will also be involved in air-bridging the aus-
tenitic areas (magnetic stray field). The strength of the
stray field is influenced by the density of the magnetic
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field lines in the martensitic islands, and is therefore
proportional to the martensite content.

The magnetisation of the samples was carried out in a
static magnetic field with a strength of about 11 kA/m.
Afterwards, all samples were examined using highly
sensitive SQUID and fluxgate sensors. The fluxgate
sensor was sensitive enough to detect martensitic
areas, but there were no differences compared with
our SQUID measurements. The application of SQUID
sensors is ultimately necessary for tests at higher
cyclic loading, with lower strain amplitude, and for
investigations at higher temperatures. Under the latter
conditions, the deformation-induced phase trans-
formation is less intensive than for low-cycle fatigue at
room temperature.
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Fig. 9: Stray field measurements (fluxgate output) at
LCF samples of different usage factors, cycle
numbers and martensite content.

Measurements of the normal and tangential compo-
nents of the magnetic stray field were performed at a
distance of 20 mm from the bar axis.

The fluxgate output (axial component) is plotted as a
function of the axial scanning position in Fig. 9.

The output shows a pronounced positive peak if the
sensor is directly over the position of the smallest
cross-section of the LCF sample. In the case of
measurements on samples with cracks (D=1), the
amplitude of field strength depends on the cycle num-
ber. For the pre-crack stages, the amplitude increases
with both usage factor and cycle number. The damage
to the specimen was detected up to usage factor
D=0.6. The fluxgate output for the usage factors 0.6,
0.4 and 0.0 do not differ significantly.

4.2 Measurements by means of eddy-current
techniques

Eddy-current techniques appear to be very promising
for detecting LCF degradation. For eddy-current
measurements, it must be remembered that the signal
received is influenced by the electrical conductivity, the
magnetic conductivity (permeability), and by the de-
sign of the measuring equipment.

If the eddy-current field is locally disturbed by changes
in these properties, the field paths become distorted,
and the eddy-current signal is weakened. Such path
distortions produce a change in the impedance of the
exciting coil. Instead of measuring the impedance of
the exciting coil directly, the induced voltage in an
additional receiving coil, placed in the area of influence
of the eddy-current field, can be used to measure local
changes in permeability.

It is convenient to apply miniaturised sensors. The
martensite distribution at the surface can then be
visualised, and the induced current signal becomes a
measure of the martensite content.

The voltage signal received depends on the marten-
site content in the area of influence of the eddy-current
field. However, the distance between the measuring
sensor and the surface should be small. Otherwise,
the sensitivity of the eddy-current method is reduced.
The applied manipulator system was able to follow the
sample shape in the damage zone, thus the distance
between sensor and surface was always 1 mm. An
essential aspect for eddy-current measurements is the
choice of the exciting frequency. For martensite visu-
alisation, a frequency of 50 kHz was used, which
guarantees high local resolution and reasonable depth
of the eddy-current field in the steel surface. The
measuring range of the eddy-current equipment was
adjusted by means of neutron diffraction results for the
martensite content. The lower and upper bounds of
0.5 and 3.15 vol.-% martensite content define the
range of the eddy-current sensitivity.

In Fig. 10, the martensite distribution at the circumfer-
ential surface for an angle range of 180° is plotted.
The martensite content of 0.61 vol.-% for Sample 1.4
is clearly identified, with the martensite homogene-
ously distributed in the circumferential direction. The
plot shows the actual beginning of the martensite for-
mation during LCF loading. The changes in the
martensite density in the axial direction show that the
formation of martensite was really caused by defor-
mation. In the following damage stages, D=0.8 and
D=1.0, the martensitic pattern becomes darker as the
usage factor increases. For Sample 1.7, the marten-
site is not so homogeneously distributed as for Sam-
ple 1.4, and it is possible that the axial loading was
accompained by a small amount of bending. For
Sample 2.3, loaded up to crack initiation, a single,
large crack was detected at the smallest cross-
section. Furthermore, some local areas with very high
martensite concentration were also found. These are
probably new sources for macroscopic cracks. The
martensite is homogeneously distributed, though, at
the crack position, an additional formation of marten-
site was observed.

In Fig. 11, the amplitudes of the eddy-current signal as
functions of the axial and radial scanning positions are
plotted. The sensor output for Sample 1.4 shows that
the formation of martensite is limited to the surface,
and in the position of the smallest cross-section. No
martensite was detected with depth.
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For further damage progress (Sample 1.7), the
martensite tends to spread with depth. The spreading
of martensite at the surface is larger than that seen
deeper in the sample, where only a thin streak exists.
If a macroscopic crack was initiated, stress relaxation
around this location takes place. This results in a de-
crease of the martensite spreading in this area be-
cause the deformation is localised at the crack forma-
tion. The re-arrangement of the martensite distribution
caused by the crack formation is also shown for Sam-
ple 2.3 in Fig. 10. The shape of the martensitic pattern
is broadened at the opposite side of the crack.

5 CONCLUSIONS

All applied methods (neutron and X-ray diffraction,
magnetic stray-field measurements with SQUID and
fluxgate sensors, and eddy-current measurements)
resulted in the detection of martensite. While the
amount of martensite could be quantified with the dif-
fraction methods, the magnetic techniques yield only
relative results; i.e., they have to be calibrated, for
example using results from neutron diffraction experi-
ments.

Fig. 10

Eddy current measure-
ments on the circumferen-
tial surface of LCF sam-
ples
1.4 (D=0.6, xM=0.61vol-%)
1.7(D=0.8, xM=0.93vol-%)
2.3(D=1.0, xM=1.49vol-%)

Fig. 11

Eddy current measure-
ments on the axial cross-
section surface of LCF
samples

The study shows that the content of martensite is
related to a defined usage factor for the applied load-
ing conditions.

The existence of thresholds for the cycle number and
the total strain amplitude, to form deformation-
induced martensite, were confirmed (total strain am-
plitude: 2.2 to 2.5 mm/m, cycle number: 13'000).

These thresholds are useful for controlling and moni-
toring industrial components under normal and acci-
dent conditions. However, it should be clarified
whether thresholds also exist for other conditions of
loading and temperature.

Both applied magnetic techniques, stray-field and
eddy-current measurements, were able to identify
material degradation in the range of usage factors D =
0.6 to 1.0. No significant differences in measuring
signals were found for D < 0.6, in agreement with the
results obtained by neutron diffraction experiments.
For practical application, eddy-current measurements
calibrated by neutron diffraction are recommended.

The dependency between the degradation level and
measured NDT signal amplitudes has clearly been
demonstrated, which is promising. However, further
investigations, namely for higher temperature ranges,
are needed before the application of the method to
real components can be realised.
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AEROSOL TRAPPING IN STEAM GENERATOR (ARTIST): AN INVESTIGATION OF
AEROSOL AND IODINE BEHAVIOUR IN THE SECONDARY SIDE OF A STEAM

GENERATOR

S. Guntay, J. Birchley, D. Suckow, A. Dehbi

Incidents such as a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) with stuck-open relief valve are important acci-
dent sequences for analysis by virtue of the open path for release of radioactivity which ensues. The re-
lease may be mitigated by deposition of fission products on the steam generator (SG) tubes and other
structures, or by scrubbing in the secondary coolant. The absence of empirical data, the complexity of the
geometry and controlling processes, however, make the retention difficult to quantify and its full import is
typically not taken into account in risk assessment studies. The ARTIST experimental programme at PSI
will simulate the flow and retention of aerosol-borne fission products in the SG secondary, and thus provide
a unique database to support safety assessments and analytical models. Scaling of the break flow repre-
sents a particular challenge since the aerosol retention processes operate at contrasting length scales.
Preliminary calculations have identified a baseline set of conditions, and confirmed the feasibility of the rig
design and scaling principles. Flexibility of the rig layout enables simulations to be performed for a range of
SG designs, accident situations and accident management philosophies.

1 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Steam generator (SG) tubes are subject to a variety of
degradation processes, which can lead to cracks,
thinning and (eventually) rupture. Despite improve-
ments in SG design, manufacturing and modes of
operation, SG tube rupture (SGTR) events still occa-
sionally occur during PWR operation worldwide, and
underline the need to pay attention to them.

A particular safety challenge arises from an SGTR in
combination with other failures, leading to a core melt,
and a direct path by which radioactive fission products
can be transported to the environment. Sequences of
this kind are referred to as containment by-pass. Al-
though probabilistic safety assessments (PSAs) typi-
cally take little or no account of any retention of fission
products in the secondary side of the coolant loop, it is
reasonable to expect that the complex geometry of the
tube bank, support plates, separators and dryers pro-
vides a large surface area on which significant
amounts of fission products may be deposited. The
presence of liquid water in the SG bundle may further
augment the retention. However, the processes which
control the retention are complex, and there are no
reliable models or empirical data with which to perform
assessments. The experiments to be performed in the
ARTIST programme at PSI will be first-of-kind, and will
provide a database for retention under the range of
conditions applicable in a reactor accident. Reduced
uncertainty in predicted radio-nuclide release will en-
able plants to re-assess their PSA Level 2 results, and
consequently the assumptions used in Level 3.

The ARTIST programme is motivated by the concur-
rence of interest which exists between the operators of
the Beznau plant (KKB) and PSI, the latter's role being
to address current concerns, and to support ongoing
improvements in nuclear safety. Of particular interest
in this latter category is the investigation of the effec-
tiveness of refilling the faulted SG, in order to arrest
the release of radio-nuclides.

2 REFERENCE PLANT AND TRANSIENT

Release and transport of fission products from a de-
graded core, through the primary to the secondary
side and, potentially, to the environment, may occur as
a consequence of a variety of sequences, typically
falling into one of three groups:

• an SGTR with other failures leading to core dam-
age;

• a core damage sequence, which causes the SG
tubes to be subjected to large thermal and pres-
sure loads; and

• a design-basis SGTR, in which contaminated pri-
mary coolant (iodine-spiked) is carried over in con-
ditions outside the normal operating range of the
SG.

In this Section, we concentrate on a sequence within
the first group, identified in a Level 2 PSA study for
KKB [1] as a major risk contributor. The case is here
referred to as the reference transient, the results of
which are used to define a baseline set of conditions
for the ARTIST experiments.

The assumed initiating event is a double-ended guillo-
tine break near the bottom of the hot side of one of the
SG tubes. (Beznau is a two-loop PWR; for conven-
ience the faulted and intact SGs are referred to as
SGA and SGB, respectively.) The reactor protection
emergency coolant systems (ECS) and auxiliary feed-
water (AFW) systems function normally. However, it is
assumed that no operator-initiated measures are
taken in the early stages of the sequence. Overfilling
of the faulted SG secondary causes the relief valve
(RV) to stick open, hence leading to a long-term loss
of cooling, and a consequent core melt and release of
fission products.

The thermal-hydraulic and core degradation was ana-
lysed by Birchley [2] using the SCDAP/RELAP5 code
[3]. The results for the fuel temperatures were then
used as input to SASPROG, which incorporates the
release correlations from NUREG-0772 (Lorenz et al.
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Table 1: Event sequence for reference SGTR as
calculated using SCDAP/RELAP5.

Table 2: Conditions at time of release.

Event

Tube rupture in SGA

AFW initiation, scram, SGA isolation

Power decay

Pressuriser empty

SGA relief valve open

HPIS initiated

SGA relief valve closed

SGA relief valve cycling

SGA AFW isolation

SGA relief valve sticks open (a)

ECS tanks empty

Accumulator initiation

Accumulators empty (b)

Main coolant pumps tripped (c)

SGA dried out (d)

Core uncovery starts (e)

SGB relief valve latched open (f)

Main coolant pumps restarted

Molten pool forms (g)

End calculation

Time (s)

0

100

102

112

116

130

206

350

600

1918

32377

32844

37424

37703

60715

74318

76318

80318

83822

90533

[4]) to calculate release of fission products from the
core. The calculated event sequence is given in Ta-
b l e ! Among the essential features of the transient
are:

• both the primary and secondary sides of the faulted
SG are completely void before the core starts to
heat up, and remain so throughout the rest of the
sequence;

• the intact SG is depressurised to one bar by op-
erator action before the onset of core degradation;

• accumulation of hydrogen in the intact steam gen-
erator impedes the condensation of steam and lim-
its the primary side depressurisation such that the
flow is choked at the break.

The transient conditions in the three coolant regions
(reactor vessel, faulted and intact SG secondary
sides) are illustrated in Figs. 1, 2, with the key events
given in Table 1 (a,b, ..g) also indicated. Representa-
tive conditions during the period of interest are pre-
sented in Table 2.

Parameter

Time period of interest

Decay heat level

Primary side total pressure

Primary side steam pressure

Secondary side pressure

Break flow (hot side)

Break flow (cold side)

Break fluid temperature

SGA structure temperature

Fission product release rate
into the secondary side

Value

80'000 - 90'000 s

7MW(0.5%)

0.5 MPa

0.1 -0.4 MPa

0.1 MPa

0.20 kg/s

0.05 kg/s

1000 K

650 K

12g/s

3 RIG CHARACTERISTICS AND CAPABILITIES

The test rig will be connected to the PSI aerosol gen-
eration system (DRAGON) which provides a flow of
single or multi-component aerosol in a steam or
steam/non-condensable carrier gas. The aerosols are
generated by feeding the materials in powder or liquid
form at the desired rates to a plasma, in which they
evaporate and then recondense in the stream of
cooler carrier gas. The aerosol flow and characteris-
tics can be controlled in a stable manner.

The ARTIST test section comprises several modules
to simulate the KKB SG secondary, as shown in Fig.
3. These comprise:

• a scaled (1:24) tube bundle of diameter 57.3 cm
containing 264 straight tubes of outer diameter
19 mm and maximum height 3.8 m;

• the U-bend section of the SG tubes;

• a tube sheet plate;

• three support plates, spaced 1.1m apart;

• one separator unit of actual size; and

• one dryer cell of actual size.

The bundle diameter is considered large enough to
reproduce the jet behaviour, the momentum dissipat-
ing after it emerges from the break, provided the break
is not too close to the shroud and oriented towards it.
The spacing between the support plates, the tube
diameter, pitch and wall thickness are the same as in
the real SG.

The tube length is just 40% of the real unit, so there
are only three support plates instead of the seven in
KKB. This is believed not to have a major impact as
the flow is expected to become fairly evenly distributed
beyond the break stage, so that the decontamination
factor (DF) will be nearly the same in each of the sub-
sequent stages. Results from measurements of the
"far-field" DF are expected to extrapolate to more
stages.
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Fig. 2: Reactor vessel and SG secondary liquid levels.
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However, the reduced height implies a shorter resi-
dence time, which might be important for other reten-
tion processes, such as thermophoresis. This last can
be addressed by simply reducing the carrier gas
flowrate. Finally, it is noted that the bank of active
tubes is not represented. A single, full-length U-tube is
envisioned for separate-effect experiments on aerosol
retention, principally by turbulent deposition, inside the
tube, to provide data on the fraction of the aerosols
entering the SG which reach the break. The support
plate, tube layout, possible locations of the broken
tubes and the full-length U-tube are shown in Fig. 4.
The separator and dryer units are full-scale, and iden-
tical to those in the real SG, so the measured retention
therein will be directly applicable. The heights of these
components above the top of the bundle and the flow
area of the pipe connecting the shroud and separator
inlet are also preserved.

Table 3: Beznau/ARTIST scale parameters.

Parameter

Number of tubes

Number of dryers

Number of separators

Maximum height of tube (m)

Bundle diameter (m)

Bundle total area (m2)

Bundle flow area (m2)

Support plate flow area (m2)

Support plate flow area per
tube (cm2)

Bundle/support plate flow area

Tube surface/SG free volume
(m"1)

Bundle hydraulic diameter
(cm)

Free flow area/SG cross sec-
tional area

Beznau

3238

12

12

9.0

2.68

5.641

3.790

1.288

1.97

2.94

102.2

3.1

0.67

ARTIST

264*

1

1

3.8 (9.0t)

0.57

0.258

0.185

0.052

1.97

3.56

87.2

3.1

0.72

* straight (equivalent half U-tube)
t active tube length is 18 m (2x9)

Although the rig configuration is based on a specific
reference plant, all vertical U-tube SGs deployed in
commercial PWRs are qualitatively and conceptually
similar, despite differences in parameter values.
Simulation for different plant designs and accident
situations will require adjustment of the experimental
boundary conditions to preserve the thermal-hydraulic
and aerosol dimensionless groups.

The DRAGON and ARTIST facilities can be operated
over a range of conditions of pressure up to 0.45 MPa,
a carrier gas total flow rate from 60 to 600 kg/h (with a
possibility to increase to 850 kg/h), steam flow rate

from 50 to 300 kg/h, and temperature up to 400°C.
The non-condensable gas may be air, N2, Ar or He.
The DRAGON facility can produce aerosol loadings up
to 10 g/m3, with a mix of 4 components, which may be
soluble or insoluble, liquid or solid, and with aerody-
namic mass mean diameters (AMMD) from 0.5 to 5
urn. The scaling with respect to KKB is summarised in
Table 3. In the discussion which follows, the reference
transient is used to define a baseline or nominal set of
conditions for the experiments.

4 MAJOR PHENOMENA IN SG SECONDARY

The controlling phenomena depend on whether the
reference sequence is a severe accident, in which
case the secondary-side conditions may be dry or wet,
or a design basis accident, in which case the primary
coolant is single-phase liquid, but superheated with
respect to the secondary side.

4.1 Dry SG in severe accident conditions

The following mechanisms account for aerosol reten-
tion in dry conditions:

• turbulent deposition inside the ruptured tube;

• inertia] and turbulent deposition in the secondary
side;

• gravitational settling;

• agglomeration;

• thermophoresis

4.1.1 Turbulent deposition in the ruptured tube

The reference calculation suggests that choked flow
conditions at the break are typical, with velocities in
the broken tube of a few hundred m/s. Previous stud-
ies by Liu and Agarwal [5] indicate that turbulent depo-
sition is the dominant mechanism at such velocities,
and that the retention is primarily a function of the ratio
L/D, where D is the diameter of the break and L the
distance from the break, for the particles of interest (>
0.3 pm). Retention may be offset to some extent by
resuspension, to an extent which is as yet uncertain.
Therefore, it is important to preserve the flow and
aerosol characteristics in order that the results be
directly applicable at plant scale.

4.1.2 Impaction and turbulent deposition in the
bundle

These mechanisms exhibit a similar dependence on
the flow velocity and can be grouped together for the
purposes of scaling. Inertial deposition is due to the
inability of particles to follow the flow around obsta-
cles, while turbulent deposition occurs on surfaces
which are parallel to the flow, as a result of the large
eddy velocities in highly turbulent flow.

Inertial and turbulent deposition in the break stage

For choked flow at the break, the local flow velocities
are expected to be of the order of 100 m/s or greater,
and, for a horizontal break, predominantly across the
nearby tubes.
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Fig. 3: ARTIST facility and components: bundle, separator and drier.
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The aerosol deposition on a single cylinder has been
correlated by Douglas and Ilias [6] as a function of the
Stokes number, Stk, defined as

Stk = ppdpUCs / (18(iD) = tU/D ,

where pp and dp are the particle density and geometric
diameter, U the gas velocity, Cs the slip factor, p. the
viscosity, D the cylinder diameter, and -r is the particle
relaxation time. The deposition fraction varies between
2% and 30% as Stk1'2 varies from 0.06 to 0.25. Com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) analyses by Quarini
[7] show that the full, nominal flow velocity decreases
from 300 m/s at the break to 10 m/s over a distance
spanned by a few tube rows. Table 4 gives the ex-
pected Stokes numbers for these conditions. The Ta-
ble indicates that a significant fraction of the particles
will be retained on the nearby tubes, but that the re-
tention decreases considerably away from the break.

Table 4: Stk1'2 values for break stage.

AMMD (urn)

1

3

10

1(S)

5.8e-6

4.6e-5

3.8e-4

Stk1'2:
U=300 m/s

0.30

0.85

2.45

Stk1/2:
U=10 m/s

0.055

0.155

0.447

In order to reproduce the aerosol retention locally, the
flowrate should be the same as the full break flow,
giving an average bundle axial velocity of 4.1 m/s.
However, the average velocity in the bundle is simu-
lated more realistically by scaling the flowrate by the
rig/plant flow area ratio (1:20.5), which gives a velocity
of 0.2 m/s. These two contrasting scale ratios have
implications for simulating the flow and aerosol reten-
tion in the main part of the bundle. In particular, the
measured retention in the break stage will include a
contribution due to impaction on the support plate.

Impaction on the support plates

Away from the break, the flow spreads out and moves
upwards towards the support plates. It is then chan-
nelled through the small openings which surround the
tubes; inertia! impaction occurs at the orifices. Again,
this depends on the local Stokes number (based on
the orifice effective diameter, 0.79 cm.), given for the
scaled flowrate in Table 5.

Table 5: Stk1'2 values for flow at support plate.

AMMD (urn)

1

3

10

Stk1'2:
Uavg=0.2 m/s

0.012

0.033

0.098

Stk1'2:
Uaug=4.1 m/s

0.055

0.155

0.444

Experiments by Ye and Pui [8] show that there is very
little retention for Stk1'2 < 0.2. This suggests that re-
tention at the support plate is significant only for the
largest particles, and at full flow. However, some cau-

tion should be used in accepting these findings due to
the complex geometry of the support plate, and the
non-uniform flow conditions existing below it. Never-
theless, impaction on the plate is expected to make
only a small contribution to the total retention in the
break stage, even at full flow.

Impaction on the tubes in the far field and U-bends

The flow beyond the break stage is mainly in the verti-
cal direction and, with a mean velocity of 0.2 m/s, little
retention by turbulent deposition is expected on the
tubes. Impaction at the U-bends can be estimated
from the cross-flow data of Douglas and Ilias [6] which
show no retention for Stk1/2<0.06.

Table 6: Stk1'2 values for U-bends.

AMMD ((im)

1

3

10

Stk1'2:
U=0.1 m/s

0.004

0.011

0.032

Stk1'2:
U=0.2 m/s

0.008

0.022

0.063

Stk1'2:
U=0.4 m/s

0.016

0.044

0.126

Table 6 shows the retention is negligible for the aero-
sol sizes of interest, even for a wider range of veloci-
ties. There is some latitude then, to choose smaller or
larger flow rates in order to, respectively, match the
total residence time in the bundle, or the velocity in the
separator and dryer regions.

Impaction in the separator and dryer sections

The ARTIST model contains one full-size separator
and one dryer instead of the 12 (of each) units in the
Beznau plant. To preserve the mean velocity and resi-
dence time for the nominal conditions, the flowrate
should be scaled by 1/12, that is by 75 kg/h. This cor-
responds to a velocity of 0.33 m/s in the separator
tube, and a residence time of 9 s. The flow exits the
separator upper lid and enters the open header where
the mean velocity decreases to a few cm/s, so that
impaction underneath the dryer is negligible. The resi-
dence time is about 8 s. Agglomeration and settling
are insignificant in these regions.

The free-flow area per dryer panel in the ARTIST fa-
cility is about 11% less than in Beznau. To preserve
the flowrate, the velocity in the ARTIST channel
should therefore be reduced accordingly. However,
due to the small magnitude of the velocity, impaction
in the channel is small enough that retention by im-
paction in the separator and dryer sections will be
replicated by a 1/12 flow scaling. From the discussion
concerning retention in the bundle, the same scaling
can be applied throughout the SG, except near the
break where the full flow is appropriate.

4.1.3 Agglomeration

Agglomeration of aerosols occurs, and modifies the
size distribution, if the concentration and residence
times are large enough. Based on plant calculations,
and assuming initially spherical particles of size 1 (xm
and density 2 g/cm3, the theory of monodisperse ag-
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glomeration (Hinds [9]) predicts the number concen-
tration to decrease by about one-third, in the absence
of other mechanisms. The particle diameter is then
increased by 16%, a small but non-negligible change.
The effect will be greater for lower flowrates and/or
(initially) smaller-sized particles, while smaller for
higher flowrates and/or larger particles.

4.1.4 Gravitational settling

The settling velocity varies from 0.2 to 18 cm/min over
the AMMD size range 1 to 10 jxm. Gravity settling is
negligible for a residence time of the order of one min-
ute.

4.1.5 Thermophoresis in the far-field stages

The incoming gas may be some hundreds of degrees
hotter than the bundle structures, in which case ther-
mophoresis is an important aerosol-removal mecha-
nism. The thermophoretic velocity depends primarily
on the thermal gradient, and is a weak function of
particle size [8]. Table 7 shows the expected thermo-
phoretic velocities, assuming a maximum temperature
difference of 500°C, and a representative distance of 1
cm between the subchannel centreline and tube wall.
Since the residence time in a single stage is about 6 s,
assuming an average flow velocity of 0.2 m/s, the
thermophoretic displacement is of the order of 0.3 cm,
which is comparable with the distance to the tube wall.
Thermophoresis is therefore likely to be significant.
Choice of a lower flowrate, to reproduce more closely
the residence time in the plant SG, will result in yet
more retention.

Table 7: Thermophoretic deposition velocities.

AMMD (urn)

1

3

10

velthermo (cm/s)

0.065

0.050

0.039

4.1.6 Discussion of residence times in a dry SG

From the above discussion, and the geometry of the
ARTIST facility, it is possible to identify four areas of
investigation, with five corresponding time scales.

(i) Inside the broken tube Highly turbulent conditions,
with velocities of up to 200 m/s, occur in the broken
tube, and can be directly reproduced using the full
flowrate. Conditions upstream of the break will be
preserved, since a single, full-length U-tube will be
included, while the break can be located at the hot
side near the entrance, on the coldside or near the
exit, or anywhere in the tube span. The main retention
mechanism is turbulent deposition, which depends
mainly on velocity. Residence times are of no conse-
quence.

(ii) Near the break Within the break stage, the flow
(and hence the velocity) should be scaled 1:1. The
main retention mechanisms are turbulent deposition
and inertial impaction, which depend mainly on veloc-
ity, and are essentially independent of residence time.

(iii) Bundle region away from the break Beyond the
break stage, the flow will redistribute itself more or
less uniformly, with a typical velocity of 0.2 m/s, this
corresponding to a nominal flow of 900 kg/h for the
KKB SG. The dominant removal mechanism is ex-
pected to be thermophoresis, with smaller contribu-
tions from impaction at the support plates and Ll-
bends. Two scale-ratios apply:

• Thermophoresis: the flow should be scaled by
1:49 to preserve residence time;

• Impaction: the flow should be scaled by 1:21 to
preserve the mean velocity.

(iv) Separator and dryer ARTIST represents the 12
separator units and dryer panels in the plant with a
single unit containing the same number of panels, so
the flow should be scaled by 1:12 to preserve the ve-
locity and residence time.

The above scaling considerations are summarised in
Table 8. It might not be necessary, however, to per-
form experiments at each of the scaled flowrates. For
example, a compromise scaling of 1:21 might be used
to combine mechanisms (iii) and (iv) in order to pro-
duce an integral simulation of aerosol retention
throughout the far-field of the secondary side.

4.2 Wet SG in severe accident conditions

A possible Accident Management (AM) measure is to
refill the faulted SG, in order to re-establish heat re-
moval and to provide a pool where the incoming aero-
sols can be scrubbed. Data from the POSEIDON [10]
experiments, conducted earlier at PSI, indicate that a
DF of 10 or more can be obtained even in a shallow
pool. Several factors apply in a refilled SG, which
would suggest even more effective pool scrubbing.
There are three distinct regions in gas-pool interac-
tions:

• the immediate injection zone, characterised by
formation of a gas jet or globule, depending on the
injection conditions;

• the break-up zone, where the jet or globule disinte-
grates into smaller bubbles; and

• the bubble rise zone, where the bubbles rise at the
local terminal velocity and, in the present context,
are periodically ejected through the holes in the
support plate.

Beyond the break-up zone (typically 10 globule di-
ameters from the injection site), the bubbles are
oblivious of the details of the injection process; there-
fore the scrubbing in the bubble rise zone is inde-
pendent of the carrier gas flowrate. In addition, some
of the incoming steam condenses almost immediately,
with scrubbing of a corresponding fraction of the aero-
sols. The extent of condensation depends on the tem-
perature of the water pool. If the pool is close to boil-
ing, which is likely due to the hot structures and con-
tinued steam injection, condensation is minimal.
Therefore the main removal mechanisms are inertial,
namely:

• jet impaction at the injection site;

• centrifugal impaction and gravitational settling dur-
ing bubble rise.
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Table 8: Major aerosol phenomena and corresponding gas flow rates in dry SG.

Region

Inside broken tube

Bundle near-field
(break stage)

Bundle region away
from the break

Separator-dryer

Main phenomena for
investigation

turbulent deposition

turbulent deposition,
impaction on tubes

impaction on support
plates, U-bends

thermophoretic deposi-
tion on tubes

impaction on structures

Quantity to preserve

velocity in tube

velocity field near
break

mean velocity

residence time,
temperature gradient

mean velocity

Typical gas flow

full flow

full flow

1/20th of full flow

1/49th of full flow

1/12th of full flow

Remarks

none

none

thermophoresis to be
avoided

minimise inertial effects

thermophoresis to be
avoided

The first mechanism depends on the injection
flowrate, and is replicated by adopting the full flow. It
is supposed that the jet momentum is locally dissi-
pated, as in the real SG, and is not affected by the
presence of the shroud. This is supported by past
experience [10], which indicates that the jet is gener-
ally confined near to the injection site. The bubble rise
in the far-field of the SG bundle contrasts that in an
open pool. The complex arrangement of structures is
expected to interact strongly with the bubbles, par-
ticularly at holes in the support plates, and to enhance
the scrubbing. Particle-scrubbing at the plates will
depend on the injection flow, and should be investi-
gated at a flowrate corresponding to the average
channel velocity. Experimental evidence suggests,
however, that most of the particles are removed near
the injection point.

The refill time may also be important. The above dis-
cussion concentrates on refilling prior to significant
release of aerosols from the core. The refilling proc-
ess itself is likely to be characterised by rapid cooling
of the hot structures, and hence by violent boiling,
high steam flow, and droplet entrainment. Refilling of
a hot SG after significant aerosol release has already
taken place may result in some resuspension of pre-
viously deposited aerosols, and transport of aerosols
with the entrained droplets. In ARTIST, the opportu-
nity exists to address the possible impact of deferred
SG refilling on release.

4.3 Wet SG in design basis accident (DBA) con-
ditions

The focus of DBA conditions, which involves the flow
of radioactive primary coolant to the secondary side,
is on the potential release of radioactive iodine to the
environment. Assumptions are typically made con-
cerning:

• the level of contamination ("iodine spiking") of the
primary coolant prior to the SGTR;

• the primary and secondary thermal-hydraulic con-
ditions, which will determine the fraction of coolant
which flashes at the break; and

• the iodine partition coefficient in the pool.

Three mechanisms are identified for iodine release to
the environment.

(i) Iodine partitioning As break flow of primary coolant
continues, iodine in the pool partitions between the
liquid and vapour phases at a fraction determined by
the prevailing conditions.

(ii) Primary flashing A fraction of the primary coolant
flashes to steam, and the associated iodine is trans-
ported with the steam. Some of the iodine will be
scrubbed in the pool, or removed at the upper struc-
tures.

(iii) Droplet carryover Fine droplets are carried with
the steam, produced by flashing of the primary cool-
ant, and released to the environment, after some
scrubbing in the pool and retention at the upper
structures. Carryover and transport via steam may be
significant in the event of a break above the pool
surface.
The effect of iodine partitioning is certainly difficult,
and may be impossible, to reproduce in the ARTIST
facility, given that the partitioning is very sensitive to
the pool thermal-hydraulic state, chemistry of the
water, and to the prevailing radiation field. However,
analyses [11] have shown partitioning to be of sec-
ond-order importance.

Primary flashing, in which iodine is transported in the
vapour bubbles, can be studied in ARTIST under low
pressure conditions. The results cannot be extrapo-
lated to real plant scale directly since the flashing
process, the fraction and the bubble dynamics de-
pend on the pressure and on other conditions. Ex-
trapolation to a plant DBA may be possible via de-
tailed analysis using appropriate computer models.
Nevertheless, the data can be expected to yield use-
ful upper estimates, provided the test conditions are
defined suitably.

Droplet carryover has been shown to be a negligible
source of release, provided the break is sufficiently
below the pool surface (Garbett [12]). However, a
break can occur in the U-bend, in which case reten-
tion in the pool is minimal. Droplet retention in the
upper sections is then important, and can be exam-
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ined in ARTIST. Special consideration must be given
to the size distribution, since retention by the separa-
tor and dryer is mainly a function of carrier gas
flowrate and droplet size.

5 BREAK CONFIGURATION

The ARTIST facility enables a variety of break con-
figurations to be investigated. Although the scaling
effort has focused exclusively on the double-ended
guillotine break, evidence from actual SGTR events
shows that fish-mouth breaks and narrow cracks are
more common. These considerations will be kept in
mind in defining the final test matrix but, at present,
many possible locations and geometry are accom-
modated in the design, as shown in Fig. 4. The flexi-
bility of the configuration will make it possible to ad-
dress specific safety concerns, such as effects of
symmetry, interacting or non-interacting multiple
breaks, etc., but also to investigate the influence of
break geometry and location on the release.

6 FLOW FIELD IN SG SECONDARY

One of the main concerns in regard to scaling is to
ensure that the shroud will not influence the aerosol
retention if the break occurs away from the periphery,
or at the periphery but facing inwards. Analyses using
CFD models have been used to determine the flow
distribution [7] for three break configurations:
• a fish-mouth horizontal break on a peripheral

tube, oriented to the centre of the bundle;
• an axisymmetric horizontal break at the centre of

the bundle; and
• an upwards-oriented break at the tube sheet in

the centre of the bundle.
The results showed:
• uniform static pressure at the shroud, so that the

wall has little effect on the jet behaviour;
• the region of high velocity to be localised near the

break, and confined to a small volume; and that

• the flow at the support plate is distributed across
the entire flow area (though not quite uniformly),
with a maximum velocity of about 10 m/s at the
plate (roughly 2.5 times the average).

Experiments by Douglas and Ilias [6] indicate that
aerosol impaction at the wall is important only for
Stokes number Stk>0.04, which corresponds to a
velocity of more than 30 m/s for a 3 (im particle. To-
gether with the CFD results, this shows that the re-
tention in the break stage is not compromised by the
presence of the wall.

Further analyses using CFD methods will be per-
formed to support final specification of the test condi-
tions and interpretation of the results.

7 INSTRUMENTATION

The main goal of the ARTIST experiments is to char-
acterise aerosol and gaseous iodine retention in each
section of the model SG by measuring the aerosol
and iodine concentrations and thermal-hydraulic con-
ditions at the inlet and outlet of each section. Sup-
porting data will be provided by sampling and by use
of representative surfaces. The proposed instrumen-
tation will provide:
• the thermal-hydraulic conditions throughout the

facility: carrier gas flowrate and composition, gas
and wall temperature profiles, and pressure;

• qualitative information on the flow distribution and
typical velocities in the break stage, including jet-
ting on the shroud, the far field and the upper
separator and dryer regions;

• the aerosol size distribution at the inlet and outlet
of the ARTIST facility, and possible shifting of the
distribution;

• the inlet and outlet aerosol concentrations at each
stage, and corresponding DFs; and

• aerosol mass balance in the test section, including
deposition fractions in the break stage, the rest of
the bundle, and the separator and dryer regions.

8 SUMMARY AND CURRENT STATUS

An experimental facility (ARTIST) to investigate aero-
sol and iodine retention in a PWR SG following an
SGTR has been designed. The facility is a scaled
representation of the Framatome SG in the Beznau
plant (KKB). The experimental programme will pro-
vide data to address a range of issues. These include
quantifying retention in a dry SG during a severe ac-
cident, AM measures to refill the SG, and iodine re-
tention in the SG following an design basis accident.
The construction of the facility is in progress.

Planning of the test matrix is in its early stages. A
postulated reference severe accident SGTR se-
quence in KKB has been analysed, and used to de-
fine a baseline set of conditions as a starting point for
the ARTIST experiments. Based on the analysis, the
various aerosol retention mechanisms have been
discussed and broadly quantified for the prevailing
conditions. Scaling considerations show that different,
indeed highly contrasting scale factors apply in order
to capture the different mechanisms taking place in
the various regions of the SG; in particular, different
scaling principles apply locally near the break, and
globally. Test conditions have been defined corre-
sponding to the reference case.

The baseline conditions apply to a particular plant and
set of accident conditions; however, a range of plant
designs and accident conditions can be accommo-
dated by suitably redefining the experimental condi-
tions and scaling arguments. The ARTIST facility is
able to address SG retention issues of concern to
industry and regulators in the wider international nu-
clear community.
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Fig. 4: Break locations in ARTIST bundle
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